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The way in which a farm family earns its living income is somewhat 
unique in comparison to its nonfarm wage and salary earning counterpart, 
and as a result the way in which a farm family prepares financially for 
retirement must also be different. The distinction becomes clearer when 
we recognize that a 'business' exists when labor and management (people) 
are combined with capital (money, machinery, land, buildings, etco) in a 
productive activity. Nonfarm workers generally offer their labor and 
management to be combined with someone else's capital. In return they 
receive a living wage, and the owner of the capital receives a return to 
his investment. When a nonfarm worker's current income exceeds his 
immediate needs, he saves for the future, and saving of this type is 
frequently U$ed in financing retirement. 
Farm families combine their labor and management with owned and 
borrowed capital in their own business enterprise. The living income 
which they receive is a combination of return to their investment and 
return to their labor. When earned income exceeds immediate consumption 
needs, the surplus is not always saved per se; the excess is most often 
invested in the farm business where it is again combined with the 
family's labor and management to produce more income (possible surplus 
income), and the cycle continues. 
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A growing farm business usually demands additional capital as fast 
as a family can generate it, In recent decades, the farming industry 
has combined larger and larger amounts of capital with a shrinking amount 
of labor, and continuous growth in capital investment has been needed to 
keep the farm family's labor and management efficiently employed. The 
high demand for capital reinvestment in the business enterprise can 
leave little opportunity for farm families to establish a saving program 
for their retirement years, 
1.1 The Problem 
In a mature family farming business, there comes a time when, either 
by choice or by the force of circumstances beyond their control, the 
elder family members substantially reduce or end their active engagement 
in farming, When such a large unit of labor and management is removed 
from the business, some or all of the capital previously combined with 
it in the farming operation becomes available to produce pure investment 
income in retirement, The retiring farmer then stands in the face of a 
perplexing problem, He needs to know how he can use his lifetime accu-
mulation of capital to build a portfolio of investments which will gen-
erate a stable flow of income in amounts adequate to meet his changing 
needs over a period of time which, in all probability, will be at least 
as long a:s his life and his wife's, At the same time, he would like the 
strategy he selects to preserve or enlarge the size of his estate and 
facilitate the transfer of the family's wealth to the next generation. 
The 1969 Census of Agriculture reports that at that time 27,6% of 
Oklahoma's 83,000 farm operators were between the ages of 55 and 64, 
One could infer that these individuals are now at an age when they are 
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making decisions about their retirement from farming. In 1969, another 
25.1% of Oklahoma's farmers were between the ages of 45 and 54. Over 
the next decade these men will face the same decisions as their predeces~ 
sors: whether to continue operating their farm, to stop operating and 
rent out their land to a younger man, or to sell the land and invest off 
the fartn. 
1.2 Research Efforts 
Much of the research which has been done in the exit or disinvest-
ment stage of the farm firm growth cycle has dealt with the minimization 
of estate transfer costs in order to maximize the net value of the 
estate passed to the heirs. A great deal has been accomplished in in-
terpreting and explaining the maze of tax laws relating to estate trans~ 
fer~ and as the tax structure inevitably changes, there is continued 
demand for this type of research. One of the serious shortcomings of 
most of these analyses is their failure to directly confront the issues 
of sound investment management and adequacy of retirement income for the 
older generation. Tax management in and of itself has seemingly taken a 
higher priority than business management. 
Two previous studies (Lee and Brake, 1971) (Brucker, Baker and 
Erickson, 1975) have sought to analyze the investment problems and 
opportunities of retiring farmers. Lee's work included a survey of 
retirement age farmers in Michigan and a delineation of many of the 
relevant characteristics of the alternative investments, and has properly 
set the stage for a project of an analytical (versus descriptive) nature. 
Brucker has built a model which allocates investments among farm and 
nonfarm assets in a manner which maximizes the ending estate subject to 
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an annual consumption requirement, However, he falls short of exercis-
ing the model on a credible data base to demonstrate its potential or 
to propose the profit maximizing strategies for retiring farmers, The 
analysis reported here proposes an alternative to Brucker's analytical 
technique and tests a range of investment strategies using the model 
developed in this research effort. 
The purpose of the research reported here. has been to concentrate 
on the selection of investment strategies which provide an adequate 
income for the retiring couple, facilitate the transfer of the estate 
at its maximum value to the next generation, and satisfy some of the 
nonmonetary goals and desires of retiring farm families, The problem is 
different from the selection of tax management strategies alone, and 
is more complex than the identification of profit maximizing strategies, 
The specific objectives undertaken in an attempt to fulfill this purpose 
have been (1) to ascertain the manner in which living expenses change as 
a family enters retirement, (2) to inventory the types and amounts of 
financial resources which are at the disposal of retiring farmers, (3) 
to enumerate the available methods of investing to provide retirement 
income while facilitating the growth and transfer of the family's wealth~ 
and (4) to develop a model which will aid in the analysis of retirement 
investment strategies and serve as the basis for future individual re-
tirement planning applications, 
1,3 Review of Classical Literature 
Any technique used to analyze retirement investment portfolios 
must consider (1) the expected value of the return from the portfolio 
in relation to the economic needs of the retiree, (2) the risk or 
• 
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variability of real return associated with the portfolio, and (3) the 
allocation of real returns and economic needs over the entire planning 
horizon or life expectancy of the couple, The following pages present 
existing theories and techniques of portfolio selection in light of 
their ability to effectively confront these issues, 
Irving Fisher (1954) pioneered the theory of optimal allocations 
of investments among physical capital (business investments), market 
securities and cash in light of the individual's current and future 
needs and desires to consume his wealth (Baumol, 1970). Fisher's analy-
sis centered on the rates of return to alternative investments as repre-
sented in the opportunity locuso Figure lol presents an opportunity 
locus ACDB for an investor with wealth of A. The curve ACA' demonstrates 
the outcomes of various levels of investment in physical capital (for 
our purposes, the farm property). At point A, the investor consumes 
his entire wealth in time period 1 and invests nothing; at A1 , the in-
vestor consumes nothing in period 1, invests all his wealth in physical 
capital, and in time period 2 has A' available for consumption (A' = 
A+ the return from investment in physical capital), The slope of ACA 1 
at any point is equal to one plus the marginal rate of return, and ACA' 
is nonlinear as a result of the diminishing marginal return to invest~ 
ment i h . 1 . 1 l/ n p ys1ca cap1ta ,-
In addition to physical capital, the investor has the opportunity 
to place funds in market securities (for our purposes, a portfolio of 
};_/Figure Ll depicts a smooth curve, but in reality it might be a 
series of linear segments of decreasing absolute slope because of the 













nonfarm investments). BB' represents the market securities opportunity 
locus, and since investment in these assets is not characterized by 
diminishing marginal return, BB' is linear with slope equal to one plus 
the average rate of return to nonfarm investment. In Figure 1.1 BB' has 
been located tangent to ACA 1 to demonstrate the behavior of a rational 
investor seeking the highest return to his investment. The broken seg-
ment CA' represents inefficient investment opportunities in physical 
capital since market securities yield higher returns. 
A profit maximizing investor will place funds in physical capital 
until the marginal return from that investment falls below the return 
from his market securities opportunity (i.e. until the slope of ACA' 
becomes less than the slope of BB'). This occurs at tangency point C. 
Moving from A to C on the opportunity locus, our investor places x1 
amount of funds in physical capital. The remainder of his wealth must 
be allocated between market securities and cash for current consumption, 
and the distribution is defined by the individual's utility function 
reflected through indifference curve II'. Moving from C to D, he allo-
cates x2 amount of funds to market securities, and the remainder (X3) 
of his wealth is held in cash for current consumption. At point D, __, 
the utility maximizing combination of current and future consumption is 
ocl dollars and oc2 dollars respectively. 
One drawback in using Fisher's approach to analyze investment 
strategies for retiring farmers is the difficulty in quantifying and 
measuring utility. A method of avoiding the measurement of utility is 
to force an arbitrary level of current consumption into the model, there-
by locating a point in the neighborhood of D. The model could then be 
solved to find the allocation between market securities and physical 
capital (point C). In essence, this has been the approach taken by 
Brucker, Baker and Erickson (1975) in their analysis of farm and non-
farm investment by retiring farmers. To locate C they used a linear 
programming technique. 
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This approach, however, is humbled by the assumption that utility 
(still unmeasured) is exclusively a function of current and future 
levels of consumable wealth, and ignores the potential utility derived 
from maintaining ownership of the family's farm property or from any 
other source. Nevertheless, the most serious criticism of the Fisher 
technique and of Brucker's modification is that the element of risk is 
totally ignored. These limitations render the model incapable of allow-
ing a complete analysis of investment alternatives for retiring farmers. 
Some other endeavors in the theory of portfolio selection have 
concentrated on the roles of risk and diversification, The Markowitz 
model (1959) defines the set of 'efficient' portfolios of market securi-
ties (those portfolios with the lowest level of risk or variability for 
each level of expected return). The decision as to which of the effi-
cient portfolios is optimal is left to the investor and is determined 
by his risk preference function. 
Markowitz's thesis is that the variability of return from a port-
folio is determined by both the variability of return from the indivi-
dual securities and the degree to which the variations in return from 
each security are correlated to one another. Figure 1.2 can be used to 
demonstrate that the overall variability of a portfolio can be reduced by 
add:ing to it a security with even greater variability if the variations 
in return to that asset are negatively correlated to the variations in 











Figure 1.2 A Negative Correlation Between the Variability of Return 
to Security A and the Original Portfolio 
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portfolio inefficient since the investor could attain the same level of 
average return (r1 ) with a smaller amount of variability by revising his 
portfolio to include some of security A. The analyst's job then becomes 
one of identifying the level of expected return from each security and 
the variance-covariance matrix describing the reaction of each security 
to a change in any other. Then, using a quadratic programming tech-
nique, the variance-covariance matrix can be minimized at each level of 
expected return, and the set of efficient portfolios will be defined, 
The investor need only select from the efficient set a portfolio with 
the risk-return combination which maximizes his utility. Figure 1.3 
depicts an efficient frontier (EE') and indifference curve (II').~ 
Each point on the efficient frontier represents a portfolio or collec-
) 
tion of securities which is among the efficient set, and the point or 
tangency (A) is the utility maximizing portfolio for the individual. 
All portfolios represented by points below and to the right of the 
efficient frontier are inefficient since higher return can be achieved 
without sacrificing risk (or vice-versa) by rearranging the composition 
of the portfolio. 
Two of the serious drawbacks to the practical application of the 
Markowitz technique are the extraordinary computational costs and the 
voluminous nature of the data requirements (Baumol, 1970, pp. 26) (Cohen, 
et al., 1973, pp. 745). William Sharpe (1963), in an attempt to over-
come those limitations, developed a simplified version of the basic 
~/The figure depicts an indifference curve for a risk averter, 
since that example demonstrates the possibility of an optimum at any 
point along the frontier. A risk lover's indifference map would consist 
of curves convex to the origin, and the optimal portfolio would always 










Markowitz technique. Rather than relating each security to every other 
through a full variance-covariance matrix, Sharpe measured the reaction 
of each security to some common market indicator. This modification 
reduced the number of individual pieces of data required, and greatly 
simplified the calculations leading to the identification of efficient 
portfolios, Empirical studies by Cohen and Pogue (1967) have indicated 
that the Sharpe index model identified efficient portfolios nearly as 
well as the original Markowitz model using a full covariance matrix, 
and the cost economies associated with the Sharpe model have made possi-
ble the real-world application of the basic theories evolving from 
Markowitz's work (Cohen, et al., 1973, pp. 745). 
In both analyses, the original measure of variability was the 
variance. Using the variance forces unusually high returns to be 
treated as evidence of risk (and therefore undesirable), while the real 
concern is the probability of unusually low returns. Markowitz (1959, 
pp, 188) suggests the semivariance as an alternative measure of risk 
concentrating only on the probability of low returns, but the complexity 
which this alternative measure of risk adds to the analysis has generally 
precluded its use. 
1,4 Origins of Risk 
Markowitz and Sharpe have couched their models in terms of the 
analysis of choice among individual market securities. The assumption 
that risk can be accurately represented by estimates of the variability 
of return does not severely restrict the application of their techniques 
to the management of portfolios containing relatively homogenous types 
of assets, However, this analysis must consider investments with 
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widely differing characteristics and must account for risks coming from 
various origins. The following summary of risk origins helps to demon-
strate the complexity of the risk issue.~ 
Business Risk - The probability of a decline in the value of an 
equity asset due to a decline in the earnings of the business, 
Market Risk - The probability of a decline in the trading value of 
an equity asset (such as a common stock or a mutual fund) due to the 
investors' expectations regarding that asset's earning power in the 
future. 
Interest Rate Risk - The probability of an increase in the general 
level of interest rat;S which will cause the price of a fixed income 
asset (for example a bond) to decline until the overall yield is compar-
able with the elevated market rate, 
Purchasing Power Risk - The probability of a decline in the real 
value of the income produced by a fixed income asset due to an increase 
in the general price level (inflation). 
Longevity Risk - The probability of exhausting the income producing 
capital base before death, 
When considering investments as diverse as real estate, corporate 
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, annuities, etc. it is not clear that one 
can lump risks from all origins into one measure of variability and 
estimate an optimal portfolio with the lowest 'risk' at the desired 
level of return, Perhaps the role of the Sharpe or Markowitz type of 
model in analyzing the alternatives of a retiring farmer is in identi-
fying the efficient portfolios of nonfarm securities which can be com-
pared with the desirability of retaining the investment in farm real 
estate, In the judgment of the researchers, these models are inadequate 
for a meaningful analysis of the full range of investment strategies 
for retiring farmers, 




Reviewing our discussion of the classical theories of portfolio 
analysis, we have found that none of them satisfy the three criteria 
established earlier in this chapter. All consider the expected return 
from the portfolio, but the early work by Fisher fails to account for 
risk. Markowitz and Sharpe, while concentrating on risk and the value 
of diversification, have tended to confront investment as an end in 
itself and not as a means of allocating the consumption of wealth over 
time (Herschleifer, 1958, pp. 329). In light of these shortcomings, 
the model selected for use in this research evolved to be something 
quite different from any of the classical models discussed here. The 
following pages trace the conception and development of the model. 
The next chapter presents the general form of the model built and 
used in this analysis. Chapter III traces the development of the in-
puts required by the model, and Chapter IV reports the results from 
the analysis of a series of test case farms. The fifth and final chap-
ter crystalizes the product of this research and hopefully challenges 
the reader to extend the interpretation of these results in light of 
both the shortcomings of this &nalysis and its contribution toward 




Economic models are often intended to help researchers find optimal 
solutions to problems of resource allocation; indeed the models dis-
cussed in th.e preceding chapter have all sought to define the optimal 
allocation of financial resourc.es among competing investment alterna-
tives. In order to optimiz,e, there must be an objectiv~ functio~, and 
the.classical objective function is utility. However, in real world 
planning situations our inability to measure utility forces us to make 
some n~ive assumption about. the nature of the individual's utility func-
tion. The most frequent assumption is that utility is a linear f~nction 
of money income. Thus, maximizing income or net worth is tantamount 
to maximizing utility. In models of·firm growth and allocation of re-
source's among competing enterprises in commercial agriculture this 
assumption has served the profession quite well; yet in.planning for the 
management of resources in retirement, the author argues that the assump-
tion of profit maximizing behavior becomes increasingly unrealistic. 
It is useful once again to refer to the recent report by Brucker, 
Baker and Erickson (1975) in discussing the form of the model developed 
in·this research. Recall that their Fisher-type analysis was unable to 
account for differences in risk a~d variability of returns among alter-
native investments; moreover they based their approach on the assumption 
of profit maximizing behavior and, as they have acknowledged, were left 
15 
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unable to evaluate the economic consequences of strategies which were 
not profit maximizing. Realistically, retirement planning is compli-
cated by a host of very important nonmonetary considerations including 
desires to live on the farm in retirement, reduce the responsibilities 
of business management, establish a child in the farming operation~ make 
gifts to potential heirs, 7tc, 
The assumptions that preclude these considerations from the 
analysis and the simplifications of risks certainly do not originate 
from mere oversight on the part of the researchers; rather they are a 
result of our inability to incorporate many of the important issues 
(most notably a complete measurement of utility and a treatment of 
risks from all origins) into a deterministic optimizing modeL Perhaps 
a more accurate representation of the real world can be made in a model 
which steps away from the direct question~ "What is the best (most 
profitable) way to manage resources in retirement?" and refocuses atten-
tion on evaluating the outcomes of selected investment and estate 
1 . . 1/ p ann~ng strateg~es,-
In responding to this appeal, a stochastic simulation model has 
been built which is capable of analyzing investment strategies in a 
research setting, and which is flexible and economical enough to serve 
as forerunner to the basic element of an extension workshop program for 
individual investment planning, Rather than making a single analysis to 
define the optimal state, the procedure in using the simulation model 
.!./Boehlj e (1973), in an .excellent delineat;ion of research priorities 
for the entry-growth exit process in agriculture, has implied thi~? 
to be the appropriate metl:wdology. 
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must be one of performing a series of experiments within the economic 
laboratory we have designed (Naylor, et al., 1968, pp. 1-22), Seeing 
the simulated outcomes of alternative courses of action, the individual 
can use his own multidimensional utility function to decide which strat~ 
egy comes closest to satisfying his goals. 
2.1 The Retirement Investment Simulator 
The Retirement Investment Simulator (RIS) projects the performance 
of a chosen portfolio of farm and nonfarm investments over a time hori-
zon determined by the life expectancy of the couple. Figure 2.1 pre-
sents a schematic diagram of·the functions performed by the model. For 
each year in the planning horizon, the income needs of·the couple are 
projected from input data indicating the living expenses, social security 
benefits and private pension benefits in the first year of retirement. 
Living expenses and social security benefits are increased by inflation 
rates supplied by the user, and private pension benefits can be in-
creased with inflation or left constant throughout. A 'retirement 
income gap' (Newman, 1974, pp. 95) is calculated by subtracting social 
security and private pension benefits from projected living expenses, 
and represents the amount of funds which must be extracted from the 
portfolio in that year either by consuming income returns or by liquida-
ting assets and consuming part of the capital base. The remainder of the 
model is designed to evaluate. the abilities of a chosen collection of· 
assets in meeting the annual income needs of the retired couple and to 
estimate the size of the estate left to the next generation. 
The simulation model does not optimize the allocation of funds 
among alternative investments, but relies on the user to specify the 
USER 1 S INPUT: 
First Year 1 s Consumption Needs and Income from Social Security 
and Private Pensions 
Expected Rates of Inflation 
An Allocation of Funds Among Alternative Investments 
Expected Rates of Income Return and Capital Appreciation 
PROJECT THE ANNUAL NEED 
FOR INVESTMENT INCOME 
CALCULATE INCOME RETURNS 
AND ADJUST ASSET.VALUES 
FOR PRICE APPRECIATION 
MATCH INCOME PRODUCED 
WITH INCOME NEEDED 
MODEL 1 S OUTPUT: 
RIS 
REPEAT THE CYCLE ONCE 
FOR EACH YEAR OF 
THE PLANNING HORIZON 
REINVEST SURPLUS INCOME 
OR LIQUIDATE TO MEET 
INCOME DEFICIT 
Projected Need for Investment Income Over the Planning Horizon 
Detailed Performance Record of Each Asset and of the Portfolio 
Measures of the Variability of Income Return and Capital Growth 
The Amount of Income Deficit Left Unfilled 
Measures of the Ease of Management of the Portfolio 
The Size of the Ending Estate 
Figure 2.1 A Schematic Diagram of the Retirement 
Investment Simulator (RIS) 
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amount invested in each type of asset and the average rates of income 
return and capital appreciation expected from each}:./ If the user 
chooses not to specify expected rates of return and capital appreci~ 
ation, the model bases the simulation on fourteen years of historical 
data for income and price returns to the selected investment classes. 
Variability of income and price return has been accou~ted for 
through the use of a procedure reported by Clements, Mapp and Eidman 
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(1971). Given (1) the average rates of return supplied as input, (2) a 
matrix of coefficients derived from the .historical matrix of variances 
and covariances of the returns from the selected investments, and (3) 
the assumption that annual rates of return will be normally distributed 
about the average rates, the simulator generates for each type of asset 
a random series of annual rates of income and price return which are 
normally distributed about the mean and appropriately correlated with 
the rates generated for all other types of assets in that year. Using 
the simulator therefore requires one to assume that the performance of 
each investment will react to changes in the performance of all other 
investments in the way that was observed during the perioc). which pro-
'd d d f h i i . 31 v~ e ata or t e var ance-covar ance matr~x.;- This feature is 
discussed further in light of the specific investments and the data 
series used in the c~rrent·application of the modelo 
~/Income and price .returns have been separated in this analysis to 
more accurately identify consumable returns and nonconsumable gains in 
the market value of an asset. 
l/rt is not necessary to assume that variations in performance 
will occur within the same general pattern of economic trends observed 
over the historical period. 
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The outcome of a selected investment strategy depends in part upon 
the set of randomly selected rates of return. To more accurately eval-
uate a strategy, the simula~ion may be replicated a number of times 
using a diffe.rent set of randomly selected but appropriately correlated 
rates. of return. Replicating the simulation of an investment strategy 
a number of times permits a discussion of the expected values and the 
variability of income returns, capital growth rates._and the ending value 
of the estateo 
In_the analysis reported in Chapters III through V, each strategy 
was replicated fifteen times.; In testing the correlation subroutine, it 
was found that the means and· standal;'d deviations of the historical da.ta 
series could be reproduced by drawing one hundred sets of correlated 
rateso (The means and standard deviations of the one hundred rates were 
not significantly different from the.historical obsel;'vations; alpha= 
oOl). By replicating a twenty year planning horizon fifteen times, three 
hundred sets of correlated rates are used, and we can place considerable 
co,nfidence in the simulated . outcomes. 
Hav~ng projected both the income needs and the income provided by 
social security, private pensions and the.chosen portfolio of farm and/or 
nonfarm investments in a given year, the model compares cash inflows 
and outflowso If there is surplus income, a part of the surplus is re-
invested in an asset of .the us~r's choiceo If there is an income defi= 
cit, it is met·by liquidating ar;~sets and allocating the proceeds to 
consumptiono In each year of the planning horizon the_model forces the 
consumption needs of the couple to be met, and the following year is 
entered with. (1) a portfolio which has been adjusted to account f.or 
price appreciation and either reinvestment of excess funds or 
liquidation to meet consumption needs, and (2) a minimum consumption 
need which has been increased to account for inflation, 
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The output produced by the simulator consists of a schedule of the 
basic consumption needs of the couple as they change over time due to 
inf.l,ation and a report on the. simulated performance of each asset show-
ing both consumable income produced and changes in the value of the 
asset itself. Summary tables demonstrate the performance of the total 
portfolio in meeting income needs, provide measures of the variability 
of return and capital growth, and indicate the size of the ending estate. 
The simulation model has been designed to meet the three criteria 
established earlier by considering (1) the amount of ·the return from a 
portfolio, (2) the allocation of returns over time in relation to the 
changing economic needs of the retired family and (3) the variability 
or risk associated with the portfolio. In its present form, the model 
can offer meaningful insight into tlfe economic consequences of certain 
investment strategies for retiring farmers. While estate planning and 
tax management have received little attention, estate tax and trans-
action costs calculations could be included in the model and estate 
management strategies evaluated. The remainder·of this chapter identi~ 
fies the specific types of farm and nonfarm investments considered in 
this study, and out;:lines the methodology behind their incorporation 
into the model. 
2.2 Specific Investments Embodied in the 
Simulation Model 
Investments can generally be classified as equity assets or fixed 
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4/ 
income assets.- The specific equity assets considered by the simulator 
are farm real estate, corporate stocks and mutual funds. and the fixed 
income assets are the installment land sale, bonds, bank deposits and 
purchased annuities, Recalling an earlier discussion of risk origins~ 
equity assets are characterized by market risk and business risk~ and 
returns to equity assets come in both price (nonconsumable) and income 
(consumable) forms. . Fixed income assets possess interest rate risk, 
purchasing power risk and in some cases longevity risk, Price returns 
are minimal or nonexistent; virtually all returns to fixed income 
assets are income returns. 
In selecting investments to be used in providing retirement income~ 
farmers must choose assets which involve an acceptable (or least unac-
ceptable) type of risk at a level which is commensurate with the 
expected return. Purchasing power risk poses perhaps the most serious 
threat to a retired couple in times of inflation. This would indicate 
an incentive to use equity assets. However, certain equity assets pro-
vide a large part of their returns in the form of price appreciation. 
This price return cannot be realized and utilized for retirement income 
unless and until the asset is liquidated. Thus, equity assets alone do 
not always constitute the retired investor's panacea. In cases where 
the capital base is extremely small, the investor might place some of 
his investments in assets producing high levels of current income. 
The comments above apply to situations occurring in periods of 
economic prosperity and inflation. The existence of economic depression 
~/The treatment of this subject has drawn heavily from the.research 
report by Lee and Brake (1971), 
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and deflation would reverse the investors incentives in that fixed 
income assets would then protect him from purchasing power risk and 
equity assets would subject him to market risk and negative price re-
turns. Shifting of the relativ~ proportions of equity and fixed income 
assets in response to changing economic conditions would seem advisable 
when done with the aid of competent financial and economic. counsel. 
Four other characteristics which retirement investments should 
possess are liquidity, security of principal, income stability and ease 
of management. A retired couple's portfolio should contain an amount 
of very liquid assets which is likely to cover emergency cash needs. 
A large unexpected medical bill is unpleasant in itself, but if payment 
of the bill necessitates the liquidation of a large fixed asset (possi-
bly at a capital loss), the situation could become even more unpleasant. 
Security of principal is generally a problem encountered with certain 
equity assets. Conunon stocks and mutual funds, if selected improperly, 
may carry a high risk of principal losso This is associated with busi-
ness risk. With increased dependence upon pure investment income in 
retirement, it is important for ·that investment income to be stableo 
Short run (seasonal) variability in income is not likely to be extreme-
ly difficult for a farm family to cope with, but severe cyclical fluc-
tuation~ can cause hardship for.a retired family with only a small 
amount of liquid assets in reserve. Finally, retirement investments 
should not be of a type that require frequent management or liquidation. 
A long range, self-sustaining plan implemented at the time of retire-
ment, and altered only in response to changing economic conditions can 
reduce the amount of transaction costs, lighten-the burden of decision 
making and lessen the risk of a large financial loss if poor health 
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shoulp leave one unable to manage his investments effectively. 
Thus far, our discussion of investment alternatives has been 
centered on general characteristics of investments. On the next several 
pages we consider the relative merits of the specific investments which 
have been built into the simulator; first consider the three equity 
investments and then the four fixed income investments. 
Farm Real·Estate --·- --- -=~=~ 
By not selling the farmland he has operated in the past, a retiring 
farmer is in fact choosing to make farm real estate his retirement in-
vestment. Income returns come in the form of cash rent or crop share 
rent, When util!zing a crop share rental arrangement, working capital 
must be maintai~ed to meet the landowner's share of variable costs, 
which must be accounted for when estimating the amount of funds avail-
able for other investments. Farm real estate has historically enjoyed 
steady and substantial price returns, providing landowners with an 
effective hedge against inflation. As long as income returns keep pace 
with the increasing value of real estate, the landowner has some pro-
tection against purchasing power risk. Business risk poses the most 
serious problem to landowners. Low incomes in the farm sector of the 
economy, bad weather, or a poor tenant in a crop share arrangement 
can all reduce both income and price returns to land ownership. 
Farm real estate is an investment which is rather easily managed 
by a retired farmer. His experiences.in working life prepare him well 
for the decisions faced by a non-operating landowner. In order to re-
ceive social security benefits, the landowner must not 'materially par-
ticipate 1 . in the management or actual produc.tion of crops and livestock. 
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This criterion provides incentive for, but does not require the use of 
professional farm manager to represent the landowner's interest in 
making operating decisionso The lumpy nature (lack of liquidity) of 
farm real estate investment makes it unsuitable as the sole component 
of the portfolioo If assets must be consumed over time to meet living 
expenses, farm real estate is not a viable alternative for investment 
because it is difficult to liquidate graduallyo 
Corporate Stocks 
Corporate stocks provide both income (dividend) and price (capital 
gain) returns. The relative proportions of income and price returns 
vary widely among different stocks, To account for this type of varia-
tion in the distribution of income and price returns among different 
stocks, the simulator considers two types. A series of data on the 
performance of public utility companies was used to represent stocks 
5/ 
yielding high income returns and relatively low capital growth rates,-
Similarly, industrial companies represent stocks yielding high capital 
growth rates and lower income returnse The primary risks associated 
with stocks are market risk and business risk. If stocks are gradually 
sold off to meet consumption needs, then longevity risk becomes a 
serious issue. 
Corporate stocks are purchased from a broker, and there is a fee 
for performing stock transactions. This fee will effectively cause a 
reduction in the amount of the initial investment, and this must be 
~/Standard and Poors Trade and Securities Statistics, Security 
Price Index Record, 1974 Editiono 
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accounted for when comparing stock purchase to the retention of the 
investment in farm real estate. 
Mutual Funds 
By purchasing shares of a mutual fund, the investor is effectively 
turning his money over to an investment company and asking that it be 
pooled with other peoples' money and invested in a variety of different 
securities. Mutual funds provide small investors with the opportunity 
to gain wider diversification in asset holdings than would be possible 
if they invested directly in corporate stocks. At the same time the 
investor acquires professional investment management, and several funds 
can probably be found with management philosophies and objectives in 
common with the investor's. As is the case with corporate stocks, the 
simulator accomodates two types of mutual funds: those which yield 
high current income and those which yield high capital growth rateso~/ 
Mutual funds are commonly sold through a marketing system, and the 
investor must pay a 'load' or transaction charge which once again re-
duces the real amount of investable funds. Certain 'no-load' funds are 
sold directly to the investor without using the marketing or distribu-
tion system. Research studies have generally been unable to show that 
'load' funds perform better on the average than 'no-load' funds, The 
major difference is in the amount of effort which the investor must 
expend in making the transaction (Miller, 1970, b). 
~/Investment Companies 1974, Mutual Funds and Other Types, 
Wiesenberger Services, Inc. 
Installment Land Contract 
When considering the sale of the farm, there can be considerable 
tax incentives for the use of an installment arrangement whereby the 
buyer makes regular principal and interest payments directly to the 
seller. By spreading the realization of capital gain over the term 
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of an installment land.contract, the seller is taxed at a lower overall 
rate and the after tax proceeds from the farm sale can be substantially 
greater than with a cash transaction and bank mortgage (Harl, 1974 and 
1975) (Sut"er, 1971, a, b). 
Depending on the value of the farm and the length and pattern of 
the principal and interest payments, the money received each year is 
likely to be more than adequate to meet consumption needs. However, if 
a plan is not implemented to reinvest part of each year's payment in 
some other asset, then longevity risk can make the installment land 
sale a very unattractive alternative. 
Returns to an installment sale, when considering it as an invest-
ment, are pure income (interest) returns. After signing the contract, 
the seller is locked out of any price appreciation on the farm real 
estateo This limitation is offset somewhat by the opportunity to 
reinvest principal payments in an asset yielding some capital gaino 
A schedule of payments can be designed to fit the needs of the 
buyer and the seller; the simulator has been built to accommodate three 
general types of payment plans as depicted in Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2o4o 
All three allow for a down payment, a series of installment payments 
consisting of interest and principal, and a 'balloon' payment at the 
end o By accumul'at'i'D.g equity over the life of the contract, the buyer 
is usually able to refinance the farm through a conventional loan to 
make the final balloon payment. The balloon payment therefore serves 
to liquidate the contract and remove both buyer and seller from the 
uncertainties involved in such an agreement. 
Under the level payment plan (Figure 2.2), total contract 
payments are constant over the period. Eacp payment consists of a 
larger and larger amount of principal as interest obligations are 
reduced over time. Under the decreasing payment plan (Figure 2.3), 
total contract payments decrease over the period, Each payment con-
sists of a constant amount of principal, and interest is paid on the 
remaining balance. The third payment schedule accommodated by the 
simulator is a delayed principal payment plan where no principal is 
paid in the early years of the contract (Figure 2.4). Principal pay-
ments begin in a year of the user's choice, and the annual principal 
payment is doubled halfway through the remainc;ler of the contract 
period. Int~rest is calculated on the remaining balance throughout 
(Suter, 1971, a). 
Bonds 
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Bonds are a tool which can provide the investor with a stable and 
relatively high rate of income return, and when held to maturity pro-
vide near perfect security of capital •. However, when interest rates 
rise, the market lowers the trading value of a bond to the extent that 
the overall yield (interest plus price appreciation between the date of 
the transaction and the date of maturity) is comparable to the new 
higher market interest rate. The result is that the investor can 
expect to incur a capital loss if forced to liquidate bonds before they 
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a more serious problem in bond investment is purchasing power risk in 
times of high inflation rateso 
Bonds can be purchased through an investment broker or a bank, and 
there will be the omnipresent transaction fee to reduce the capital 
base at the outset. As with stocks and mutual funds, .the simulator 
accommodates two types of bonds. Long term bonds yield higher coupon 
rates (income returns) but are susceptible to greater price fluctuations 
(capital loss) than are short term bondso2/ 
Bank Savings Deposits 
Virtually every investment portfolio has need for some amount of 
bank savings deposits. While savings account interest rates are 
generally lower than can be obtained elsewhere and the depositor is 
susceptible to purchasing power risk, bank deposits are secure and 
constitute a liquid asset reserve for emergency cash needs. In the 
simulation model, the primary functions of the bank savings account are 
to act as a liquidity reserve and perform a holding function when funds 
are being transferred from one investment to another, 
Purchased Annuities 
For an initial investment, a couple may receive a periodic income 
check of a predetermined amount for as long as one or both lives-, or for 
a specified guarantee period, An annuity represents the purest form of 
a fixed income asset, and generates only income returns. It provides a 
Jj Standard and Poors Trade and Securities Statistics', Security 
Price Index Record, 1974 Edition. 
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guaranteed level of income for life, but the annuitant is left 
vulnerable to purchasing power risk, particularly if he depends upon 
the annuity for a large portion of his retirement income and has little 
invested in equity assets. for inflationary protection. 
Various types of annuities are available from insurance companies. 
A straight life annuity provides income for one person as long as he 
lives. A joint and survivqr·annuity provides income for two persons as 
long as either lives. A life annuity with installments certain provides 
lifetime income for one person; if he should die within a specified 
guarantee period, his beneficiary would receive payments for the remain-
der of that period. An installment ref~nd annuity provides lifetime 
income for one person; if the annuitant dies before receiving a speci-
fied amount of money, the balance is paid to his beneficiary in one 
sum or in regular installments. 
Annuity costs per dollar of monthly income are based upon the type 
of annuity and the actuarial characteristics of the annuitant(s). Costs 
of a specific policy to a certain individual can be estimated by a life 
insurance agent, but Table 2.1 presents estimates of the costs of 
selected annuity plans. The simulator accommodates only straight life 
annuities and joint and survivor annuities. Other types may be consi-
dered by entering them,as straight or joint annuities and adjusting the 
simulated outcomes to account for an installment refund or guarantee 
period. 
Table 2.2 has been prepared in an attempt to summarize the discus-
sion on the preceeding pages. The table admittedly embodies a great 
deal of subjective judgment and is included primarily for the purpose 
of provoking the reader to think about his own interpretation of the 
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Table 2.1 Costs of Selected Purchased Annuity Plans 
Annuity Plan 
Life Income for One Person 
Husband Age 65 
Life Income for ·Two Persons 
Husband Age 65, Wife Age 65 
Husband Age 65, Wife Age 60 
Life Income for One Person, with 
a Ten-Year Guarantee Period 
Husband Age 65 
Life Income for One Person, with 
the Remainder of the Purchase 
Price Paid to the Beneficiary 
in Monthly Installments 
Husband Age 65 
Source: Maynard and Boehlje (1973, pp. 13). 













Income Price Power Business Market Rate Longevity 
Returns Returns Risk Risk Risk Risk Risk 
Equities 
Farm Real Estate *· * * 
Corporate Stocksb * * * * *c 
Mutual Fundsb * * * * * 
Fixed Income 
Investments 
Installment Land Contract * * * 
Bondsb * * * * 
Bank Deposits * * *c 
Annuities * * 
~asy to manage in light of a retiring farmer's investment management expertise. 
bThe Retirement Investment Simulator has been built to include two different types. 
~ongevity risk is a problem only if the capital base itself is gradually liquidated and consumed. 
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relevant characteristics of the selected investments. 
Figure 2.5 presents a series of investment decisions faced by 
retiring farmers. The diagram sheds light on.both the specific invest-
ments and the general strategies of capital allocation considered in 
this study, In Figure 2.5, the cells number 1 through 10 correspond 
to the investment types which have been built into the simulation model. 
It becomes evident from a study of the diagram that the pattern of this 
research project has been to identify the effects of alternative 
methods of handling the farm assets on the amount of funds available for 
off-farm investment (see the upper half of the diagram), and to evaluate 
the desirability of selected off-farm investments as compared with the 
retention of the farm real estate (see the lower half of the diagram), 
2,3 Variability of Returns 
For three of the ten investments embodied in the Retirement 
Investment Simulator the levels of both income and price returns are 
constant, For the installment land contract, the bank savings account 
and the purchased annuity, there is no need to account for variability 
of return in simulating their performance. For each year of the 
planning horizon, the returns from each of these investments are bud-
geted into the simulation directly from the input data .• 
However, the remaining investments (cells numbered 1 and 3 through 
8 in Figure 2.5) exhibit year to year variations in the levels of income 
return and capital growth. In accounting for this variability, a proce-
dure reported by Clements, Mapp and Eidman (1971) has been used to gen-
erate a series of randomly selected but appropriately correlated annual 
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variability. In using this procedure, it was necessary to evaluate the 
historical performance of the selected investments. 
Table 2.3 contains fourteen years of income and price .return data 
for the relevant investment classes. The sources of all data are indi-
cated in the footnotes to Table 2.3. Some assumption must be made 
about the form of the probability distribution of returns, and by 
inspecting the data it becomes evident that income returns are generally 
more well-behaved and exhibit more of the characteristics of normality 
(symmetry) than do price returns; moreover there appears no overriding 
evidence encouraging the assumption of any distribution other than the 
normal distribution. The literature has contained a great debate over 
the proper assumptions about the patterns of returns to investments 
(normal distribution vs. the random walk hypothesis). Admitting no new 
contributions to the understanding of this problem, we follow the pre-
cedent set by Markowitz, Sharpe and others in assuming a normal distri-
bution of returns. 
The correlation procedure requires that the covariance matrix for 
the events to be correlated be factored into upper and lower triangular 
8/ matrixes.- Then the upper triangular factor matrix must be multiplied 
by a matrix of random normal deviates to yield a matrix of correlated 
deviations about the mean or expected values of the events, Adding the 
correlated deviations to the vector of expected means gives the matrix 
of correlated rates of return. 
~/The difficulty of this matrix conversion can be a major drawback 
to the us.e of the correlation procedure. As a part of this research, a 
generalized fortran program for factoring a covariance matrix has been 
written, and is presented in Appendix B. 
Table 2.3 Income Returns and Price Returns (Percent) to Selected Investments 


























3.3 4. 9 
5.0 6.9 
5.2 7. 5 
3.6 7.0 
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4.5 3. 5 
3.8 4.3 



























































































































































b Standard and Poor's Trade And Securities Statistics, Security Price Index Record, 1974 Edition. 
Investment Companies 1974, Mutual Funds and Other Types, Wiesenberger Services, Inc. 
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d Corporate and Municipal Bond price returns are calculated by assuming a 4% coupon rate and a 20 year maturity; Government Bonds assuming a 3% coupon 




Table 2.4 presents the covariance matrix for the historical data 
series. A matrix of correlation coefficients was calculated (Table 2.5) 
to identify asset types which were related to one another to such a 
degree that they might be combined into one investment classification 
thereby simplifying th.e model. Indeed very hi~h and very significant 
correlations were noted among the three classifications of long term 
bonds (coefficients greater than .92 and observed significance levels 
less than .0001). In light of this not entirely surprising discovery, 
the data series for municipal bonds andgovernment long term bonds were 
dropped from the analysis. The series for corporate bonds was retained 
to describe the variability in returns to all classifications of long 
term bonds. Eliminating the two bond classifications from the covari-
ance matrix and performing the matrix factoring calculations yields 
the upper. triangular factor matrix of the coefficients appearing in 
Table 2.6. This matrix is read as input in each simulation (as are the 
mean levels of expected return), and the remainder of the correlation 
procedure is accomplished endogenously. A series of randomly selected 
and appropriately correlated outcomes is generated for the income and 
price return to each of the seven assets exhibiting variability. For 
each year of the planning horizon one of the.generated outcomes is 
used as the rate of return to the appropriate asset. 
When using the simulator, one may·create his own·set of average 
rates of return based upon his unique expectations about the future. 
Historical means are assumed by the model as default values. The vari-
ability estimates, however are built into factor matrix along with mea~ 
sures of the reaction in performance of one investment to a change in 
the performance of other investments. Using the 'average' rates of 
Table 2.4 Matrix of Covariances of Return from Selected Investments 
Farm Real Estate Utility Stocks Industrial Stocks Income Mutual Growth Mutual 
Funds Funds 
Income Price Income Price Income Price Income Price Income Price 
Returns Returns Returns Returns Returns Returns Returns Returns Returns Returns Coq~orate 
A B c D E F G H I J K 
A .73451 1.12758 -.00216 -4.52899 -.01005 -.97162 -.01352 -2.49512 -.00670 -1.60262 -1.40215 
B • 8.23104 .97080 -15. 65291 -.44171 -1.64131 -. 01121 8.34530 -.27324 6.52865 -1.85496 
c • . . • 90519 -2.55412 -.00717 .22256 • 31480 -2.08773 . 11160 -3.03883 .48770 
D • . . . 113.85938 1.58231 76.30108 1. 25881 -9.30778 .94944 -71.63551 32.59272 
E .0632"7' 1.45122 .04686 -1.17640 .05046 -2.39181 .51717 
F • . . . .. 103.45934 1. 08700 14.09809 1. 14623 -66.24280 29.05209 
G . .. . . . . . . . . ... .24901 -3.17841 .09473 -4.14077 1.27323 
H • . . . a . . ......... 111. 75961 -1.42618 101.80270 3. 36295 
.06687 -2.45388 • 64127 
J ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 253.35297 . -30.31785 
K • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 22.71620 
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
M • .. . . . . . •· . .. . . . . . . . . . 
N . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ..... 
a The remainder of the matrix is, of course, a mirror image of the portion presented, 
Bonds (Price Returns) 
Government 
MuniciJ!al Lons Term Short Term 
L M N 
-1.77303 -1.29914 -.09518 
• 31562 -3.13949 -3.19556 
1. 02889 .76108 .19966 
45.35857 31.12738 11.94315 
• 64406 .72413 .51851 
43.80864 32.47697 9.56960 
1. 85725 1.21135 • 51376 
10.32701 3. 23540 -5.42985 
.86241 .84355 • 45758 
-33.81824 -29.81057 -15.24804 
34.36619 22.21607 7.17706 
56.70106 34.70529 12.02980 
24.71428 9.59042· 
. . . . . . . . 7.75841 
w 
\0 
Table 2.5 Matrix of Correlation Coefficients for Selected Investments 





Income Price Income Price 
Returns Returns ~ Retums 
A B C D 
A 1. 00000 • 45859 -.00266 -. 49524 
(.1o)b (.99) (.07) 
B • • • •• 1.00000 • 35566 -. 51131 
(.21) (.06) 
c • . . . . . . . . . . 1.00000 -.25165 
(.39) 
D • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.00000 




























G •• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • •• • • • 
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• 23641 -. 08251 























H • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • •• a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.00000 -. 52170 
(.06) 






















J • • • . . . • • . • • . • • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • 1.00000 














































L • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • 1.00000 
K • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
N . • • • ... • • . • • • " •• • • • . • • • .... •. • • • • • • ., • . • • • • • • ·- • • • • • • • .. • ~ • . • • • • .. • • • • . • • 
a The remainder of ·the matrix is, of course~ a mirror image of the portion shown. 
b The numbers in parenthesis are the observed levels of significance of the coefficients above them. 
Government 
Long Term ~Term 
M N 
-.30492 -.03987 
(. 29) (. 89) 
-.22012 -.39988 
(.45) (. 16) 
.16091 • 07534 
(.58) (. 80) 
.58679 .40184 
(.03) (.15) 
.57910 • 74008 
(. 03) (.003) 
.64227 . 33777 
(. 01) (.24) 
.48830 . 36963 
(.08) (. 19) 
.06156 -.18440 
(. 83) (.53) 
.65619 .63529 
(. 01) (. 01) 
-,37673 -.34393 
(,18] (,2.3} 
• 93762 • 54062 
(.0001)· (.05) 
.92710 .57356 
(. 0001) (.03) 


















Table 2.6 'rhe Upper Triangular Factor Matrix of Coefficients Used in Generating the Correlated 
Outcomes for the Simulation Model 
' 
Farm Real Estate Utility Stocks Industrial Stocks Income Mutual Growth Mutual Bonds 
Funds Funds (Price Returns) 
Income Price Income Price Income Price Income Price Income Price Long Short 
~ Returns Returns Returns Returns ~ Returns ~ Returns ~ ~ T'erm 
A B c D E F G H I J K,L,M N 
0.35188 0.09179 -0. 18102 -0.55755 -0.28810 0.10836 0.05926 -0.06737 -0.01993 -0.21648 -0.32774 -0.03417 
0.00000 0.93251 0.13563 -1.30811 -1.08359 0.20578 1.58564 0.45672 -0.54040 0.09443 0.27463 -1.14726 
o.ooooo 0.00000 0. 30974 -0.01913 -0.07210 -0.10852 0. 71764 0.10026 0.47909 -0.16269 0.07557 0. 07168 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 5.32614 1. 51380 4.62101 -3.03249 -0.58957 -1.29243 -1.83734 5.37322 4.28778 
o.ooooo 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.07539 0.06552 -,0.07641 0.00430 0.06394 -0.09278' 0.00935 0.18615 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 6.75398 -1.04630 3.92405 0.79310 -1.88101 5.03779 3.43564 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.23749 -0.20053 0.22942 -0.16168 0.19901 0.18445 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 6. 62585 -3.43222 6.92122 2. 09146 -1.94940 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.16829 -0.09276 0.05436 0.16428 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 14.38875 -4.04338 -5.47429 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0. 00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 4.00960 2.57668 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2. 78539 
~ue to the high correlations between price returns from Corporate, Municipal and Government Long Term Bonds, the three were combined into one class 






return, the. computer will randomly .select a set of.' annual' rates of 
return as they might occur in the real world. The amount of variation 
that is created for each of· the investments will be based upon actual 
performance data .since 1959, anq the variation in returns from one . '· 
investment will be correlated to the.variation in returns from all 
others in the manner th,at has been e>bserved since 1959. · Using the 
simula.tor in planning an· investment st1;ategy therefore requires the 
user to assume that the assets selected will react to each oth.er in the 
same way that tl:ley have since 1959, but not necessarily in the same 
patte:t;'n of general economic trends or at the.same.levels of average 
return. 
If an individ.ual user or· zresearc;.her is perceptive enough to 
estimate the variap.ces of·the selec!=ed investments in the futqre, then 
a new covariance matrix can be created ~ased upon·(l) the estimate~; of 
variance in the future and· (2) the assumption that the historical 
correlation coefficients in Table 2.5 will hO.ld into the future. In 
equation 2.1 below, y .. represents the coefficient ·of· correlation be-
~J 
tween assets i and j, ~ij ,is the covariance between assets i and j, 
ai/ is the.variance of asset i and ajj 2 is the variance of asset j. 
2 2 
Using estimates of the future values of a .. and a .. and assuming y~J· 
n. JJ ... 
to be constant at the hi,storical value, equation 2.1 can be -solved 
f~r ~ij (equation 2.2) to calculate each member of the new covariance 
matrix. Th~ new covarianc.e mat.rix can then be factored using the com~ 
puter routine in appendix B, and th'e ne:w factor .matrix can be used as 
input for the correlation subroutine of the simulation model. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 11 = y .1 2 2 "'ij i J 0' ii 0' ij 
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In the simulations performed throughout the research reported here, 
the historical.means appearing in Table 2.3 were used as the expected 
levels of returns, and the ~istorical covariance matrix appearing in 
• I 
Table 2.4 was used to develop the factor matrix for the correlation 
subroutine. 
CHAPTER Ill 
DEVELOPING INPUTS AND SELECTING STRATEGIES 
FOR SIMULATION ANALYSIS 
This chapter reports the development of the input data for the 
current application of the Retirement Investment Simulator. We begin 
with a discussion of the income needs of retired farm families, and 
then briefly outline the development of a set of case farms in an at-
tempt to describe the types and amounts of financial resources controlled 
by older farmers. Chapter III concludes by enumerating the .alternative 
strategies for farm and nonfarm inv~stment which were analyzed in this 
study. 
3.1 Income Needs of Retired Couples 
The amount of investment income demanded by a couple in retirement 
is affected by (1) the living expenses they expect to encounter, 
(2) the offsetting social security and private pension benefits, and 
(3) the number of years over wh~ch retirement income must be provided. 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics maintains sample budgets for representa-
tive four-member working families (Brackett, 1973) and retired couples 
(Gedney, 1972). Careful study of these budgets lends a great deal of 
insight into methods of estimating retirement .income needs. 
The budgets pres.ent three arbitrary levels of living and are 
published with indexes that facilitate their adjustment to represent 
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various areas of .the United States. Adjusting each budget item to 
nonmetropolitan areas in the South and updating each item to January, 
1974 using a detailed breakdown of the Consumer Price Index, we find 
total budget values of $3,303, $4,525, and $6,572 at the low, medium 
and high standards of living for retired couples, The first column of 
Table 3.1 presents a breakdown of the higher budget. This higher 
budget served as a benchmark or minimum level of consumption needs 
through the remainder of this study.and was thought to be representative 
of a moderate commercial farm family. 
Fixed budgets of this type can limit the flexibility of assumptions 
about living expense needs as they vary among families and over time in 
the face of inflation. The level of consumption expenditures which a 
family has actually lived with in the past is likely to be a good mea-
sure of their consumption expenditures in the future; certainly it is a 
much better measure than an average budget at an arbitrary living stan-
dard. The Bureau of Labor Statistics budgets can be used to hypothe-
size a fundamental set of relationships between consumption patterns 
earlier in life and consumption patterns in retirement. 
The budget for a retired couple can be compared with the budget 
(bri) 
for a four-member working family by forming a coefficient -- for bw. 
l. 
in the retired couple's where br. is the ith item 
l. 
each budget item, 
budget and bwi is the ith item in the working family's budget. Each 
coefficient represents a ratio of change in that budget item as a family 
moves from working life into retirement at constant price levels. The 
se~ond column of Table 3.1 presents. the series of ratios derived from 
the budgets for higher standards of living. 
Table 3.1 Living Expenses in Retirement, A Sample Budget and A 
Predictive Model 
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Sample Budget for 
a Retired 
Couple 1974§;./ 
Ratios of Retired Family Budget 
Items to Four-Member b 
Working Family Budget Items_/ 
Total Budget 6572 ,45 
Total Consumption 6074 053 
Food 1892 .52 
Housing 1902 ,57 
Transportation 795 ,62 
Clothing 413 ,32 
Personal Care 221 .63 
Medical Care 446 .67 
Other Consumption 405 ,42 
a/ -Updated from Monthly Labor Review, U, S, Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D, C,, Vol, 96, No, 10, October, 
1973, pp, 45-50, 
b/ -Prepared from the 1972 sample budgets and verified using 
comparable 1967 sample budgets. 
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If a family knows what its living expenses were when they were 
age 40 to 50 with children living at home, these ratios can be used to 
estimate their living expenses in retirement by forming the product of 
each ratio and its respective budget value and then adjusting that pro-
duct for inflation over the fifteen to twenty-five year perio·a between 
the observed budget and the date of retirement. Using this method im-
plies that the family maintains the same style of living before and 
during retirement. If the living style changes, the ratios can be 
adjusted. For example, if a couple sells their farm and moves to town 
upon retirement, they can expect to spend more in their total budget 
on food and housing because of the loss of farm perquisits, but less on 
transportation because of their proximity to shopping and other needed 
services. These changes can be reflected in the budget projections by 
adjusting the ratios for food and housing upward and by lowering the 
ratio for transportation. Other_changes can be reflected by similar 
adjustments. Adjustments for inflation can be made by multiplying the 
ratios by the factor (1 + 1~0 ) where i is the total amount of price 
inflation since the budget was observed. 
In summary, the study of sample budgets has indicated that, if we 
ignore price inflation, consumption expenditures in retirement can be 
expected to be about half what they were in working life with children 
at home. This conclusion is in agreement with the discoveries of 
Thurow (1969) and Motley and Morley (1970). In the case study approach 
used in this analysis of investment strategies, the sample budget in 
Table 3.1 has been used as the minimum level of consumption expenditures. 
When assumptions about the working life living expenditures· of a couple 
has yielded a projected budget in retirement which was greater than 
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$6,500~ the higher value has been usedo Consumption expenditures have 
been inflated at a 6% annual rate in all simulationso 
Publications by the Uo So Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare (1974) are available at local offices of the Social Security 
Administration to help estimate retirement benefitso The level of 
social security benefits in retirement is determined by the family's 
historical pattern of taxable income, and this makes it possible to 
link our assumptions about living expens.es to the levels of social 
security benefitso It is therefore possible to estimate quite 
accurately the residual income needs which a retired farm family must 
derive from its investments, even though ourassumptions about the 
absolute level of consumption expenditures before and during retire-
ment are somewhat arbitraryo 
Finally, the length of the planning horizon must be determined by 
some measure of the life expectancy of the coupleo The simulation 
model automatically projects the performance of an investment plan over 
two different planning horizons to help evaluate its ability to produce 
income and maintain value over an indefinite number of yearso In de= 
ciding on the lengths of the planning horizons for this analysis, Table 
3o2 was prepared from data presented by Lee and Brake (197l)o In all 
test case simulations, it was assumed that the couples retired at age 
65, and the appropriate values in Table 3o2 were used for the short and 
long planning horizonso 
3o2 Financial Resources of Retiring Farmers 
To demonstrate the types of asset situations faced by retiring 
farmers and to provide input data for a simulation analysis of 
Table 3.2 Expected Years of Remaining Life 
The Individual's 
Present Age 
Assuming the Individual 
Lives as Long_as One-Third 
of All Americans 
Husband Wife 
Assuming the Individual 
Lives as Long as One-Tenth 
of All Americans 
Husband Wife 
------------------------------Years----------------------------
55 25 29 33 36 
60 21 25 28 31 
65 . 17 20 24 27 




alternative investment strategiesj three case farms were developed from 
farm record data)/ Individual records from the 1973 Costfinder pro-
ject were grouped and studied by size and major enterprise • ..Y The case 
farms are not actual records pulled from the files; it was deemed im-
portant to maintain the privacy of the individuals cooperating in the 
Costfinder project, The case farms were not created by averaging the 
characteristics of the farms in each sample; such a procedure is not 
likely to yield a set of characteristics which could realistically 
represent a real world situation. The approach taken was to observe 
the general level of asset values and the percentage distribution of 
total capital among different asset types. In this way, it was possible 
to piece together a set of hypothetical case farms which could realis-
tically exist in Oklahoma, 
As the cases were developed, adjustments were made to reflect ·the 
characteristics of an older farmer, In two of the three cases, the 
operators were assumed to own a large portion of the land they farmed 
(Johnson, 1974), and to be relatively free from long term debt encum-
bering land ownership. The case farms also reflect a cash rich situa-
tion and a somewhat·depreciated condition of field machinery and equip-
ment. Tables 3.3, 3,4 and 3.5 present financial data for the case 
farms. 
!/Initially, seven case farms were created. The results from 
preliminary simu],ations indicated.that most of the relevant problems 
and opportunities facing retiring farmers could be demonstrated by the 
three case farms discussed here. The others were dropped from the 
analysis to simplify and economize. 
!/costfinder is Oklaho~a State University's computerized farm 
record system. 
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Table 3.3 Case Farm One: A Small Tenant Operator or Renter, 40 Crop 
Acres Owned, 320 Crop Acres Rented 
FARM ASSETS: 
Cash & Other Liquid Assets 
Stored Grain, Forage, Feed, Crops 
Livestock 
Machinery 
Total NonrealEstate Farm Capital 
Land & Buildings 
Total Farm Assets 
FARM-RELATED DEBT: 
Current Debt 
Long Term Debt 
Total Debt 
FARM EQUITY CAPITAL 
NONFARM ASSETS: 
Personal Savings, Cooperative 
Stocks, Other Stocks, Bonds, 
Mutual Funds 
Retained Life Insurance Coverage 
TAX CONSIDERATIONS: 
Tax Basis for Farm Real Estate 
Capital Gain Tax if the Farm 
is Sold Immediately 
Capital Gain Tax if the Farm 
· is Sold on a 15 Year Install-
ment Arrangement 
INCOME NEEDS IN YEAR ONE: 
Budget of Consumption 
Expenditures 




















Table 3.4 Case Farm Two: A Small Crop Farmer, 200 Crop Acres Owned, 
200 Crop Acres Rented, 20 Beef Cows 
FARM ASSETS: 
Cash & Other Liquid Assets 
Stored Grain, Forage, Feed, Crops 
Livestock 
Machinery 
Total Nonreal Estate Farm Capital 
Land & Buildings 
Total Farm Assets 
FARM-RELATED DEBT: 
Current Debt 
Long Term Debt 
Total Debt 
FARM EQUITY CAPITAL 
NONFARM ASSETS: 
Personal Savings, Cooperative 
Stocks, Other Stocks, Bonds, 
Mutual Funds 
Retained Life Insurance Coverage 
TAX CONSIDERATIONS: 
· Tax Basis for Farm Real Estate 
Capital Gain Tax if the Farm 
is Sold Immediately 
Capital Gain Tax if the Farm 
is Sold on a 15 Year Install-
ment Arrangement 
INCOME NEEDS IN YEAR ONE: 
Budget of Consumption 
Expenditures 




















Table 3.5 Case Farm Three: A Large Crop Farmer, 300 Crop Acres Owned, 
600 Crop Acres Rented, 60 Beef Cows 
FARM ASSETS: 
Cash & Other Liquid Assets 
Stored Grain, Forage, Feed, Crops 
Livestock 
Machinery 
Total Nonreal Estate Farm Capital 
Land & Buildings 
Total Farm Assets 
FARM-RELATED DEBT: 
Current Debt 
Long Term Debt 
Total Debt 
FARM EQUITY CAPITAL 
NONFARM ASSETS: 
Personal Savings, Cooperative 
Stocks, Other Stocks, Bonds, 
Mutual Funds 
Retained Life Insurance Coverage 
TAX CONSIDERATIONS: 
Tax Basis for Farm Real Estate 
Capital Gain Tax if the Farm 
is Sold Immediately 
Capital Gain Tax if the Farm 
is Sold on a 15 Year Install-
ment Arrangement 
INCOME NEEDS IN YEAR ONE: 
Budget of Consumption 
Expenditures 




















3.3 The Specific Strategies Selected 
for Simulation 
In preparing the final input data sets for the alternative invest-
ment strategies, several adjustments must be made. First the fate of 
the farm real estate must be determined. For each of the case farms, 
three real estate strategies have·been analyzed: (1) keep the farm 
real estate as an investment, (2) sell the farm for cash and reinvest 
off the h.rm immediately, and (3) sell the farm on an installment 
arrangement to reduce capital gain ·tax, and reinvest the proceeds over 
the length of the sale contract. If the farm is to be sold, then the 
amount of funds available for off-farm investment is assumed to be the 
3/ market value of the farm less the appropriate capital gain tax.-
Regardless of .the way in which real estate is handled, the farm chattels 
or personal property are assumed to be sold at their stated value, and 
the proceeds made available for off-farm investment. Investable funds 
are increased by the amount of existing nonfarm assets, and are de-
creased by the amount of debt to be liquidated and by the establishment 
of a cash reserve equal to one year's consumption needa Where the farm 
is retained as an investment, a cash rental arrangement is assumed, 
eliminating the need for retaining the working capital required in a 
crop share rental arrangemento Where the farm is sold, the capital 
base is reduced by an additional $10,000 to allow for the establishment 
~_/If the farm is sold for cash, the. tax reduces the amount of. 
investable funds inunediately, If an installment contract is used, 
the tax is withdrawn from each year's payment by the modele 
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of new hous·ing.i/ For each real estate strategy, these adjustments 
yield estimates of (1) the amount of the investment retained in the 
farm property (zero if sold), (2) the amount of funds available for 
inunediate off-farm investment, and (3) the amount of funds to become 
available for off-farm investment over the term of the installment land 
contract. 
For each of the three real es.tate strategies, three alternatives 
for off-farm investment have been analyzed~ (1) a portfolio of assets 
which produces high income returns and low capital growth rates, (2) a 
balanced portfolio in which investable funds are distributed evenly 
among the investments considered by the model, and (3) a portfolio con-
centrating on assets with high capital growth rates. Chapter IV pre-
sents the simula.ted .outcomes of each of. the strategies first· from the 
standpoint of pure investment performance and then in light of inheri-
tance taxes and selected methods of estate transfer. 
~New housing is therefore implicitly priced at $10,000 plus the 
market value of the farm dwelling. 
CHAPTER IV 
SIMULATED PERFORMANCE OF ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES 
Earlier writings addressing the investment problems and 
opportunities of retiring farmers (Brake and Lee, 1971; Smith, 1971; 
Brucker, Baker and Erickson, 1975) have jointly indicated that income 
maximizing or profit maximizing individuals should sell the farm property 
and invest in a portfolio of market securities which yields substantial 
income returns. The theme of this research project has been that in 
fact the analysis of retirement investment strategies for farmers can-
not realistically be performed·under the assumption of strict profit 
maximization, Moreover, the results of this simulation analysis demon-
strate that if profit maximization were the motive, in most cases the 
preferred strategy would be to retain the farm property as an invest-
ment and place a large part of any additional capital in nonfarm 
investments yielding low income returns and high capital growth rates. 
This chapter reports the performance of a series of strategies applied 
to the three case farms using the Retirement I~vestment Simulator, We 
begin by evaluating the pure performance characteristics of the port""' 
folios, and conclude with adjustments for inheritance taxes and the 
effects of certain estate planning schemes, 
The simulation model, as mentioned previously, evaluates a port-
folio over a short and a long planning horizon. In each of three case 
farms, it was not necessary to erode the capital base in retirement, so 
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the lo~ger planning horizon showed little of interesto To reduce the 
volume of data presented, results are reported for the short hori.zon 
only. In the short horizon, the husband has a life expectancy of 
seventeen years, and·th~ wife twentyo 
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Discussion of the simulated performance of the strategies is 
couched-in terms of mean levels and variability estimates for monetary 
returns to the portfoli6o Perhaps this is the only type of absolute 
interpretation that can be made by a detached researcher without know-
ledge of the individual's utility function as regards the ownership of 
various assetso However, the tabulated results can indicate to the 
reader the pecuniary sacrifices which must be made if a plan is selected 
by some criterion other than profit maximization, In the author's 
opinion, this is a key feature of the model'and a valuable contribution 
of, this analysis .to the understanding of retirement investment alterna-
tives for farmers. 
4ol Small Farm Operators with Limited 
Land Holdings 
Table 4ol presents performance data for three real estate 
strategies assuming all investments made off the farm are in assets pro-
ducing high income returns and low capital growth rateso Specifically, 
these investments are corporate stocks yielding high dividends, mutual 
funds yielding high current incomes and both short and long term bonds, 
The body of Table 4.1 reports for each replication of the experiment 
(1) the level and the year to year variability of income to the port-
folio expressed as a percentage of the portfolio value and (2) the esti ... 
mated value of the portfolio at the death of the last surviving spouse 
Table 4.1 Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies, Small Renter, Income 
Portfolio of Nonfarm Investments 
Keep Farm Real Sell the Farm Sell the Farm on 
Estate as an Investment for Cash and Reinvest an Installment.Arrangement 
Income Return Ending Net Income Return Ending Net· Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth ·Before Standard Worth Before Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
Replication 1 4.851 0.323 129941. 5.352 0.412 73776. 5.644 0.494 75101. 
2 4.756 0.445 124011. 5.256 0.466 63753. 5.561 0.611 65565. 
3 4.970 0.429 179564. 5.398 0.466 86702. 5.661 0.624 . 92404. 
4 4.840 0.445 128444. 5.268 0.340 72687. 5.576 0.530 73477. 
5 4.954 0.406 152839. 5.361 0.529 68246. 5.585 0. 717 79237. 
6. 4.932 0.443 132191. 5.311 0.351 41540. 5.607 0.444 49441. 
7 4.800 0.547 150692. 5.250 0.515 91364. 5.563 0.654 94232. 
8 4.852 0.457 137122. 5.411 0.391 59163. 5.685 0.444 64700. 
9 4.781 0.496 169007. 5.450 0.332 97706. 5.684 0.493 108723. 
10 4.909 0.405 155752. 5.377 0.577 110794. 5.639 0.656 106390. 
11 4.839 0.394 129382. 5.352 0.399 72087. 5.693 0.492 67145. 
12 4.972 0.438 129949. 5.558 0.312 41610. 5. 772 0.553 53523. 
13 4.913 0.608 160646. 5.399 0.474 90465. 5.687 0.604 83773. 
14 4. 732 0.451 176196. 5.289 0.531 114727. 5.571 0.655 129938. 
15 4.821 0.649 150618. 5.245 0.591 92128. 5.628 0.609 86648. 
Mean 4.861 0.462 147090. 5.352 0.446 78450. 5.637 0.572 82020. 
Coefficient of Variabilit~/ .095 .126 .083 .281 .101 .266 
Highest Value 4.972 0.649 179564. 5.558 0.591 114727. 5. 772 0.717 129938. 
Lowest Value 4.732 0.323 124011. 5.245 0.312 41540. 5.561 0.444 49441. 
Average No. of liquidations to 
meet consumption expenditures 0 1 0 
!/An income portfolio consists of long term and short term bonds and corporate stocks and mutual funds producing high current incomes and 
low capital growth rates. Income surpluses are reinvested in income type mutual funds. 
liThe coefficients of variability for income return measure variability from one year to the next for the average of all replications; for 




without considering estate settlement costs and. inheritance taxes 
associated with either of the two death eventso Each replication is 
carried out with a dUferent set of randomly,selected but appropriate~y 
correlated rates .of return, and the results for each replication are 
shown to. eml>hasbe the stochasl;:ic nature of the simulation model and. 
the differing amounts of var:i,ability associated with alternative port-
folios. Thebottom portion of the table reports means and variability 
estimates for the overall performance of the portfolio, and indicates 
the number of occasions on which part of the capital base had to be 
liquidated to meet consumption expenditures. With the exception of 
farm real estate, the model.does not consider transaction costs at the 
time of asset liquidationo A large number of liquidations in any given 
strategy would indicate that a strategy is undesirable from an ease of 
management point of view, and· that the ending net worth is overstated 
1/ due to the·failure to consider transaction costso-
Tables 4o2 and 4,;3 report comparable performance characteristics 
of alternative real es.tate ·strategies assuming nonfarm investments are 
made in a balanced portfolio (Table 4o2) or in.a portfolio concentrating 
on assets yielding high capital growth rates (Table 4o3)a The balanced 
portfolio is formed by distributin-g initial investments equally among 
the six ma:t:"ket securities and reinvesting surplus incorqe in,~rowth 
mutual ... funds; the growth portfolio consists of industr.ial stocks and. 
mutual funds exhibiting high capital growth rateso 
In analyzing the balanced poJ;.tiolio of nonfarm investments (Table 
4 o ~), it was not possible to make the installment land .sale option 
!/There are a number of practical books 
that indicate costs of off-farm investment~ 
(1973) and ·Engel (1962) are examples o 
on investment management 
Cohen et ala (1973), Newman 
Table 4.2 Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies, Small 
Renter, Balanced Portfolio of Nonfarm Investments 
Keep Farm Real Sell the Farm 
Estate as an Investment for Cash and Reinvest 
Income Return Ending Net Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Werth Before Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
Replication 1 3.792 0.425 206313. 3. 774 0.602 152335. 
2 3.667 0.534 184428. 3.557 0.699 123245. 
3 3.878 0.572 266954. 3.913 0.716 169096. 
4 3.653 0.662 262945. 3.641 o. 766 199451. 
5 3.972 0.427 185235. 3.923 0.694 110998. 
6 3.730 0.638 207577. 3.321 0.875 112422. 
7 3.638 0.559 273812. 3.626 0.588 221647. 
8 3.696 0.552 178667. 3.529 0.737 102254. 
9 3.932 0.528 176523. 4.200 0.422 111257. 
10 3.886 0.417 177189. 4.164 0.542 137310. 
11 3.669 0.518 222015. 3.637 0.696 166996. 
12 3.969 0.422 183630. 3.628 o. 776 91199. 
13 3.901 0.579 196519. 4.115 0.522 123650. 
14 3. 712 0.550 2_69949. 3.913 0.658 209861. 
15 3.783 0.589 212380. 3.756 0.491 148346. 
Mean 3.792 0.531 213609. 3.780 0.652 145377. 
Coefficient of Variabilitylf .140 .173 .172 .280 
Highest Value 3.972 0.662 273812. 4.200 0.875 221647. 
Lowest Value 3.638 0.417 176523. 3.321 0.422 91799. 
Average No. of liquidations to 
meet consumption expenditures 0 3 
~/A balanced portfolio is formed by distributing investments equally among the six types of market securities embodied in the 
simulation model. Income surpluses are reinvested in growth type mutual funds. 
Elsee footnote following Table 4.1. 
c;r, 
0 
Table 4o3l Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies, Small Renter, Growth 

















Coefficient of Variabilityh/ 
Highest Value 
Lowest Value 
Average No. of liquidations to 
meet consumption expenditures 
Keep Farm Real 
Estate as an Investment 
Income.Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
3.532 0.341 155627. 
3.501 0.364 133928. 
3.500 0.389 247252. 
3.514 0.345 140480. 
3.588 0.309 203251. 
3.631 0.300 176287. 
3.506 0.444 195092. 
3.578 0.371 151522. 
3.478 0.397 225860. 
3.388 0.342 228648. 
3.519 0.331 146742. 
3.672 0.316 142637. 
3.458 0.402 263655. 
3.413 0.410 184448. 
3.580 0.508 235770. 
3.524 0.371 188746. 
.105 .230 
3.672 0.508 263655. 
3.388 0.300 133928. 
0 
Sell the Farm Sell the Farm on 
for Cash and Reinvest an Installment Arrangement 
Income Return Ending Net Inccxne Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before Standard WOrth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
2.810 0.271 146638. 3.820 0.525 101347. 
2.670 0.289 113000. 3.851 0.572 73698. 
2.849 0.427 186820. 3. 631 0.788 152865. 
2.659 0.366 184881. 3.586 0.751 112105. 
2.940 0.325 140394. 3.843 0.683 122735. 
2.607 0.376 128342. 3.628 0.600 89651. 
2. 722 0.286 228120. 3.859 0.694 135090. 
2.681 0.233 105417. 3.861 0.474 77158. 
3.150 0.338 155297. 3.831 0.599 159704. 
3.039 0.332 200476. 3.657 0.718 175204. 
2.661 0.327 149564. 3.880 0.548 85478. 
2.757 0.281 72285. 3.764 0.623 63847. 
3.000 0.286 202594. 3.685 0.668 178732. 
2.863 0.424 186247. 3.713 0.734 148478. 
2.841 0.252 197146. 3.856 0.576 161614. 
2.817 0.321 159814. 3.764 0.637 122513. 
.114 .270 .169 ,320 
3.150 0.427 228120. 3.880 0.788 178732. 
2.607 0.233 72285. 3.586 0.474 63847. 
10 0 
~/A growth portfolio consists of corporate stocks and mutual funds which yield high capital growth rates. Income surpluses are reinvested in 
growth type mutual funds. 




strictly·comparable with the other.real estate strategieso The use of 
an installment land contract implies that capital will be reinvested in 
nonfarm assets as it is received in.the annual contract principal pay-
ments. The current version of the model is only capable of making rein-
vestments in one asseto Therefore it was impossible to gradually build 
a balanced portfolio with the proceeds of the contract saleo The per-
formance of the contract sale in the specialized portfolios can generally 
infer its desirability in a balanced portfolio strategyo 
Upon studying the results presented in Tables 4ol, 4o2 and 4.3, it 
becomes evident that there is fina~cial incentive to keep the farm real 
estate as an investment rather than sell it and invest entirely in any 
of the three nonfarm portfolioso In every case the farm investment 
meets all income needs and yields a higher ending net worth without 
sacrificing stability of income return or capital growtho Using Marko-
witz's terminology, the portfolios containing farm real estate are more 
efficient than those without ito The opportunity cost of a decision 
to sell the farm is apparent in the magnitudes of the differences in 
ending estateso A part of each of these differences is due to the 
initial reduction in the capital base when the farm is sold and capital 
gain tax is paido However, in most cases more than half of the differ-
ence in ending estate values is accounted for purely through the super-
ior performance of farm real estate as an investment o 
I:f the. farm is· sold, then the economically effj.,g_:ient""IIle~thod of s~ 
•r::,..-"• . ··-
(cash or insta.llment contract) appears to be determined by the nonfarm 
investments choseno If the nonfarm investments are producers of high 
current incomes, then there is a slight pecuniary advantage in the use 
of an installment sale to reduce the total capital gain tax associated 
63 
with the sale. If the nonfarm inves.tments are growth assets, then the 
higher capital gain ta:xat the outset is more than offset by the benefit 
from a speedy transfer of funds to investments which grow rapidly. In 
a balanced portfolio situation, which we were unable to evaluate with 
the installment sale option, there might be a slight advantage to a cash 
sale over the installment meth.od because surplus income and recaptured 
capital are reinvested in growth mutual funds under the balanced port-
folio strategy. 
The estimates of variability of income return to strategies 
involving installment land sales are overstated in every case, and 
particularly in the growth portfolio situations. Over the life of the 
sale contract, capital is transferred from an investment yielding high 
income returns and no capital growth to an asset.yielding substantially 
2/ 
lower income r.eturns and some amount of price appreciationo- This 
gradual shift in the rate of income return exaggerates the standard 
deviation above a value reflective of the year to year random flucuations 
which .we are attempting to measure. The random fluctuations can rea-
sonably be expected to be slightly less for the installment sale than 
for the cash sale alternative~ and comparisons of the variability of 
return should consider the sources of bias in the variability esti~ateso 
The coefficient of variability for the average ending net worth is 
unaffected by the situation described above, 
Evaluating each strategy inlight of its monetary rewards, clearly 
the poorest alternative for this hypothetical limited resource farmer 
!/Throughout this study~ a 15 year installment land contract at 
7o25% interest was assumed, 
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is to sell the farm and invest in assets producing high current incomes. 
Ironically, this is precisely the strategy tha~ conventional wisdom 
has advocated.l/ The best strategy (the one generating the greatest 
monetary returns) is to hold the farm real estate as an investment and 
place all remaining funds and surplus income in a balanced portfolio of 
nonfarm investments. If the investor desires to sell the f~r:m for 
nonmonetary reasons of if his farm.cannut be adapted to a rental situa-
tion, then the profit maximizing portfolio could be either balanced or 
specialized in growth assets, The verdict as to which is superior is 
not evident in the results~ as the growth portfolio brings the highest 
ending value but yields an income return so low that assets are liqui-
dated on ten occasions to meet consumption needs, 
·4.2 Family Farming Operations with 
Moderate Land Holdings 
Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 display results from the simulation 
analysis of the various strategies on the second case farm. Under every 
strategy, the income return from the larger portfolio is adequate to 
meet consumption expenditures without having to liquidate assets. It 
can be argued, then, that the financial merits of the alternative 
courses of action can be evaluated based entirely upon the ending 
estate values and variability estimates. 
It ·is once again clear that there are strong financial incentives 
to retain ownership of the farm real estate in retirement. Doing so can 
llchapter V offers some possible explanations for this departure 
from generally accepted axioms. 
Table 4.4 Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies, Small Crop Farm, Income 
Portfolio of Nonfarm Investments 
Keep Farm Real Sell the Farm Sell the Farm on 
Estate as an Investment for Cash and Reinvest an Installment Arrangement 
Income Return Ending Net Income_ Return Ending Net Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before Standard Worth Before Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
Replication 1 4.326 0.424 491032. 4.944 0.513 283308. 5.561 0.690 322133. 
2 4.303 0.532 470810. 4.819 0.557 211535. 5.456 0.857 251216. 
3 4.541 0.545 729890. 5.010 0.545 382893. 5.596 0.838 443061. 
4 4.369 0.633 498808. 4.838 0.414 299641. 5.498 o. 768 326013. 
5 4.486 0.513 586852. 4.991 0.587 235186. 5.557 0.900 316315. 
6 4.673 0.566 584268. 4.812 0.489 179176. 5.512 0.702 225647. 
7 4.297 0.676 547919. 4.893 0.542 333926. 5.549 0.819 376392. 
8 4.382 0.631 575732. 4.946 0.461 238813. 5.595 0.684 317209. 
9 4.213 0.625 594238. 5.024 0.408 327511. 5.631 0.729 435047. 
10 4.229 0.603 443436. 5.029 o. 704 269501. 5.622 0.869 287977. 
11 4.329 0.586 524875. 4.931 0.536 334429. 5.544 0.751• 341621. 
12 4.554 0.490 563698. 4.973 0.484 152598. 5.620 0.833 217872. 
13 4.354 o. 718 596184. 5.003 0.559 307415. 5.580 0.805 310858. 
14 4.159 0.512 715136. 4.953 0.661 612820. 5.549 o:823 720899. 
15 4.365 0.835 566556. 4.813 0.685 343238. 5.540 0.828 326223. 
Mean 4.372 0.597 565962. 4.932 0.543 300.799. 5.561 0.793 347898. 
Coefficient of Variabilityl/ .i.37 .140 .110 .359 .143 .349 
Highest Value 4.673 0.835 729890. 5.029 0.704 612820. 5.631 0.900 720899. 
Lowest Value 4.159 0.424 443436. 4.812 0.408 152598. 5.456 0.684 217872. 
Average No. of liquidations to 
meet consumption expenditures 0 0 0 
~'~/See footnotes following Table 4.1. 
0'\ 
ln 
Table 4.5 Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies, Small Crop 
Farm, Balanced Portfolio of Nonfarm Investments 
Keep Farm Real 
Estate as an Investment 
Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
Replication 1 3.527 0.460 664959. 
2 3.478 0.634 603983. 
3 3.618 0.663 964931. 
4 3.442 0.792 862136. 
5 3.686 0.469 641263. 
6 3.706 0.776 763736. 
7 3.431 0.664 798296. 
8 3.533 0.670 599006. 
9 3.555 0.746 545423. 
10 3.505 0.530 475990. 
11 3.435 0.616 -699759. 
12 3.802 0.540 727397. 
13 3.626 0.768 609980. 
14 3.345 0.614 857874. 
15 3.642 0.817 637317. 
Mean 3.555 0.649 696803. 
Coefficient of Variabilit~ .183 .197 
Highest Value 3.802 0.817 964931. 
Lowest Value 3.345 0.460 475990. 
Average No. of liquidations to 
meet cOnsumption expenditures 0 
~/See footnote following Table 4.2. 
klsee footnote following Table 4.1. 
Sell the Farm 
for Cash and Reinvest 
.Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
3.524 o. 720 519124. 
3.376 0.745 404276. 
3.585 0.865 638205. 
3.369 0.875 733987. 
3.640 0. 778 364581. 
3.204 0.863 392461. 
3.399 0.671 nl743. 
3.376 0.759 333088. 
3.953 0.462 348160. 
3.816 0.694 414100. 
3.392 0.812 554166. 
3.550 0.691 329722. 
3.766 0.696 365357. 
3.607 0.784 764563. 
3.522 0.566 455008. 
3.539 0.732 489236. 
.207 .319 
3.953 0.875 764563. 




Table 4o6 Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies, Small Crop Farm, Growth 
Portfolio of Nonfarm Investments 
Keep Farm Real Sell the Farm Sell the Farm on 
Estate as an Investment for Cash and Reinvest an Installment Arrangement 
Income Return Ending·Net Income Return Ending Net Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before Standard Worth Before Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
Replication 1 3.427 0.436 656214. 2.336 0.336 705368. 3.515 1.166 665678. 
2 3.390 0.549 597013. 2.180 0.338 550340. 3.411 1.256 493259. 
3 3.489 0.572 1001514. 2.414 0.446 810580. 3.483 1.367 918479. 
4 3.345 0.719 813125. 2.263 0.428 998064. 3.393 1.365 939083. 
5 3.573 0.439 692268. 2.404 0.331 490391. 3.565 1.296 505124. 
6 3.626 0.653 788934. 2.170 0.413 589792. 3.332 1.327 555498. 
7 3.404 0.624 749229. 2.224 0.283 1071985. 3.569 1.261 821288. 
8 3.449 0.600 616805. 2.150 0.311 451197. 3.433 1.281 402884. 
9 3.405 0.681 628124. 2.707 0.282 426838. 3.790 1.138 480156. 
10 3.303 0.521 553496. 2.663 0.351 529288. 3.629 1.179 496671. 
11 3.351 0.569 673334. 2.186 0.382 764545. 3.392 1.289 667490. 
12 3.697 0.470 736534. 2.280 0.318 445538. 3.540 1.226 478621. 
13 3.465 0.687 712277. 2.612 0.311 514480. 3.600 1.188 489002. 
14 3.213 0.552 833949. 2.391 0,409 938061. 3.533 1.265 1000214. 
15 3.572 0.795 695157. 2.331 0.220 645675. 3.672 1.119 547602. 
Mean 3.447 0.591 716531.. 2.354 0.344 662142. 3.524 1.248 630736. 
Coefficient of Variabi1itybf .171 .157 .146 .319 .354 .310 
Highest Value 3.697 0.795 1001514. 2.707 0.446 1071985. 3.790 1.367 1000214. 
Lowest Value 3.213 0.436 553496 2.150 0.220 426838. 3.332 1.119 402884. 
Average No. of Iiquidations to 
meet consumption expenditures 0 0 0 
2fsee footnote following Table 4.3. 




yield a higher ending estate and a lower variability estimate while 
providing a generous stream of income. If it is necessary or desirable 
to sell the farm property, then the profit maximizing portfolio is one 
specializing in growth assets. If the farm is to be sold, the fastest 
growth can be accomplished by selling the farm for cash and moving the 
capital into growth assets quickly. 
4.3 Commercial Family Farms with Sizable 
Land Holdings 
In this largest class of farms analyzed, it appears that the issues 
of income adequacy have become trite at best. In fact, the results in 
Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 are somewhat confused by the fact that too much 
income is being produced and reinvested. When an asset grows in value, 
the increase remains in that asset unless and until it is liquidated. 
However~ when an asset produces surplus income the surplus is pooled 
with all other surpluses and reinvested in one specific asset. The 
result is a net shift in the distribution of investments from assets 
producing surplus income to the asset performing the reinvestment 
function. 
In both the balanced and growth portfolios (Tables 4.8 and 4.9) 
the reinvestment asset is growth mutual funds. The balanced portfolio 
is producing large amounts of surplus income (ranging from $200,000 to 
$357,000 over the length of the planning horizon for the 'keep the farm' 
strategy) and channelling it into growth mutual funds thereby creating 
a portfolio which concentrates more heavily in the f.astest growing 
investment than even the growth portfolio (Table 4.9), The superior 
performance of the balanced portfolio option is explained by the fact 
Table 4.7 Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies, Large Crop Farm, Income 

















Coefficient of VariabilityE! 
Highest Value 
Lowest Value 
Average No. of liquidations to 
meet consumption expenditures 
Keep Farm Real 
Estate as an Investment 
Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
4.358 0.412 722803. 
4.330 0.523 682665. 
4.567 0.541 1069105. 
4.396 0.613 729476. 
4.511 0.503 851322. 
4.684 0.552 839032. 
4.328 0.663 803953. 
4.409 0.621 836933. 
4.254 0.612 875806. 
4.272 0.592 644573. 
4.363 0.571 775387. 
4.572 0.476 806435. 
4.391 0.747 868663. 
4.198 0.502 1073749. 
4.391 0.820 829625. 
4.402 0.583 827301. 
.132 .145 
4.684 0.820 1073749. 
4.198 0.412 644573. 
0 
~.~See footnote following Table 4.1. 
Sell the Farm 
for Cash and Reinvest 
Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
4.884 0.538 476369. 
4.759 0.578 347489. 
4.959 0.556 643731. 
4.782 0.426 496535. 
4.932 0.589 377955. 
4.756 0.527 301735. 
4.841 0.560 556833. 
4.884 0.481 402705. 
4.963 0.432 532423. 
4.972 0.733 419144. 
4.876 0.557 572541. 
4.899 0.518 252882. 
4.944 0.579 506508. 
4.900 0.683 1029552. 
4.757 0.704 566595. 
4.874 0.564 498866. 
.116 .367 
4.972 0.733 1029552. 
4.756 0.426 252882. 
0 
Sell the Farm on 
an Installment Arrangement 
Income Return Ending·Net 
Standard WOrth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
5.569 0.675 496714. 
5.471 0.839 382940• 
5.611 0.826 668766. 
5.508 0.750 498494. 
5.570 0.892 478371. 
5.526 0.682 345438. 
4.558 0.801 576002. 
5.611 0.664 477756. 
5.649 o. 712 662184. 
5.633 0.856 449324. 
5.556 0.738 524592. 
5.647 0.817 332076. 
5.595 0.793 476250. 
5.564 0.813 1089267. 
5.549 0.812 506075. 
5.574 0.778 530950. 
.140 .343 
5.649 0.892 1089267. 




Table 4o8 Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies, Large Crop 
Farm, Balanced Portfolio of Nonfarm Investments 
Keep Farm Real 
Estate as an Investment 
Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
Replication 1 3.427 0.469 1099253. 
2 3.377 0.652 985470. 
3 3.531 0.691 1576308. 
4 3.339 0.797 1454635. 
5 3.602 0.472 1011005. 
6 3.612 0.777 1216637. 
7 3.352 0.632 1298915. 
8 3.451 0.673 942575. 
9 3.500 0.737 854762. 
10 3.431 0.531 753563. 
11 3.333 0.622 1151663. 
12 3.737 0.539 1144691. 
13 3.560 0.752 947322. 
14 3.285 0.618 1401403. 
15 3.563 0.797 1006757. 
Mean 3.473 0.650 1122996. 
Coefficient of Variabilit~/ .187 .206 
Highest Value 3.737 0.797 1576308. 
Lowest Value 3.285 0.469 753563. 
Average No. of liquidations to 
meet consumption expenditures 0 
~/See footnote following Table 4.2. 
]!_!See footnote following Table 4.1. 
Sell the Farm 
for Cash and Reinvest 
Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate S.ettlement 
3.359 0.756 913968. 
3.206 o. 777 708055. 
3.444 0.870 1097044. 
3.224 0.886 1308797. 
3.473 0.787 613398. 
3.050 0.883 699174. 
3.244 0.669 1238529. 
3.220 0.782 563537. 
3.818 0.475 557241. 
3.696 0.698 662940. 
3.222 0.835 980908. 
3.383 o. 725 577199. 
3.626 0.710 588303. 
3.456 0.794 1317733. 
3.400 0.565 734949. 
3.388 0.748 837451. 
.221 .337 
3.818 0.886 1317733. 




Table 4.9 Simulated Performance of Selected Real Estate Strategies) Large Cr0p Farm, Growth 
Portfolio of Nonfarm Investments 
-----------~---- Keep Farm Real Sell the Farm Sell the Farm on 
Estate .s.s an Investment for Cash and Reinvest an Installment Arrangement 
Inet~me Return Ending Net Income Return Ending Net Income Return Ending Net 
Standard Worth Before Standard Worth Before Standard Worth Before 
Mean Deviation Estate Settlement Mean Deviation Estate Settlem~nt Mean Deviation Estate Settlement 
Replication 1 3.338 0.424 1007942. 2.239 0.356 1221953. 3.463 1.086 1023596. 
2 3.305 0.546 901868. 2.089 0.348 946273. 3.358 1.177 757269. 
3 3.420 0.578 1504978. 2.315 0.429 1373077. 3.446 1. 293 1370871. 
4 3.262 o. 711 1259806. 2.175 0.429 1761058. 3.341 1.293 1427723. 
5 3.481 0.421 1029933. 2.282 0.335 808957. 3.517 1.220 778026. 
6 3.523 0.646 1178647. 2.086 0.411 1007929. 3.283 1.256 844104. 
7 3.290 0.604 1185590. 2.130 0.280 1815717. 3.521 1.188 1260485. 
8 3.364 0.589 908052. 2.055 0.325 758308. 3.378 1.204 619728. 
9 3.356 0.658 925927. 2.587 0.272 668626. 3.752 1.061 741787. 
10 3.242 0.516 827839. 2.560 0.353 826082. 3.598 1.120 770495. 
ll 3.256 0.555 1031473. 2.093 0.392 1335293. 3.336 1.216 1023152. 
12 3.622 0.452 1083730. 2.185 0.332 779403. 3.487 1.158 731190. 
13 3.411 0.659 1038723 2.500 0.320 795342. 3.565 1.117 766504. 
14 3.148 0.546 1299267. 2.285 0.401 1603539. 3.490 1.193 1509130. 
15 3.490 o. 760 1039056. 2.228 0.233 1032847. 3.628 1.031 851207 0 
Mean 3.367 0.578 1081521. 2.254 0.348 1115626. 3.478 1.174 965017. 
Coefficient of Variabilit~/ .172 .165 .154 .342 .338 .300 
Highest Value 3.622 0. 760 1504978. 2.587 0.429 1815717. 3.752 1.293 1509130. 
Lowest Value 3.148 0.421 827839. 2.055 0.233 668626. 3.283 1.031 619728. 
Average No. of liquidations to 
meet consumptioQ expenditures 0 0 0 
~ -See footnote following Table 4.3. 




that through the productiolJ. ancLreinvestment of surplus income, the 
balanced portfolio is transformed into a super-growth portfolio. 
Further).llore, only part of each year's surplus income is reinvested. 
In this study, eighty percent is reinvested and the remaining twenty 
percent disappears as nonessential consumption expenditures when incomes 
are high. In compariiJ.g the real estate strategies in Table 4.9, keep in 
mind that the 'keep the farm' strategy yields more surplus income and 
therefore loses part of its growth potential in contributing to a higher 
standard of living than the 'sell the farm' strategy, Comparing these 
'\. 
two portfolios also gives an individual an opportunity to reveal the 
nature of his ri.sk preference func;tion, as the nonfarm growth portfolio 
generates a slightly higher but less certain ending es~ate value. 
Regardless of the real estate strategy selected, it is clear that 
(1) profit maximizing large farmers should concentrate their nonfarm 
investments in growth assets and (2) profit maximization depends nearly 
as much on ).llanaging surplus income as it does on managing the iiJ.itial 
allocation of investments. The discussion of tax and estate management 
implications will shed a great deal of light on the desirability of 
alternative real estate strategies in large farm situations. In the 
last two C.A\~e"tar!ns discussed, we have seen that moderate and large size 
operators can ac;cumulate a very sizable estate to be taxed and trans= 
ferred to the next generation. As estates grow ¥arger, it becomes more 
and more important to evaluate means of reducing the inheritance tax to 
maximize the net value of the assets passed to the heirs, Certain 
investment strategies offer more flexibility in estate planning and. tax 
management, and these issues are treated below. 
4.4 Adjusting the Ending Estate Values to 
Account for Estate Settlement Costs 
73 
The Retirement Investment Simulator does not estimate estate 
settlement costs. To estimate after tax estates exogenously, prelimi-
nary simulations were made to ascertain the values of the portfolios 
at the time of the death events. Estate settlement costs were estimated 
for both husband and wife, and were then forced into the model in the 
appropriate years. In secondary simulations, the model liquidated 
assets to meet estate settlement costs for the husband, continued the 
simulation with the after tax portfolio until the death of the wife, 
then liquidated again to meet her estate settlement costs. All taxes 
were calculated based on the assumption that assets are owned by the 
husband and passed to the wife at his death in year seventeen, and then 
to the children at her death in year twenty. Different will strategies 
could be used to reduce taxes in the situations with large estates 
(Roush, 1975; Boehlje, 1972), but the assumed will strategy was held 
constant for simplicity and ease of comparison. 
The process of calculating estate settlement costs was very time 
consuming, and the computing costs of the secondary simulations con-
siderable. In the interests of economy and expediency, a functional 
relationship was estimated between ending net worth before estate 
settlement and ending net worth after estate settlement in order that 
after tax estate values could be estimated.with smaller amounts of hand 
calculations and lower computing costs. For twenty-one estates ranging 
in value from $100,000 to $1,300,000, portfolio values after estate 
settlement costs were hand calculated using the will strategy and timing 
of death events described above. 
74 
Various functional forms were estimated to the data, and·the two 
which are of greatest interest are the linear function (equation 4.1) 
and the power function (equation 4.2). The numbers in parentheses are 
the standard errors of the coefficients above them. In both equations, 
A represents the ending net worth after estate settlement costs and B 
the ending net worth before estate settlemenl;: costs. The linear func-
tion is reported because it allows the reader to easily visualize the 
relationship, but in making the actual estimates, the power function 
was used because it reflects an increasing marginal rate of taxation. 
(4 0 1) A= 46583 + .60l(B) 
(4804) (.0083) R Square = .996 
(4 0 2) A = 5.069 x B" 85041 
(1.104) ( 0 0077) R Square = .998 
Table 4.10 summarizes the mean levels of ending estates in the 
eight strategies applied to case farm one. The first row of the table 
is taken directly from Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, and the second row 
presents estimates of the ending estate values after paying state and 
federal inheritance taxes, legal or administrative fees and funeral 
expenses for both death events. In studying Table 4.10, we see the 
amount of the reduction in portfolio values.that.can be expected when 
considering estate settlement costs. No new relationships are seen in 
Table 4.10i to gain much insight into the effects of estate taxes, we 
must consider ways of reducing them. 
4.5 The Effects of Gift-Making on the Value 
of Assets Passed to Heirs 
When the capital bas.e is larger than it needs to be to procluce an 
adequate income for the retired couple, there can be. tax incentives for 
Table 4.10 Success of Selected Strategies in Passing Assets to the Next Generation, Small Crop Farm 
Income Portfolio ofa/ Balanced Portfolio ot1 Growth Portfolio of 
Nonfarm Investments- Nonfarm Investments- Nonfarm Investments!./ 
Keep the Sell the Sell the Farm Keep the Sell the Keep the Sell the Sell the Farm 
Farm Real Farm for on an Installment Farm Real Farm for Farm Real Farm for on an Installment 
Estate Cash Arrangement Estate Cash Estate Cash Arrangement 
Ending Net Worth Before 
Estate Settlement 147090 78450 82020 213609 145377 188746 159814 122513 
Ending Net Worth After 
Estate Settlement z Assets 
12569:#1 172985~/ 15564~/ Successfully passed to heirs 73326 76511 124237 135085 108013 
~/For a description of the composition of the nonfarm portfolios, see footnotes following Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 




making gifts to the heirs in retirement. By making gifts, the size of 
the retirees' portfolio is reduced and so is the tax burden when the 
estate is settled. Substantial amounts can be given away in lump sums 
and in smaller annual amounts without incurring any gift tax. In addi-
tion, gifts made above the tax free levels are taxed at a lower rate 
than assets passed through an estate. Had (1974) and Maynard (1975) 
analyze gift and estate tax implications and opportunities in detail. 
Tax laws themselves will not be explained here, but the economic impli-
cations of making gifts at their. tax free limits have been studied for 
the two larger case farms.· 
In the smallest case farm, the capital base is near the lower 
boundary of the range that is adequate to produce retirement income at 
the assumed level. Recall that when investments were made in assets 
with .low income returns, several liquidations were necessary to meet 
consumption needs. For this reason, no gift-making strategies were 
tested on the limited resource case farm. 
The second and third case farms were found to have portfolios 
large enough to produce substantial amounts of surplus income. The 
surplus income was accumulated in the portfolio and contributed to 
sizable tax oills at the death of each individuaL For these farms, 
certain gift strategies were adopted for each real estate strategy, 
simulations were made forcing assets out of the portfolio as gifts, 
and the after tax ending estates were reestimated. The value of assets 
received by the heirs under the gift strategies is the sum of (1) the 
compounded value of gifts made and (2) the ending net worth after estate 
settlement. This sum can be compared with the ending net worth after 
estate settlementaunder the strategies not using gifts as an estate 
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planning toolo The .results of this analysis point out previously 
unmentioned advantages to selling the farm real estate when portfolio 
values are largeo 
Before .elaborat.ing on those results, however, the methods used to 
make gifts and to measure the value of gifts received merilt discussion. 
Constraints on the amounts of gifts that can.be made come from two 
origins: (1) the legal tax free limits,~and (2) the amount of liquid 
(non real estate) &ssets in .the portfolioo In strategies involving 
retention of the farm real estate; the second constraint is usually the 
limiting oneo · Wit.h a large part of the capital base tied up in land, 
little is available for gift-making; in each 'keep the fa.rm' strategy, 
all nonfarm assets are given away in lump sum (an amount below the tax 
free limit) at the beginning of the planning horizono Over the horizonj 
surplus income is retained and reinvested to eventually pay inheri-tance 
taxeso In each 'sell the farm for cash' strategy, gifts are made at 
the tax free limits until,the portfolio is reduced to a.size that has 
been deemed capable.of producing an adequate but not excessive incomeo 
Under each 'sell the.farm by installment' strategy, the amounts. of the 
annual·gifts are equal to the installment contract payment received less 
the capital gain tax due .on that payJ;nent. This, in effect, is a method 
of giving the value of the farm to the heirs on a gradual basis to avoid 
gift taxes, and could be an arrangement used to pass the farm property 
itself as a gift from father to sono Under such a plan, the farm pro-
perty can be kept in the family, gift taxes avoided and estate taxes 
1/This is an arbitrary constraint imposed in this analysiso 
Boehlje (1972) has demonstrated that under certain circumstances it can 
be advisable to make gifts even above the tax free limitso 
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greatly reduced when compared to passing the property to the son through 
the estateo Passing the farm through the estate does have the desirable 
effect of adjusting the tax basis to present market value without paying 
capital gain tax (Harl, 1974), However, the simulation analysis demon-
strates that, in the two case farms studied, this was more than offset 
by reduced estate taxes in the, 'installment contract- farm gift 1 
strategyo 
The value of the gifts received was implicitly compounded foreward 
to the date of final estate settlement by assuming that the gifts were 
made in the form of the assets themselves (not the proceeds from the 
sale of the assets) and that the children held those assets in the 
given form over the length of the planning horizono The CQI!_lpourided 
value of the gifts in this even is the difference between the ending 
estate under the gift strategy and the ending estate under the no-gift 
strategy, both measured before estate settlement costso This approach 
avoids the difficulty of choosing a compounding rateo 
Tables 4oll and 4ol2 report the results of the analysis of gift 
strategies for the two largest case farmso Note that in both case 
farms~ under the income portfolio and balanced portfolio options~ 
making gifts raised the net value of assets successfully passed to the 
next generationo Howevert it did not change the relative financial 
desirability of keeping or selling the farm real estateo 
Recall that we have previously established the growth portfolio to 
be the profit maximizing strategy in the two large farm situationso 
Using a growth portfolio and no gifts, it is unclear which real estate 
strategy is superior without knowledge of the individual's risk prefer-
ence functiono When making gifts, however, a clear disadvantage is 
Table 4oll Success of Selected Strategies in Passing Assets to the Next Generation, Large Crop Farm 
Income Portfolio of a/ 
Nonfarm Investments-
Balanced Portfnlio o~/ 
Nonfarm Investments-
Growth Portfolio of a/ 
Nonfarm Investments-
Keep the Sell the Sell the Farm Keep the Sell the Keep tha fell the Sell the Farm 
Farm Real Farm for on an Installment Farm Real ·Farm for Farm Real Farm for on an Installment 
Estate Cash Arrangeil;lent Estate Cash Estate Cash Arrangement 
Part I: Without Maki~ Gifts 
· Ending Net Worth Before 
!State Settlement 565962 300799 347898 696803 489236 716531 662142 630736 
~nding Net Worth After 
Estate Settlement = Assets 
Successfully passed to heirs 395572 231206 261569 47 2191 349316 483689 451949 433887 
Part II: Making Gifts 
A. Ending Net Worth Before 
Estate Settlem~nt 462111 95900 91180 496536 181591 520402 144871 135690 
B. Ending Net Worth After 
Estate Settlement 332844 87487 83597 354170 150726 368061 124237 117648 
c. Compounded Value of Tax Free 
Gifts to Heirs 103851 204899 256718 200267 307645 196129 517271 495046 
Total of B and C = Assets 
43669s!?i 554437Ei 56419o!1./ Successfully Passed to heirs 292386 340315 458371 641508 612694 
~/For a description of the composition of the nonfarm portfolios, see footnotes following Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 
~/Of this amount, approximately $298,000 is accounted for by the value of the farm real estate. 
'-.J 
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Table 4 ol2 Success of Selected Strategies in Passing Assets to the Next Generation, Large Crop Farm 
Income Portfolio ofa/ Balanced Portfolio ot/ Growth Portfolio of a/ 
Nonfarm Investments- Nonfarm Investments- Nonfarm Investments-
Keep the Sell the Sell the Farm Keep the Sell the Keep the Sell the Sell the Farm 
Farm Real Farm for on an rnstallment Farm Real Farm for Farm Real Farm for on an Installment 
Estate Cash Arrangement Estate Cash Estate Cash Arrangement 
Part I: Making No Gifts 
Ending Net Worth Before 
Estate Settlem€nt 827301 498866 530950 ll22996 837451 1081521 1115626 965017 
Ending Net Worth After 
Estate Settlement 3 Assets 
Successfully passed to heirs 546110 355382 374672 708399 551720 686344 704642 622696 
Part II: Making Gifts 
A. Ending Net Worth Before 
Estate Settlement 663056 121254 215968 792964 235205 762374 178124 335925 
B. Ending Net Worth After 
Estate Settlement 452530 10"6518 174359 526957 187319 509386 147904 253879 
c. Compounded Value of Tax Free 
Gifts to Heirs 164245 377612 314982 330032 602246 319138 937502 629092 
Total of B and C 3 Assets 
61677:)..1 85698~/ 828524~/ Successfully Passed to heirs 484130 489341 789565 1085406 882971 .. 
L__ ____ ---- ---------- ----------
~/For a description of the nonfarm portfolios, see footnotes following Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 




seen in retaining the farm real estate, because the large farm 
investment is not easily passed by gift. If the motivations for keep-
ing the farm real estate are to pass it to the next generation, then a 
good strategy.is to sell the farm to the heir on an installment basis 
and then mak~ gifts of the installment contract·payments. 
This analysis has centered on the values of ending estates in 
inflated dollars. Deflating or discounting ending estate values helps 
us .to see what happens to the real purchasing power of a family's 
wealth under different strategies. Table 4.13 displays the values of 
.assets successfully passed to heirs discounted over the twenty year 
horizon at the assumed six percent inflation rate. ~ote that every 
strategy simutlated for the small renter resulted in an erosion of 
the real value of the family's wealth. In the small crop farm and large 
crop farm situations, the real value of the family's wealth could be 
increased only by using some combination of farm real estate, growth 
nonfarm investments and an estate management strategy involving gifts 
to the heirs. 
In summary, it has been demonstrated that in most cases farm real 
estate has the potential of performing better as an investment than any 
other portfolio considered in this analysis. When the total capital 
base is large enough to produce an adequate income, the greatest finan-
cial rewards can be obtained by concentrating any nonfarm investments 
in a growth portfolio. In the .smallest case farm studied, some invest-
ment in income producing nonfarm assets is desirable to avoid frequent 
l 
asset liquidations and to maximize ending net·worth. In all but the 
limited resource situatipn, there are economic penefits from making 
gifts to the heirs in retirement, and the retention of farm real estate 
Table 4ol3 Discounted Values of Assets Successfully Passed to the Next Generation 
Income Portfolio of 
Nonfarm Investments~/ 
Balanced Portfolio of 
Nonfarm Investments~/ 
Growth Portfolio of 
Nonfarm Investmentsk/ 
Keep the Sell the Sell the Farm Keep the Sell the Keep the Sell the Sell the Farm 
Farm Real Farm for on an Installment Farm Real Farm for Farm Real Farm.for on an Installment 
Es-tate Cash Arrangement Estate Cash Estate Cash Arrangement 
Small Renter 
(initial equity capital • $68,000) 
Without Making Gifts 39191 22863 23857 53938 38738 48530 42120 33679 
Small Crop Farm 
(initial equity capital = $145,800) 
Without Making Gifts 123341 72091 81559 147240 108919 150820 140920 135288 
Making Gifts 
> 
136164 91167 106112 172876 142906 175917 200026 191041 
Large Crop Farm 
(initial equity capital- $217,500) 
Without Making Gifts 170280 110810 116825 220883 172029 214006 219711 194160 
~laking Gifts 192314 150954 152579 267214 246191 258338 338435 275315 
~The assumed discount rate is the same as the inflation rate used in the simulation analysis: 6%. 
k/For a description of the composition of the nonfarm portfolios, see footnotes following Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 
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as an investment carries the disadvantage of limiting the ability to 
make gifts and to thereby reduce estate tax burdens, 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
5.1 Summary of the Research Effort 
The research reported in this volume has dealt with the investment 
problems and opportunities of farm operators at the time of their 
retirement. Pr~vious studies in this same problem area have described 
the needs and characteristics of older farmers and the alternative 
investments available to them (Lee and Brake, 1971), and have proposed 
a model which ascertains the profit maximizing combination of farm and 
nonfarm investments for retiring farmers (Brucker, Baker and Erickson~ 
1975). The contributions of this research to a more complete under-
standing of the problem are in two areas. First, we have initiated the 
development of a stochastic simulation model which is potentially 
capable of evaluating the economic consequences of adopting any 
chosen retirement. investment and estate management strategy. The simu~ 
lation model is currently in a stage of development which allows an ana~ 
lysis of the performance of investment strategies in producing income for 
the retired couple and in preserving or enlarging the value of the before 
tax estate. The second contribution of this research comes from an 
application of the simulation model in evaluating the performance of a 




For ea.ch of the three case farms, three methods of handling the 
farm real estate have been analyzed: (1) k~ep the farm real estate as 
an investment and rent it to a younger operatorj (2) sell the farm for 
cash and invest the proceeds in nonfarm assets immediately, and (3) sell 
the farm on an installment land contract and gradually invest the pro-
ceeds in nonfarm assets. For each real estate strategy, three types 
of nonfarm asset portfolios have been considered: (1) a nonfarm port-
folio consisting of assets producing high current income returns and 
low capital growth rates, (2) a balanced nonfarm portfolio in which in-
vestments are distributed evenly among the six classes of market secur-
ities embodied in the simulation model, and (3) a portfolio of nonfarm 
investments consisting of assets producing low current income returns 
and high capital growth rateso For the two largest case farms, strate-
gies which use gifts to potential heirs as a means of reducing inheri-
tance tax burdens have been tested. 
In concentrating on nontax issues, there has admittedly been 
extensive oversimplification and even neglect of important tax issues. 
Indeed the critical observer will note that in every instance taxes have 
been treated as an externality in the model used in this analysis. 
Sound economic interpretation and continued development and use of the 
simulation model can do a great deal to link the. product of this _r_~:' 
search with the vast and growing body of knowledge regarding the intri-
cacies of tax management. 
It has not been the objective of this research to analyze the 
merits of tax sheltered or tax deferred retirement saving plans for the 
self-employed, There has been a failure to consistently report more 
than very low levels of participation in these plans by farmers (Levi, 
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1974)o A very timely piece of work by Wright and Acker (1975) has 
demonstrated that in fact these types of plans are of value to farmers 
only under very atypical conditions. In most cases farm families can 
earn greater after tax returns by investing surplus funds in the farm 
business than by establishing a tax sheltered or tax deferred saving 
plano This study has been designed to aid the farm family which has 
accumulated virtually all its capital in the farm business and is ready 
to consider alternative investment strategies for their iminent 
retirement. 
The outcomes of the selected investment strategies imply that the 
most profitable course of action for a retired farmer is determined 
by the size of his capital base in relation to his income need, and by 
his desire or ability to participate in estate management schemes 
which pass assets to his potential heirs before he and his wife die. 
Moreover, retirement planning presents an interesting multiple goals 
situation in which the individual's multidimensional utility function 
may dictate that the strategy deemed most desirable by the decision 
maker be something other than the profit maximizing strategyo The 
results of this simulation analysis allow the reader to estimate the 
monetary opportunity cost associated with the adoption of a strategy 
which is not profit maximizingo 
5,2 Implications Drawn from the 
Simulation Analysis 
Conventional wisdom has been that retiring farmers are better off 
to sell their farm assets and invest the proceeds conservatively, 
usually in assets which produce a high level of income return and a low 
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rate of capital growth (Smith, 1971) (Lee and Brake, 1971). Using the 
rates of return and variability estimates observed over the fourteen 
year period from 1959 to 1972~ this simulation analysis has demonstrated 
that in many cases this is the least profitable strategy that a retiring 
farmer could adopto In every instance, the most profitable strategy 
involved a portfolio containing farm real estate and/or a set of non-
farm investments which contained a substantial amount of assets which 
returned high capital growth rates and low levels of current income. 
In the smallest case farm (initial net worth of $68,000) there is a 
clear advantage in keeping the farm real estate regardless of the non-
farm investments considered~ and some amount of investment in income-
producing nonfarm assets is more profitable than complete concentration 
in growth assetso In the moderately sized case farm (initial net worth 
of $145,800), the most profitable strategies are to keep the farm real 
estate and concentrate nonfarm investments in growth assetso In the 
largest case farm (initial net worth of $217,500), the economic 
performance of the strategy involving farm sale and investment in 
growth assets is apparently equivalent to that of the strategy involving 
keeping the farm and investing surplus capital in growth assetso How-
ever~ when considering estate management (gift) schemes, the added 
flexibility which characterizes the farm sale alternatives makes them 
more attractive than maintaining the large fixed investment in real 
estateo 
In evaluating the results of this study, it becomes clear that 
certain strategies are more suited to the achievement of specific goalso 
The discussion to this point has centered on monetary rewards for cer-
tain courses of action; we now consider alternative goalso A retiring 
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farm couple may desire to leave the farm and move to live in a warmer 
climate or to be nearer to children who have left the homesteado This 
desire can of course be filled while retaining the farm investment; it 
might require that some professional management service be employed to 
oversee the tenant operated farm property in the absence of the land-
ownero The management fee would reduce the fin&ncial return to land 
ownership, but if the farm is small (under $150,000) owning land may 
still be the best strategy from an economic standpoint, Should the 
small farmer wish to sell the farm when he moves away, the best port-
folio for him could be one which has enough income producing assets to 
meet his annual needs and which places all remaining capital and surplus 
income in growth assets, Concentrating only in income type assets can 
lock him out of a very profitable.opportunity in growth investmentso If 
the capital base is large, there are financial incentives to sell the 
farm and invest in growth type assets, particularly if gifts can be made 
to potential heirs in order to reduce estate tax burdenso With a large 
capital base, even a portfolio of growth type assets can provide an 
adequate income given the level of social security benefits assumed in 
this analysiso 
If the retiring couple has a strong desire to live on the farm in 
retirement, the results of this analysis demonstrate that they can do 
so and usually profit from ito Under none of the simulated strategies 
was a nonfarm portfolio able to clearly outperform a portfolio contain~ 
ing farm real estateo When the farm investment is large, however, it 
should be recognized that keeping it can lead to inflexibility in estate 
planning and substantial tax losses due to state and federal estate tax 
structures which limit the size of the estate which can be passed to the 
next generation free of tax, 
Establishing a younger family member in farming is another 
nonmonetary goal frequently perceived to be held by retiring farmerso 
If land holdings are small, the retiring couple is not in a position 
to be overly generous in giving ownership of the farm real estate to 
the heir before their deatho Perhaps the best strategy for providing 
both income security and tax minimization is to rent the land to the 
heir and pass the farm through the estate at the time of deatho In 
this way, some estate tax will be incurred, but the tax basis will be 
adjusted at the time of the transfer without paying capital gain taxo 
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If land holdings are in excess of $100,000 then estate tax management 
can become a problem and the strategy which is least damaged by taxation 
can be one involving gifts to the heirs. 
Selling the farm to the younger family member on an installment 
arrangement and then making gifts of the installment payments can serve 
the dual purpose of reducing estate taxes and transferring control of 
the farm property to the younger generation on very quick and easy 
termso It is interesting to note that this appears to be the only 
efficient use (from the seller's standpoint) to which the installment 
land contract can be puto When the farm is small, the retiring couple 
cannot afford to sell it because of the reduction in size of the income 
producing capital base resulting from capital gain taxo When the farm 
is large enough for the family to consider selling iti then the best 
strategy is to sell for cash and reinvest in·growth type assetso The 
benefits derived from a speedy transfer of capital to growth assets 
outweigh the potential benefits from the lower tax rates incurred in an 
installment sale, The installment land contract simply provides a 
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method of making easy credit terms for a younger family member desiring 
to take over the family farming operationo 
The findings of this research are quite radical in view of the 
types of strategies which have been advocated by the authors of pre-
vious reports (Smith~ 1971) (Lee and Brake, 197l)o The reasons for 
this divergence are rooted primarily in the changing economic setting 
which we find ourselves in, Lee and Brake based their description 
of asset performance on historical data for the period 1955 to 1968o 
The data base for this analysis was the period from 1959 through 1972o 
Since 1968, when Brake and Lee's data base ended, the performance of 
farm real estate as an investment has improved, particularly with 
respect to price appreciationo In addition, the recent performance of 
market securities has been considerably less desirable than in the 
period of economic growth experienced in the 1960's (see Table 2o3)o 
The addition of the last several years to the data base has been 
largely responsible for the difference in the conclusions drawn from 
this research and those drawn by Lee and Brake, 
The result of our simulation analysis can be used to ascertain 
the best strategy for a farmer who retired in the 1950 1 so Applying the 
same recommendations to farmers retiring in 1975 necessitates the 
assumption that the mean levels and the variabilities in performance 
of the selected assets over the next two decades remain as they were 
over the last two decadeso Our findings should be interpreted in 
light of the reader's perceptions about future economic conditions as 
compared to our assumptions about themo The mean levels of returns and 
the variability estimates used in this research are derived from his~ 
torical data series of general market performance of the investment 
classes. It should be recognized that individual investors cannot 
achieve a degree of diversification which would yield the mean levels 
of return and variability characteristics exhibited by the market 
averages. Individual market securities are likely to exhibit greater 
variability of return than market averages; locally severe weather or 
crop disease can cause returns to individual tracts of farm land to 
be more variable than aggregate data indicate. 
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Without doubt, a much better method of incorporating an 
individual's own perceptions into the recommendation of a course of 
action is to make it possible for him to perform his own analysis with 
the degree of sophistication afforded by computer technology. Extend-
ing the capabilities of the Retirement Investment Simulator to allow 
the analysis of tax management and estate planning strategies, and 
making an improved version available to the public in an extension 
setting can accomplish this end. 
5.3 Limitations and Suggestions for 
Further Research 
The shortcomings of this analysis are easily and logically 
expressed in a discussion of the needs for future research efforts. 
The needed extensions and improvements on this analysis can be divided 
into two classifications: (1) modifications of the simulation model, 
and (2) extended economic analysis in suggesting model inputs for 
individual users. 
Estate taxes are currently handled exogenous to the model, and 
their incorporation into the model should be an issue of the highest 
priority. The methods used in this study to estimate estate 
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settlement costs (see Chapter IV) are extremely laborious and severely 
limit the assumptions regarding how the estate is handledo Adding 
estate tax calculation capabilities to the model can be accomplished 
by writing a set of subroutines to handle the appropriate tax issueso 
Roush (1976) is currently building an estate planning model which in-
cludes estate tax calculation subroutines, and these could indicate 
the general form of the subroutines needed in the simulation modelo 
The programming problem nonetheless remains sizeable, and the methods 
used in this study to estimate taxes exogenously suggest a more effi-
cient way of programming the tax estimation featureo 
Using the Roush model, estate settlement costs can be calculated 
for a series of estates of various sizes under different strategies of 
estate managemento For each will. strategy, one general function can 
be statistically estimated to predict estate settlement costs. (Possi-
bly two functions will be needed: one for the first death event and 
one for the secondo) This series of equations, each representing a 
different will strategy, can be added to the model and used to reduce 
the portfolio value by the amount of the estimated estate settlement 
cost at each death evento This approach can accomplish the desired 
objective of incorporating estate settlement costs with a smaller 
initial programming input and in a computationally efficient mannero 
The current version of the simulator does not consider all 
transaction costs at the time of asset liquidationo Transaction costs 
at the time of retirement can be considered exogenously by adjusting 
the initial investment levels, and reinvestment costs can be implicitly 
considered by adjusting the marginal propensity to invest out of surplus 
incomeo Capital gain tax can be included if the farm real estate is 
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sold in mid-horizon, but liquidation costs for all other assets are 
ignoredo Incorporating them would be a rather simple programming task. 
Considering transaction costs would make nonfarm portfolios in which 
there are several liquidations look less desirable, and this can be 
expected to occur when the capital base is small and large amounts of 
growth assets are usedo 
Three uther minor programming changes could enhance the model and 
make the interpretation of performance easiero In this analysis, we 
were unable to evaluate the installment land contract under a balanced 
portfolio because reinvestment of surplus income or recaptured capital 
can only take place in one asseto A reinvestment subroutine could be 
written with the capability of spreading reinvestments among several 
asset so 
In this analysis, relative variability was evaluated using coef-
ficients of variability (the standard deviation divided by the mean)~ 
but these measures had to be calculated exogenouslyo This calculation 
could easily be incorporated into the modele In the same way, the value 
of the after tax ending estates could be discounted to present value 
based on the user's specified inflation rateso This would allow him to 
see what happens to the real purchasing power of his wealth over the 
planning horizon. 
As previously mentioned, further economic analysis is required in 
order to allow the suggestion of appropriate model inputs for the 
individual usero The data base from which the mean levels of return 
and the covariance matrix are derived should be updated as new informa-
tion becomes availableo The matrix factoring program developed in this 
project and needed in the preparation of input for the correlation 
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program should make this job unavoidably easy (see Appendix B), 
A more sophisticated type of economic analysis currently being 
attempted by Shouse (1975) involves identifying the efficient portfolios 
of nonfarm investments to be compared with the retention of farm real 
estate investments. Exercising Markowitz's quadratic programming 
techniques on the data base developed and used in this research, Shouse 
intends to describe the efficient set of portfolios which minimize risk 
(variability) at each attainable level of return, This work is com-
pletely complimentary with the use of the simulation model. As the 
technique is mastered, the estimation of the efficient set can be per-
formed each time the data base for the correlation program is updated, 
As this phase of the development of the Retirement Investment 
Simulator comes to conclusion, research priorities should be directed 
toward making the model more complete and more applicable to use by 
individuals in an extension setting, The characteristics of individual 
planning situations are likely to be quite diverse, and only subtle 
changes in parameters are likely to be needed to change the recommenda-
tions made to the individual, The conclusions and recommendations 
drawn from the simulation analysis embodied in this research effort 
cannot be universally applied to all retiring farm families, The 
greatest value can accrue to the largest number of people by making 
the planning tool itself available to the individual retiring farmero 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE INPUT AND SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR THE 
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT SIMULATOR 
Pages 99 through 102 present a copy of the Decision Form for the 
Retirement Investment Simulator, and pages 103 through 110 display the 
types of output tables produced by the model. The first two output 
tables appear once in every run of the model. The output tables on 
pages 105, 109 and 110 appear once for the short horizon and once for 
the long horizon. Tables on pages 1.06, 107 and 108 appear once for 
every replication of the simulation and are repeated in the same general 





BETIREMENT INVESTMENT SIMULATOR 
Name 
------------------------------------------------------~-----First Last 
Wife's first name 
Address ---------------------------------------------------------
A Description of this Strategy __________________________________ _ 
******************************************************************* 
Part I 
ESTIMATING THE NEED FOR INVESTMENT INCOME 
1. Budget of consumption expenditures in year 1 $ ______________ _ 
Husband Wife 
2. Annual income from private pensions $ $ 
3. Will privata pension benefits 
(1) be constant over the period, or 1 1 (2) change to keep pace with inflation 
(circle one for both husband and wife) 2 2 
4. Annual Social Security income $ $ 
5. Do the wife's Social Security benefits 
(1) come as a result of her work 
outside the home, or 1 
(2) does she receive benefits as· a 
dependent of the husband? 2 
(circle one) 
Husband Wife 
6. Costs of estate settlement $ $ 
(Excluding Taxes and Administrative Costs) 
7. Life insurance coverage $ $ 
99 
Husband Wife 
8. Length of the short planning horizon __ ___..yrs. __ __,yrs. 
9. Length of the long planning horizon __ ___..yrs. __ __,yrs. 
10. Percent reduction in consumption 
expenditures when one individual dies. % 
11. Rates of inflation expected over the planning period. 
yr 1 ---'%"'-o yr 2. __ _ yr 3 __ _ yr 4. __ _ yr 5 __ _ 
yr 6-10 --- yr 11-15 ___ yr 16-20 ___ yr 21-25 __ _ 
yr 26-50. __ _ 
Part II 
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS 
1. Installment Land Contract 
a. Payment Plan (circle one) 
level payments... 1 
decreasing payments... 2 
delayed principal payments... 3 
b. Downpayment 
c. Principal to be paid in installments 
d. Balloon payment 
e. Rate of interest paid on outstanding 
principal 
f. Term or number of years over which 
contract payments are made 
g. If using payment plan 3 (above), 
number of years over which no 
principal payments are made 
2. Purchased Annuity 
a. Amount invested in an annuity 
b. Cost per $10 of monthly income 
c. Will the plan cover the lives 













Average annual income returns ... rPnts, 
interest, dividents~ e.t.c ... which 
will be available for consumption. 
Average annual rate of capital growth ... 
price appreciation, increased market 
value, etc ••. which can only be 
used for consumption expenditures if 
the asset is sold. 
The amount to be invested in each 
asset. 
The lowest level to which each asset 
can be liquidated. 









3. Other Investments 
2 3 4 
Corporate 
Cl'rpo rate Stocks which }1utual Funds 
Stocks which feature which feature 
feature high Capital high Current 
high Dividends Growth Rates ~c~ 
(4.21) (3. 09) (4. 41) 
% % % 


































The amount of each liquidation S S S S S ~ ' XXX 
If current income exceeds consumption expenditures in any single year, % of the excess should be added to the Bank Savings Account. If the 
savings account ever exceeds $ , th~ ~ should be withdrawn and invested in asset number _____ _ 
If it becomes necessary to sell the farm for cash sometime in the future, % of the value of the farm will be spent on taxes and transfer 





4. Other income (+) or expense (-) 

























5. Number of replications desired 
6. Do you request output tables which trace each yes 1 
asset's performance over the short horizon 
(circle one) no 2 
7. Do you request output tables which trace each yes 1 
asset's performance over the long horizon 
(circle one) no 2 
RETikEMENT l~VESTM~NT SIMULATOR 
***** ***** ********''*******"** ********** ** *********** *''** ''"'** ** * *** ****'~ *'' ******* ** *** ********** *"' ***************************!< ***** 
.A RETI~EMENT INVESTMENT PLAN FOR 
JOHN AND JA!'4E DOUGH 
FARMLAND AND MUTUAL FUNDS 
***********"'*******************~**"*********************************************"'***"'********************************************* 
PREP,•REO BY 
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 




CN THI~ PAG~, THE CGMPUT~R HAS R~? ODUCEC THE INFOkMATlQN 
WHICH YOU H6VE PROV!DEO U~ THE UEC Sl0N FORM. CHECK CLOSELY 
T~ E~iUFE THAT THERE HAVE BEEN NO RRORS IN PROCESSING THE DATA. 

























PART 2: ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS 





















































bo 6. 6. 
o. o. 













































































RETIREMENT INVESTMENT SIMULATOR 
PROJECTING THE NEED FOR !~VESTMENT INCOME 
ASSUMING T~E SHGRTE~ PLANNING HORIZON 
SOCIAL SECUkiTY PRIVATE PENSION RETIREMENT INCOME 
__ fl.fJ.t.E.EUL ____ __fi.E.t:iE.Eli.S _____ _____ _GAf _________ 
4500. o. 3500. 
4 770. o. 3710. 
5056. o. 3933. 
5360. o. 4169. 
51>81. o. 4419. 
6022. o. 4684. 
6383. o. 4965. 
6766. o. 5263. 
7172. o. 5578. 
7603. o. 5913. 
8059. o. 6268. 
8542. o. 6644. 
9055. o. 7043. 
9598. o. 7465. 
·10174. o. 7913. 
10784. o. 8388. 
11431. o. 16969. 
IN YEAR 17 JOHN DIES. EXPENDITURES IN YEAR 17 INCLUDE THE ESTIMATED COST OF THE ESTATE SETTLEMENT. 
BEGINNING I~ YEAR 18 CONSUMPTION EXPENJITURES ARE REDUCED BY 
18 12925. 8078. 
l9 13701. 8563. 
20 24144. 9077. 











INDIVIDUAL ASSET PERFORMANCE 
SHORTER PLANNING HORIZON 
FARM ~EAL ESTATE INCOME STOCKS GROWTH STOCKS If'lCOME -MUTUAL FlNDS GROWTH MUTUAL FUNDS 
INCOME l NC OME INCOME INCOME INCOME 
YfAB. E.B.O.DUG.EI.l ~AJ..Uf ££.1JiJl.l!:f..Q UI..Uf. £.BQDU!:.E.D :iA.L.JJ£ E..BO.Du.J::£.0 ~J.U.f .2BD.DlK.fD YAL.Uf 
1 2 572. 80000. o. o. o. o. o. o. 269. 15000. 
2 ~437. 82258. o. o. o. o. o. o. 224. 14040. 
3 2680. 87213. o. o. o. o. o. o. 193. 18092. 
4 3038. 89589. o. o. o. o. o. o. 316. 221t85. 
5 4127. 96071. o. o. o. o. o. o. 241. 22777. 
6 3950. 102914. o. o. o. o. o. o. 515. 29232. 
7 4029. 105299. o. o. o. o. o. o. 367. 31831. 
8 4735. 113648. o. o. o. o. o. o. 296. 39864. 
9 5377. 123051. a. o. o. o. o. o. 938. 49575. 
10 . 6190. 12 668 9. o. o. .o. o. o. o •. .678. lt8478. 
11 4190. 13702 8. o. o. o. o. o. o. 710. 5';}41. 
12 6090. 141801. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1035. 66531t. 
13 4826. 15090 3. o. o. o. o. o. o. 877. 62579. 
14 6242. 16142 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1079. 64937. 
15 7272. \66586. o. o. o. o. o. o. 579. 54131. 
16 5829. 177240. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1090. 71346. 
17 8640. 182359. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1429. 87160. 
18 7292. 189217. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1633. 97588. 
19 54 97. 195030. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1157. 104422. 
20 _____ £12l~ ---Z~2585L --------D~ --------~ 















YEAB eE.O..UU.GEQ tALUE 
1 o. o. 
2 o. a. 
3 o. o. 
4 o. o. 
5 o. o. 
6 o. o. 
7 o. o. 
8 o. o. 
9 o. o. 
10 o. o. 
11 o. o. 
12 o. o. 
13 o. o. 
14 o. o. 
15 o. o. 
16 o. o. 
17 o. o. 
18 o· . o. 
19 o. o. 






GR GWTH u.o 
INDIVIDUAL ASSET PERFORMANCE 
SHORTER PLANNING HORIZON 
I CONTINUED. 
SHORT TERM BANK SAVINGS 
BONDS ACCOUNT 
INCOME INCOME 
£B.!JDUC.ED llAL.UE £.1l.JJDU.CfD llAJ.llf. o. o. 200. 4541. 
o. o. 182. 3673. 
o. o. 147. 2760. 
o. o. 110. 2055. 
o. o. 82. 2081. 
o. o. 83. 1945. 
o. o. 78. 1453. 
o. o. 58. 1280. 
o. o. 51. 1910. 
o. o. 76. 2735. 
o. o. 109. 1477. 
o. o. 59. 1909. 
o. o. 76. 1646. 
o. o. 66. 1567. 
o. o. 63. 1567. 
o. o. 63. 1161. 
o. o. 46. 3679. 
o. o. 147. 7060. 
o. o. 282. 8499. 
























































SHORTER PLANNING HORIZON 
******************~*******PORTFOLIO TOTALS*************************** RETIREMENT SJRPLUS INCOME OEF IC IT 
RATE Of RAH OF INCOME TOTAL INCOME GAP OR DEFICIT NOT MET BY 
_XfliR lt:JC.QM.E_B.EIUB.tl c..AHIA..L._G..B.l:Jliii:i E.B..C.OU!:f.D .llA.LUf --------- ___ ltKQ!!f_ l.lill.ll.llAllOtL 1 3.041 -0.459 3041. 100000. 3500. -459. o. 
2 :?.855 0.432 2842. 99541. 3710. -868. o. 
3 3.020 8~096 3019. 99971. 3933. -91 •• o. 
4 3.206 5.612 3464. 108065. 4169. -10 •• o. 
5 3.900 s. 958 4451. 114130. 4419. 32. o. 
6 3.761 10.884 4548. 120929. 4684. -136. o. 
7 3. 336 3.350 4473. 134091. 4965. -492. o. 
8 3.672 11.696 5089. 138583. 5263. -173. o. 
9 4.113 12.75 5 636 7. 154792. 5578. 788. o. 
10 3. 978 1. 92 9 6944. 1745 36. 5913. 1031. o. 
11 2. 816 11..097 501 o. 117902. 6268. -1258. o. 
12 3.635 6.374 7184. 197645. 6644. 540. o. 
13 2. 749 2. 324 5780. 210243. 7043. -1263. o. 
14 3.434 5. 948 738 7~ 215128. 7465. -79. o. 
15 3.472 -2.475 7913. 227924. 7913. o. o. 
16 3.141 12.355 6982. 222283. 8388. -H06. o. 
17 4.051 9.390 10116. 249747. 16969. 3147. o. 
18 3.321 1. 565 9073. 273198. 4847. 4226. o. 
19 2.361 . 4. 793 6937. 293865. 5138 • 1799. o. 
20 3.804 1 7. 098 11115. 307950. 15067. 1648. o. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------
AVERAGES 3.383 6. 736 
TCTALS 122334. 13,1875. 5460. o. 





OF INC Cf4E RETURN 
----------------
REPLICATION 1 3. 383 
REPLICATION 2 3.398 
REPLICATION 3 3. 704 
REPLICATION 4 3.366 
REPLICATION 5 3. 711 
REPL !CATION 6 3. 773 
REPLICATION 7 3.223 
REPLICATION 8 3.462 
REPLICATION 9 3.464 
REPLICATION 10 3.415 
REPLICATION 11 3. 262 
REPLICATION 12 3.79" 
REPLICATION u 3.587 
REPLICATION 14 . 3. 251 
REPLICATION 15 3.478 
----------------AVERAGE 3.485 
SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE 
AND AIDS TO INTERPRETATION 
SHORTER PLANNING HORIZON 
VARIABILITY 
OF INCOME RETURN 
(STANDARD DEVlATlONI 


































VARI ABI Ll TV 

























REPL !CATION 4 












SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE 
ANC liDS TO INTERPRETATION 
SHORTER PLANNING HGRIZON 
(CONTINUED I 





































* A = NUMBER OF OCCASIONS ON WHICH ASSETS WERE LIUUIDATED TO M~~T CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES. 
B = TOTAL INCOMF DEFICIT WHICH COULD NOT BE MET BY LIQUIDATION 
** IF TbE "ENDING ESTATE" WERE PLACfD IN YOUR SA~K SAVINGS ALCOUNT,!T WOULD PRCOUCE 

























COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPED 
IN THIS RESEARCH 
Page 112 displays a listing of the computer routine developed to 
factor the covariance matrix into an upper triangular and a lower tri-
angular matrix of coefficients used in the correlation subroutine of 
the simulation model. Pages 113 through 126 present the version of 
the Retirement Investment Simulator and accompanying subroutines used 































. **** ******** ........... ** ************ •• ***** ** .............................. * 
A DIAGONALLY SYMMETRIC MATRIX OF C,JVARJA~CES CAN BE FACTORED INTO A.N 
UPPI;'R. AND A LOWER TR-IANGULAR MATRIX "A,. ANO"APRIH~" tiHERE APRIHE IS THE 
TRANSPOSE OF A. THI5 COMPUTER ROUTINE IS UES IGNED TO GENERATE THE A AND 
APR.IME MATRICES .FOR A COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ~NY SIZE. THE PROGRAM BELOW 
WILL PERFORM THE CALCULATIONS ••• THE USER MUST PROVIDE INPUT AND OUTPUT 
CO,..MANDS COMPATIBLE WITH HIS USE OF THE PROGRAM, AND REMOVE 
SOME OF THE INPUT AND O~TPUT COMMANDS APPEARING BELOW. 
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE PROVIDED BY THE USER AS INPUT: 
M=THE SIZE OF THE INPUT MATRIX CIN COL 1-5 OF THE FIRST DATA CAROl 
( OONit FORGET THE DJMENSIO~ STATEHENTJ 
SIGIM,HJ=THE INPUT MATRIX IACTUALLY, CNLY THE UPPER TRIAhGLE IS 
NEED.EO, NOT THE FULL MATRIX.l 
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE TAKEN BY THE USER AS OUTPUT: 
SIGIM,MI=THE INPUT MATRJX ••• FDR VERIFICATION 
AC M,M)= THE UPPER TRIANGULAR •A" MATRIX 
APCM,MI•TttE LOWER. TRI.ANGULAR •APRIME" MATRIX 
A SELF-CHECKING MECHAM SM HAS BEEN eUILT INTO THE .PROGRAM. IF THE PROGRAM 
EXECUT"ES COMPLETELY; IT WILL ATTEMPT -TO REPRODUCE THE C 1,11 ELEMENT CF THE 
INPUT MATRfX AND w·llL INDICATE TO YOU ITS SUCCESS. IF .~OUR INPUT MATRIX IS 
FREE· FROM ERROR, YOU HAVE THE SOlUTION. IF THE· PROGRAM oo·es NOT 
REACH COMPLETION, IT Will INDICATE TO YOU HOU FAR IT HAS GOTTEN AND WILL 
OUTPUT SOME DIAGNOSTICS TO HELP YOU LOCATE THE PROBLEM. 
C GOOD LUCK c------------------------------------'-------------------------
c 



















DIMENSION S JGC12,12J, AC 12,121, AP( 12, 12) 
THANK YOU 






DO 10 1=1 ,H 
DO 10 J""l.M 
SJGIJ,JJ ... o. 
AI J,.JJ=O. 
API I ,JI=O• 
10 CONTINUE. 
YOUR INPUT MATRIX PLEASE ••• CHECK THE FORMAT ••• STMT.20 
DO 10 1•1 ,12 
RE~DI5, 20 II SIGC I ,J J ,J:zl ,~J 
READ 15,21 J IS IGI ItJ J ,J ... 7 ,111 
30 READI5,221 SIG(I,l2J 
THANK YOU 
REPRODUCE INPUT FOR VERIFICATION ••• CHECk THE FORMAT ••• snrr.300 
WRITEC6,401 J 
WR ITEI &,300 )(I SIG( I ,J I ,J=l ,M) ,I =1 ,HI 
CALCULATE THE M TH COLUMN 
AI flit ,_l:o::DSQR.T IS I GIM,Mll 
DO 50 1•1 I I STOP 
51) AII,MI=SIGII,MI/ACM.MJ 
NEXT DIAGONAL ELEMENT· 
WRITEib,3501 
W~ITE(6,902J 





00 100 K=li'..OWPl tM 
WRITEC6,90l) SUM 
100 SUM=SUM+AI IROWrKI**2 
WRTTEI6,900J SIGIIRQW,ICOLJ,SUM, IROW,JCOL 
IF ( Sl:M.GT .SIG (I ROW, IC Clll I WR ITEC6,9041 I ROW, ICOL 
IF CSUMoGT.SlGI lROWolCOLII GO TO 220 
AI I ROW oiCOL I=OSQRT C S IGI I ROW oiCOLI-SUMI 
IFC I COL.EQ.l I WRITE 16,9031 
IFC ICDL.EQ.1JGO TO 220 



















I STOP= I STOP-I 
00 200 J ... l,ISTOP 
I RCW=I R0~-1 
IF IIROW.EQ.OIGO TO 210 
SUM= 0. 
DO 150 K•ICOlPlt M 
150 SUM=SUM+A(lROW,KJ*A(ICOL,KJ 
AI IROW, I COL 1=1 S IGI IROW, ICOL I-SUM) /At I COL, ICOU 
200 CONTINUE 
210 Go· TO 90 
220 CC~T INJE 
DO 500 I•l.M 
DO 500 J-1,M 
lPU ,JJ~:A(J,U 
500 CONTINUE 
DO 600 I-=l,fll 
600 CHEKllaCHEKll+Ailoll*APIIo11 
OUTPUT PLEAS e ••• CHECK ThE OUTPUT FORMAT ••• ST .300 
If~ ITE I 6, 2'5tn-.. 
WRJTE(6,300) U A( I, JI.J•ltM hl•ltMI 
IIRITEI6,50ll 











DOCUflENTATION FORMAT STATEMENTS 
250 FORMATI'l THf UPPER TRIANGULAR •A• MATRIX') 
350 FORMATClHll 
401 FORMATI 1 1 YOUR INPUT MATRIX 1 1 
501 FORM AT C 1 1 THE LOWER TRIANGULAR ""APRIME"HATRIX 1 J 
f.50 FOIU4.ATI'l MULTIPLYING ThE FIRST ROW OF •A• BY THE FIR.ST C.OLUMN OF 
l"APRIHE" YIELDS 1 ,F10.5// 1 THIS SHOULD BE THE SAME AS E-LEMENT (1,1 
2J OF YOU~ tNPUT MATRIX 1 // 1 CHECK TO SEE 1 1 
900 FOflMAll' SIG AND SUM: 1 ,2F12.4,215) 
901 FORMAT 11 IN LOOP SUM' tf12.4) 
902 FORMAT(' DIAGNOSTICS ON THE CALCULATION CF THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. 
1'/' IF "SUM" EXCEEDS "SIG 11 , THE PROGRAM ABORTS.'/' IT HAS ATTEHP 
2TED TO TAKE THE SQUARE ROOT OF A NEGATIVE NU"1BER.• I 
'903 FORM.ATI 1 0 TERMlNATION REACHED') 
'904 FOfCM,I1TI 1 0 PREMATURE TERMINATION REACHED WHEN CALCULATING ElEMENT',. 
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= MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS USED IN CORRELATION PROGRAM 
• MEAN LEVELS OF RETURNS TO ASSETS (INPUT YALUI'SI 
= DOLLAR AHDI:JNT· OF EACH LIQUIOA'I'-ION OF· ASSE-T I 
= MARGINAL MOPENSITY TO INVEST OUT Of SURPLUS INCOME 
= STORAGE ARi!.AY - ANNUITY INCOME - YEAR J . ' 
= STORAGE ARRAY - ANNUITY INCOME - LONG PLANNING HORIZON 
= DOLLARS INVESTED IN ANNUITY 
COST OF ANNUITY PER TEN DOLLARS OF MONTHLY INCtH<E 
ANNUAL ANNUITY INCOME 
R.TE ·oF CAPITAL GROWTH, ASSET I, YEAR J !CALCULATED! 
= SAME .FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
RATE OF INCOME RETURN ,ASSET 1, YEARJ (CALCULATED! 
SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HCRIZON 
AMOUNT INVESTE-D IN I VALUE OFI ASSET I, YEAR J 
SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
ASETl - ASET13= 
ASTRPI Kl 
ASTRP21KI 
INPUT VALUES FOR INITIAL INVESTMENTS 
AVERAGE OF SUMMARY INFORMATION IN STREP 






AVERAGE RATE OF CAPITAL GROWTH, ASSET I ICALCULATEDI 
= SAME'FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
= AVERAGE RATE Of INCOME RETURN TO ASSET! (CALCULATED! 








OPSNI llANO( 21 
FLOSS 
BUDGET OF CnNSUMPTION EXPENDITURES 
SAME FUR ~ONGER PLANNING HGRI Zi:JN 
COUPON RATE EARNED ON LONG TERM BONOS 
COUPON RATE EAR~ED ON SHORT TERM BONDS 
IDENTlFIES SOURCE Of WIFES SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS 
COST Of ESTATE SETTLEMENT, IHUSBANDI AND IIIIFEI 
LIFE INSURANCE COVERAGE, I HUSBAND I AND IWIFEI 
CHANGE IN CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES WHEN ONE PERSON 
DIES 
IDENTIFIES RESPONSE OF PRIVATE PENSION TO INFLATION 
FOR (HUSBAND I AND I W !FE I 




































































INFIJI = RATE OF INFLATION IN YEAR J 
INVST = ASSET IN WHICH ~DRAW IS INVESTED 
IPREH = REMAINING INCOME POTENTIAL 
IPR~M2 = SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HOII.IZON 
IX = SEED PASSED TO RANDOM NORMAL DEVIATE GENERATOR 
LEl AND LE2 = LIFE EXPECTANCIES FOR HUSBAND AND WIFE SHORT HORIZON 
LE3 AND LE4 = LIFE EXPECTANCIES FOR HUSBAND AND WIFE LONG HORIZON 
LES = SMALLER OF LEl AND LE2 
LEL = LARGER OF LEl AND LE2 
LFS2 = SMALLER OF LE3 AND LE4 
lEL2 = LARGER OF LE3 AND LE4 
MLIIIIII = MINIMUM LEVEL TO WHICH ASSET I HAY BE LIQUIDATED 
NAMEl = FIRST NAME OF USER 
NAHE2 = LAST NAME OF USER 
NAME3 = WIFE'S FIRST NAME 
NRID = RUN IDENTIFICATION 
OUTPUT I 2 I = SPECIAL OUTPUT REIIUESTS 
OTHERIJI = CATCHALL VECTOR OF INCOME AND EXPENSE 
PNSNU,JI+I2,JI= PRIVATE PENSION BENEFITS YEAR J FOR IHUSBANDI AND 
I WIFE! 
PNSN21l ,JJ~(Z,JI= SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
PRCGIJI = PORTFOLIO RATE OF CAPITAL GROWTH IN YEAR J 
PRCG2 IJ I = SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HORilON . 
PRIRIJI = PORTFOLIO RATE OF INCOM·E RETURN IN YEAR J 
PR IR21J I = SAME fOR LONGER PLANNING H'CIIIZON 
RANKIII c LIQUIDATION PRIORITY OF ASSET I 
REPLIC = NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS 
RET II I,JI =DOLLAR INCOME RETURN FROM ASSET I IN YEAR J 
RFTI21l•JI =SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
RGAPIJI = !hCOME NEEDED FROM INVESTMENTS, YEAR J 
RGAP21J I • SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
SAVMAX = MAXIMUM SIZE Of SAYINGS ACCOUNT 
SAVRAT = RATE OF INTEREST EARNED ON BANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT 
·soeG - ·- · = 5-TIIIIll'ARD-DEViA~I!lN OF C~P+TA(, &RDW'I'H· IIA'I'E· FOR THE PORT 
= FOLIO I CALCULATED I • 
SOCG2 = SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
SDIR • STANDARD DEVIATION OF INCOME RETURN TO THE PORTFOLIO 
ICALCULATEDI . 
SDIR2 = SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
SCSECil,JI+IZ,JI= SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS YEAR J FOR IHUSBANDI AND 
IWIFEI 
SOSEC21loJ+I2,JI~ SAME FOR LONGER PLANN~-NG HORUON 
S~l't.SIJJ..- z SIJII,PLU.S -I·NCQMii .. ·IN .. Y:e.AR-.:_, • 
SRPLS21JI = SAM.E FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 
STREPI~5,81 c STORoiGE ARRAY WHICH ALLOWS REPLIC4TION FEATURE 
STREP2145,BI z SAME FOR LONGER PLANNI~ HORIZON . 
UFGAPIJI = INCOME DEFICIT WHICH CllULO NOT BE lHET BY LIQUIDATION, 
YEAR J . 
UFGAP21JI =SAME FOR LONGER PLANNING HORIZON 












TINTI J I 
TOTALIJI 
YEARS 
INSTALLMENT LAND CONTRACT SUBROUTINE 
OUTSTANDING CONTRACT PR.INCIPAL YEAR 
!NT EREST ON SAL LOON PA'£iiENT 
BALLOON PAYMENT 
CONTRACT INTEREST 'PAYMENT YEAR J 
AMOUNT OF THE CONTRACT PRINCIPAL 
CONTRACT PR INC! PAL PAYMENT YEAR J 
DOWN PAYMENT 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF PURE .INTEREST PAYMENTS, PLAN 3 
TYPE OF PAYMENT PLAN oo'.·INCREAS!NG,OECREASING,DaAYED 
REMAINING PRINCIPAL BALANCE YEAR J 
INTEREST RATE 
TOTAL INTEREST PAYMENT YEAR J 
TOTAL CONTRACT PAYMENT YEAR J 





C FOR VARIABLES SUBSCRIPTED"!" ABOVE, THE 15TH ELE~ENT OF THE ARRAY 




REAL INFo MLIO 
COMMON AMLIQ(l5),A~PJ,ANI~C(~Ol,ANINC2150),ANNBOT,ANNCST,ANNINC, 
ZAS ET (15, 50 I ,ASET2115, 50) ,ASET 1 r ASET 3 ,A SETS ,A SE 17 ,ASET9, A SETll, 
3ASET12,ASETI3,BGTI50ioBGT2150I,DEATHI6IoOPNSNI21oFLOSS,lNFI50l, 
4 I NVS T, LEI, LE2 ,LE3, LE4 tl El 41 ,LES, LES2 ,LEL ,LE L2, f!ill Q 115) t NAMEJ. l3J , 
5 OTHER I 501 ,PNSNI3, 501, PNSN21 3, 501 oPRCGI SOI,PR 1R 1501, 
6PRCG21501, PRIR2 1501 ,PANKilS.J ,RET I 115,50 I, RET 12 ll5o SOI,SAVMAX, 
7SOSECI3, 5 OJ , SO SEC213, 50 I ,SRPLSISO I , SRPLS2150 l , UFGAP 15 0 I , 
8UFGAP2150I,WDRAW, RGAPI50io RGAP2150ioDEATHllbloNAME215IoNAME313l 
COMI4CN LELM1, LEL2M1o 
9BALOUE 150 I, B !NT, BLNoC INTI 50 I oCNTCT, CPR! NISOI , DOWN, I ONLY, RSAL 150 I, 
l. RATE, TINT I 50), TOTAL 150) ,YEARS, TPR IN, TOT INT, TPAY tRBZERO, PlAN, 
21 X ,KK, I RANK, I YEARS, LESM1,L ES2141 oNLl Ko IYR, SUCES ,SUCES2, 
3 All2o121, AMEANI12 I. X 112,1001 oDll 12 ol21oAKil2o1001 ,YI12 olOOio 
4REO, BLNT ,REDUCE, LESPl rLES2Pl ,NR 10(8) r ARIR( 15, SOl, ARIR2( 15,50) , 
SARCGIIS, 50) ,ARCG2115 ,501 ,AVRI Rl151 oAVRIR 21151, AVRCGI15 I, AVRCG2115 I 
6 • SOl Fi, SOl R2 , SOCG,S OCG2t IPREM, I PREM2, S TR EP ( 45,8), STR. EP 21 45, 8) t 
7FI EPL JC ,ASTRP 18 J ,ASTRP2 (8 J , TRET 1 9 TRET I 2, TRGAP, T RGAP2-, TSPl S, TSPLS 2 r 
8 TUGAP, TUGt.P 2 oiREP ,QUTPUTI2l oANSTOP,CUPNST ,CUPNLT ,SAVRAT 
COMMCN HRZN 
C REAO •A" MATR!·X 
c 
READl5ollll I AI I, J I ,J=lol21.1= !, 121 
11 FORMATloFlOoOI 
C !NIT IALIZE ARRAYS TO ZERO 
c 




RGAP II 1=0. 
RGAP2111=0. 
C INTI I 1•0, 
CPRINIII=O. 




DO 1 J2:1,3 
PNSN(J,II=O. 
PNSNZ!Jol 1=0. 
SOSECI Jol 1=0. 
SOSEC2 (J, I 1=0. 
CONTINUE. 
DO 14 1=1 ;12 
AMEA~Il 1=0. 0 
DO lit J=l,l2 
CllloJ l=O,O 
14 CONT !NUE 
00 15 1=1.12 
DO 15 J=lolOCJ 
X( I, J):o::O.O 
AKI I ,JJ =0• 0 
Yl loJl=Q,Q 
15 CONTINUE 
DO 1 1=1,15 




AR IR21I,J )=0. 
ARCGI! ,Jl =0. 





AVRIR21 II =0. 
AVRCGI I 1=0, 
AVRCG21Il=O. 
ML lQ I 11=0. 
7 RA~K I I 1=0. 





PRCG2 lJ 1•0, 
PR!R lJI =0. 
PR!RZIJ 1=0, 
SRPLSIJJ=O. 
SRPL SZI Jl =0. 
UFGAPIJI=O, 
8 UFGAP2 (JI•O. 
DO 9 1•1,45 














DEA THI b I =DE A THI b 111{10, 
BGT2 t ll•BGTI II 
PNSN2llo11=PNSNilolJ 
Pf'!SN 2 t 2 .. ~11=PNSNI~ o1 I 
SOSEC211oli=SOSECI1oll 
SOSEC212oli=SOSECI2,11 
IFILEl.GT.LE21GO TO 2 
lES=lEl 
LEL•LE2 
GO TO 3 
LES=LE2 
LFL=LEl 
lFtLE3,GT,LE4lGO TO 4 
LES2=LE3 
LJ:L2=lE4 
GO TO 5 
4 LES2=LE4 
LEL2=LE3 
DO lC !=1o4 
!NFlb+II•INFI61 
! ~F ( 11 +I I= I NF 1111 
! N F 116+ ll = l N F 1161 
lNFI2l+ll=lNFt2ll 
10 lNFI2c+IJ=I~Fl2bl 
DO 20 1=3\,50 
20 !NFI ll=lNFL'Ol 





30 INF!ll=l.+INFIII /100. 














SAVR AT =SAVR AT /1 JO. 







00 40 I=l,LES 
40 BGTII+li=BGTIII*INFI!I 














BGTI L ES Pl I =BGTI LESPlld DEAT HIC I*BGT I L ESP Ill 
lF(LESP\.GT.LELMllGC TO 59 
IFILESPl.EQ .• LELMliGO TO 57 
DO 50 I=LESP1,LELM1 
BGH l+ll=BGTI I I*INF([ I 
GO TO 59 
BGT (.L ESPl +li=BGT I L ESP li*INF IL ES Pll 
GO TO 59 
BGTI LESPli=Oo 
CEATHJ( 21 =DEATH I 21 
DEATHH31 =DEATHI31 
DO 60 1=1, LE1 
DEATH! 121=DEATHI I 21*1Nflll 
DO 70 I='!. ,LE2 
DFATHI 131=DEATHI 131* !NFI!! 
ilGT I LEll =BGT I L Ell +DEATH! 121 
BGTI LE21=BGT I LE21+DEA TH l I 31 
PRCJECT THE ~UDGET VECTOR FOR THE LONGER LIFE EXPECTANCIES 
LES2Pl.,.LES2+1 
LEl2~l=LEL2-l 
DO 140 I=l,LES2 
BGT21 l+li=BGT21 I I*INFIII 
!FILES2.EQ.LEL2 lGO TO 158 
BG T21 LES2Pl l =BG T2 I LES 2Pll -I DEATH! 6I*BGT2 ILESZP ll I 
IFILES2Pl.GT.LEL2MliGG TO 159 
lfiLES2Pl.EQ.LEL2MliGO TO 157 
DO l50.l=cES2Pl,LEL2Ml 
BGT21 l+li=BGT21 li*INF II l 
GO TO 159 
BGT21LES2Pl+ll=BGT21LES2Pli*INFILES2Pll 
GO TC 15g 
3GT2 ILES2Pl) =0. 
DFATHII2l=DEATHI 2l 
DEATHI13I=OFATHI 31 
00 160 I=l,LE3 
D I' AT H II 2 l =DEATH I I 2 l *I NF I I I 
DO 17J J=l,LE4 
DEATH! I 3) =DEATH! I 3 l* I ~FIll 
BGT 2 IL E3l=ilGT21 LE 3 l +DEA THI I 2) 
eGT2 ILE4l=BGT2 ILE4)+DEATHII 3) 







TFif)PNSNtU.~:O.i.)GlJ TiJ 210 
DC 2CO l=l,LtlMl 
?OJ PN$N(l,T+1J=PI\IS~~(l,[)*INF{l) 
G:l TO 23') 
2lC Cfl 2~0 I==l,LflMl 
.?20 PNSNil.I+li=PNSNil,ll 
23) IFIOPNS·H2l.F.Q.!.IGO TO 250 
DD 240 !=l,LE2Ml 
2<t0 P!~SN(2,I+li=P!\ISNt2,It*INFIJ) 
GO TC 270 
2~C JO 260 I=l,LC:2M1 
:'oO PNS!\1 12, I+-U:::?NSNI2,1J 





















PRCJECT PRIVATE PENSION BENEFITS FOR THE LONGER LIFE EXPECHNCIES 
LE ~Ml=LE3-l 
LE4M l=l ':4-1 
iF40PNSNO ).[,J.l.JGO T] 310 
CO 300 I=l,LE3Ml. 
PNSN2Ct,I+1 )=P~~SN2( lt U*lNF([ I 
GO TO 3~0 
00 320 l=l.LU•t 
PNSN2 ( 1,1 +-ll =Pri!SN2( lt 1) 
IFIDPNSNI21.EQ.1.lGO TO 350 
DO HO I= 1, LE4Ml 
PNSN2 12 ,t+II=PNSN2 I 2, II*INFIII 
GO TO 370 
DO HO l=l,LF.4MI 
PNSN212,!+ll=P~SN212,II 
DO 380 l=l,LEL2 
PNSN20.II=PNSN2(1 0 1l+PNSN212,11 
PROJECT SOC !A~ SEC URI TV BENEFITS FOR THE SHORTER Ll FE EXPECTANCIES 
LElPl=LEl+i 
CC 400 l=l,LEIMl 
SO SEC I 1.1+1 l =SOSECI l,II*INF Ill 
IFfDEATHillaEOaloiGO TO 430 
IF1Lfi.GE.LE21GO TO 430 
DO HO l•l,LE1M1 
SOSECI2,_HU'!"$0SEC.t2•li*INF li J 
SO SEC f 2, LEI Pli•SOSEC ( 1, LEli*INF f LE 1 l 
TFfLElPl.GT.LE2MliGO TO 450 
DO 420 l•LE1Pl,LE2M1 
SOSEC I 2 .I +11 =SO SEC 12, II *INF Ill 
GO TO 450 
CO 440 1•1, LE2Ml 
SOSECI2 .I +II =SOSEC I 2,11• INF Ill 
DO 460 1=1, LEL 
SOSECI3,ll=SOSECil,ll+SOSEC(2,!l 
P<CJECT SOC!4L SECURITY BENEFITS FOR THE LONGER LIFE EXPECTANCIES 
LE3Pl=LE3+~ 
DC 5CO I=l, LLHll 
SOSEC2f1,!+1l=SOSEC21 loii*INFI!I 
!FIDEATHili.E0.1.1GO TO 530 
IFILE3.GE.LE4lGO TO 530 
CO 510 I=l,lE3Ml 
SOSEC2 (2. J+ll=SOSEC2 ( 2, IJ *I NF I I J 
SCSEC2( 2,LE3Pll =SOSEC:?t J, LE3J *I NF (l E3 J 
IF( LE3Pl.GT .LC4Hl JGO TO 550 
Dfl 5 20 I=LE3 :Pl, LE4Ml 
SOSEC212.1+li=SDSFC2f 2,11*1NF I I l 












DC 540 J:1oLE4M1 
SOSEC2(2, I+! 1=SDSEC2(2,1)*INFCI I 
CO SOU I=l,LH2 
SO SE C2 ( 3 , I } =SO SEC2 ( 1 , lJ + S OS ~ C 2 ( 2 t It 
GENERATE THE ToO VECTCf<S OF RET !REMENT INCOME GAP 
DO 600 1=1, LEL 
R GI!P (I l=BGT (I l-PNSN( 3 ,I )-SOSEC{ 3, I l 
00 610 I=l,LEL2 
P.GAP 211l=BGT 21 ll-PNSN213o l l -SOS EC2 I 3 oil 
CALL TABUS 
CALL TABU L 
c **** ******* ******* ********* ** ** **** ******* ***# **** *·**** ***********:)< * ** ** ** 
c 
C PRCJ ECT lNG TP;o PERFORMANCE OF AN INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO 
c 
C CALCULATE INSTALU~ENT LAND CONTRACT PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
IFICNTCT.NE.O.l CALL CNTRAC 
. RBAL! !YEARS l =0. 
c 
C CALCULATE ANNUITY INCOIIE 
!FIANNCST,EQ.O,) GO TO 9991 




IF IANSTOP, EQ.2,J I=LEL 
DO 620 J=l,I 
620 ANINCIJ):ANNINC 
!:1 
IFIANSTOP.EO.ll l 2 LES2 
IFIANSTOP,EQ,2l I=LEL2 
















ASH! 12,1 l=A.SET12 
ASETI13o1 l=ASET13 
LEVELS 
C SIMULATE FORoWARD, ONE YEAR AT A TIME 
c 





DO 1300 IYR=l,LEL 
C REINVEST EXCESS SAVINGS 
IF(INVST.EQ.O.Ot<.INVST,EI.J.BI GO TO 702 
00 7 01 != 1o1 000 
!FI ASfTI13.IYRJ.LT.SAV;Axl GO TO 702 
ASET(l3o!YF l=ASETill,IYRJ- WORAW 
!ISET(INVST,IYP.)= ASETCHIVST.IYRJ + WDRAW 
1Cl CO"-.!TINUE 
1C? CONTINUE 
CALC~LAT!' !NCUME RETURNS 
00 710 I=l,g,2 
c 
710 RETI Ot!YR)= ASfT(J.IYRJ * Y(I,IYRJ 
RETIC12,JYP)= A·SETl12,IYRl * CUPNST 
Rf:"TJ(ll,IYid= A~ET(ll,JYP:l * CUPNLT 
RE"Tl(l3,1Yi::J= ASETtl3,!Y~l * SI\VKAT 
no 7C5 1=1,13,2 
715 RfTI (l5,IYR)=RETI(15,JYR)+RETI(I,IYRJ 
P~TI (15, IYR)=P.:::TI ( 15, IYR)+RET I ( 12, IYRl +TINT ( IY~J 
C DETERMINE SURPLUS INCOME STATUS 
c 
SRPLSI'IYR)= PETI(l5,IYRl - RGAPIIY~<.J-t-ANI~JC( IYRJ+OTHERIIYR) 
!FI!YR,EQ,LE1 l SRPLSI!YR) =SRPLSI IYRl + DEATH1.4l 
IF(!YR.EQ.LEZl SRPLSI!YRI =SRPLSIIYRl+ DEATH.I5l 
ASET 113 ol y.; l •ASETI 13, !Y Rl + ICPRINI !YRl*lllOO.-FLOSS l/100. l l 
IF II YR .Ei.l .I YEAR Sl ASET 113.1 YR l :A SE Tll3 ,I YR) + IBL~ *11100, -FLOSS l/100 
1.11 




DO 725 1:1,12 
725 RANKil5l=RANKI15l+RANK( l) 
IFIRANKI15l.E~.o.l CALL LICKA 
!FIRANKI151,GT.J.l CALL l!CKB 
!FII·ASETI13,1YRl+SRPLSI1YRII.GE.MLIQI131lGJ TO 730 
UFGAPI·!YRI: SRPLSIIYRl +I ASETI13,IYRl-MLlill!3ll 
ASETil3oiYRI= MLIQI13l 
GO TC 731 
C BALANCE SAVINGS AND CONSUMPTION 
c 
730 IF IS PPL S II H. l, GT, O.l ASETI13, IYR I= ASET 113, IYR l + SRPLSIIYR I *A liP I*. 01 
l Fl SRPLSII YR l.LE. a.) A SET I 13, I YR J:ASET 113 oiYR l + SRPLS IIYR l 
C PORTFOLIO TOTALS 
c 
731 00 Uo.O.Jsl,13 
. 740 ASETII5,IYRI=ASETI15.!YRI+ ASETIJ,IYRl 
ASETt15oiYRI=ASET(15,IY~I+ RBAL(IYRl 
IFIIYR,GToll PRJ~( !YRl:l RETIIl5,!YRJ/ASEH15o!rR-lll*lOO. 
IF I IYR.GT .11 PRLG I!YR l :lAS ET 115.JYR l/ AS ETI15, IYR-lll*l 00. -l oO. 
C ADJUST ASSET VALUES FOR PRICE APPRECIATION 
co. 720 l-=1 ,9,2 
c 
c 
720 ASEliJ,JYq+ll=ASETII,IYRI * 11.0 + Yll+l.JYRll 
ASETillo!YC+li=ASETilloiYRI * 11.0 + YllloiYRll 
ASETt12.1¥f~+lJ=ASETU2t IYR) *· (1.0 + Ytl2tlYRJ J 
AS':T ( 13, I Y'< +l t=ASETC13, IYfd 
800 COIH INUE 
P RCG II l= I AS ET 115, l l/1 ASETI+ASET3+A SET5+A SE T7 +ASE T9+AS ETll + 
1 f>. S t=f 12 +AS ET13+00WN+BL N+CNTCT) 1*100 .. -1 00. 
PR l RIll= I RET !115 ,1 l /I A SE T1. +A SE T3+ A SET5+ ASET7+ASET9+ASETl1 + 
l~SFT12+ASET13+00WN+8LN+CNTCTJJ*lOO. 
C LONGER PLM"!NG HORIZON 
c 








A SET 2( 11,1 J =A SE Tll 
AS>:T2l 12,1 J=ASET12 
AS ET 2( 13, ll=ASET13 










00 1000 IYR=l.LEL2 
C REINVEST EXCESS SAVINGS 
IFIINVST,E0.0,0R.!NVST.EQ.8) GO TO 902 
c 
DO qot I=l ,1000 
lfiASET2113oiYRI.LT.SAVMAXI GO TO 902 
AS ET 21 l3, IY R I =ASET2!13, IYR l- WORAW 
ASET211NVST ,IYRI =ASET21 !NVST ,IYRI + WDRAW 
901 CONTINUE 
902 CONT !NUE 
C CALCULATE INCOME RETURNS 
DO 910 1=1,9,2 
c 
'HO RE'Tl2U.IYR)=AS~T2CI,IYR) * Y(l 1 1YR) 
RETI2(12.!YRI•hSET2112oiYRI * CUPNST 
RETI21ll.!YR.I=~SET2(llo!YRI * CUPNLT 
KET12( 13 ,IYR1=ASET2 ll3, IYRJ * SAVRAT 
DO 905 1=1,13,2 
905 RET121l5, !YR !=RET 12115,1YRl +HT 12( I, IYR I 
RETI2115,J YR I =RETI21 !5,1 YRI+RET 12112, IYRI+T 1~T I IYRl 
C DETERMINE SURPLUS INCOME STATUS 
c 
SRPL S211VRI = Q ETI21 15 ,!YRI-RGAP21JVO,J+AN INC21 !YRI +OTHER I IYR I 
If ( IYR. Ew .LE 31 SRPLS211 YR I =SRPL 5211 YRI +DEATH 141 
JFI!YR.EQ.LE41 ~RPLS21!YRI=SRPL5211YRl+OEATH(51 
ASET 21 13oiYR I =ASET2113, IYR I+ I LPRIN ( IYR 1*11100 • -FLOSS 11100. II 
I Fl IYR.E O. lYE AR Sl ASET 21 13, !YR I=ASET 2 I 13 ,I YR l +I BLN *I I tOO. -FLOSS 1/ 
1100.)1 . 
IF!IASET2(13.IYRI+SRPLS211Y.Rli.GE..MLIQI1311 GO TO 930 
C LICU!OATE 
c 
RANK 1151 ~o. 
DC 925 1=1,12 
925 RA~Kil5l•RA~Kil5l+RANKIII 
IF(RANK(l5l.EQ.O.a CAll LICKA 
IF IRANKI!SI.GT .0.1 CALL LICKB 
lF(IASET2113.1YPI+SRPLS211YRII,GE.MLlQil3ll GO TO 930 
UFGAP21IYRI= SRPLS211YP.I +IASET21!3,IYRI ~ ML!<oill3ll 
ASET2113.IYRl= MLIQI13l 
.GO TO 931 
C BALANCE SAV!N,:iS AND CONSUMPTION 
c 
930 If I SRPL SZ ( !Yid ,GT ,o,l ASET2t 13 .I YR I=AS ET21l3, IYi!l +I SRPLS21 !YR I*AHPI 
l*oOI I 
IF IS RPLS211YRl.LE .O.IASET21 13,! YRI=ASET2113 ,!YRI+SRPLSZ {I YRI 
PORTFOL JO TOT,I\LS 
931 DO 940 J=l, 13 
940 ASET2115,IYRI=ASET2115.IYRI+ ASET21J,JYRI 
AS ET 2115.1 YR I=A SET2 I 15.IYRI+ RllAUIYRI 
IF I IYR.GT .11 PR IR21!YR I= (RET 12115.1YRl/ASET 2115 ,JYR-111*100. 
If I !YR. GT. ~I PRCG211 YR I =I A SET2115, I YRI/ ASET2115.IYR-lll*lOO,-l 00, 
C ADJUST ASSET VALUES FOR PRICE. APPRECIATION 
DO 920 I=l, 9,2 
c 
920 ASET21l,!YR+ll~ASET2lloiYRI * ll.J + Yll+l,IYRil 
ASET2(ll,IYR+li=ASET21!1.IYRI * 11.0 + YllloiYRII 
ASfT2112.IYR+li=ASET2112,1YRI * 1\.0 + YI12,!YRII 







1~ SET 12 +AS E T 13+00WN+BL N+C /IITC H J * tO:J. 
PRCG211J=IASET21!5,11/IASETl+ASET3+ASET5+ASET7+ASET9+ASETII+ 
IASET12+ASET13+DOWN+BL~+CNTCTII*lOO,-lOO, 
AVERAGE RATES OF RETURN AND CAPITAL GROWTH 




DO 1100 1=!,9,2 
AP: IR (I ,J) =Y (I, J) *l 00. 
CONTINUE 
DO I !10 J=!,LEL 
ARCGI12,JI=Yil2,JI*IOO. 
ARCG (! 1 ,J )= 'i( ll ,J J *100. 






DO 1115 J=l,LEL 




DO 1130 J=l,LEL2 
ARIR 2113, J I =SAVRA T*!UO. 
AR. IR 2( 12• J) -=C U?NS T*lOO. 
AR IR 2111, J I=CUPNL T* 100. 
DO 1130 1=1,9,2 
.ARIR2( I ,JI=\'( I I J J *lQO. 







00 1140 J::=l, L~LZ 
ARCG2112,JI=Yil2,J 1*100. 
ARCG21ll, J l=Y I 11, J l*l 00. 
00 lHO 1=!,9,2 
ARCG21 I.Jl=YII•-l,JI*lOO. 
CONTINUe 
DO 115 0 I =I ,13 
SUM~=O. 
SUM2~o; · 










00 llbO 1=1 ,t=.L 
AVRIRI151=AVi<Htl51+ PRIRI!I 
AVRCGI151=AVRCGI151+ PRCGI 11 
TRETI=TRETI+R~TIIl5 .11 
TRGAP=TRGAP +f<GAP I I) 
TSPLS=TSPLS+SRPLS III 
TUGAP=TUGAP+UFGAPIII 








TS PL 52 =0. 
TUGAP2=0. 
DO ll70 l=loLELZ 
AVR1R21! 5!=AVR !R2 1151+ PR!RZI II 
AVRCG21151=AVRCG2115l+ PRCG21ll 
TRETI2=TRET!2+ RETI2115oll 
TRG4PZ=TRGAP2+ RGAPZ I II 
TSPLS2=TSPL 52+ SRPLS2 I II 
1170 TUGAP2=TUGAP2+ lJFGAPZ Ill 
AV Rl R211 51 =AVR I R2 I 151 tLELZ 
AVRCGZI15l=AVRCG21 151/LELZ 
C CALCULATE STANDARD OEVI ATIONS QF ~ETlJRNS 
SOIR•O. 
DO 1180 !=1 0 LEL 
ll€0 SOIR = SDIR + IIPR!Rill-AVR!Ril5ll**21 















DO 1185 I=l,LEL 
SOCG = SDCG + IIPRCGIII-AVRCGI151 1**21 
SDCG = SQR T1 SDCG/LELI 
SO IR 2=0. 
00 1190 l=1,LEL2 
SOIR2•SDIR2 + ( IPR IR211 1-AVRIR211511**2l 
SDIR2= S"RTI SOIRZ/ LEL21 
LE LUl=LELZ -1. 
SDCG2=0. 
DO 1195 I=l,LEL2 
SDCG2=SDCG2 + (IPRCG2(li-AVRCG211511**2l 
SOC G2= SQR T I SDCG2/LEL21 
ESTIMATE REMAINING ·.INCOME POTENTIAL 
AINF=INFI 501 
ABGT= RGAPILELMll .* AINF 
BREAC=IASET{l5,LELM11 -(FLOSS* ASETil.LELMll /100.II*ISAVR'AT+1ol 
IFIBREAD.LE.O. I GO TO 1201 
DO 1200 I PR EM= lo 50 
lFIBREAO.LEoO.I GO TO 1201 
ABGT=IABGT* AINFl 
BREAD= l BREAD-ASGT I*IS AVRAT+l. l+AN !PIC I LELMll 




BR EAD=I ASH 2115,LEL2Mll-IFLOSS*ASET21 1oLEL2Hli/100.l I *I SAVRAT+l.l 
IFIBREAD.LE.OI GO TO 1211 
DO 1210 IPRE•2=lo50 
IFIBPEAO.LE.O.I GO TO 1211 
ABGT=IABGT* AINFI 
BREAD= I 1111 EAD-ABGTl* I SAVRA T+lo I +ANI NC21 LEL2Mll 
IFIBREAO.LE.O.I GO TO 1211 
CONTINUE 
CONT !NlJE 
ADJUST PORTFOLIO VALUES FOR REPORT l NG PURPOSES 
DO 1161 1=1,49 
J=51-l 
A SET 115 • J l =ASET 115 .~-ll 
ASETI15 ol != I ASE T J.+ AS ET 3+ASET5 +ASETI +ASE T9 +AS ET 11+ 
lAS FTl2+AS ET13 +OOWN+BLN+CNT CT I 




lAS ET 12 -tl\ SET 1 3+0 OWN+BLN+ C"JTCT) 
c 
ff1ASET1 .EQ.O.AND. !NVST .NE.1 l AVR !Rill =0. 
!FIASfTl .EQ.O.'-NOolNVST.Ni'.1 l AVRCGill =0. 
IFIASETl .EQ.O .AND.INVST .NE.l I AVRIR2( 11 =0. 
IFIASEH .EQ.O.ANO.INVST.NE.1 IAVRCGZill =0. 
lFtASET3 .EO.O.AND.INVST.NE.3 ) AVF rR(3t =Oe 
IFIASET3 .EQ.O.ANO.INVST.NE.3 I AV~CGI31 =0. 
IFIASET3 .EO.O.AND.INVST.NE.3 IAVRIR2131 =0. 
IFIASET3 .EQ,O.AND.INVST.NE.3 IAVRCG213l =0. 
IF!ASET5 .EO.O.ANO.INVST.NE.5 I AVP.IP.I51 =0. 
IFIASET5 .EQ.O.AND.!NVST.N€.5 I AVRCGI51 =0. 
IFIASET5 ,EQ.O,AND.INVST.NF.5 lAVRlR2151 =Oo 
IFIASET5 .Eu.O.AND.INVST.NE.5 lAVRCG2151 =0. 
lfiASET7 .E".O.ANDoiNVST.NE.7 I AVRIRI71 =0. 
!FIASET7 ,EQ.'J,ANO.INVST.NE.7 l AVRCGI11 =0. 
JFIASET7 .eo.O.AND.INVST.NE.7 IAVRIR2171 =0. 
IFIASET7 ,EQ,O.AND.JNVST.NE.7 IAVRCG217l =0• 
!FIASET9 .eo.D.ANOolNVST.NE.Q I AVURI9l =0. 
IFIASET9 .EQ.O.AND.INVST.NE.9 I AVRCGI91 =0. 
IFIASET9 .EQ.O,AND.!NVST.N€.9 IAVRIR219l =0. 
IFIASET9 .EQ.O.ANO.INVST.NE.9 IAVRCGZI91 =0. 
IFIASET11oEO.OoAND.INVST.NE.111 AVRIRI1li=O. 
I Fll SETlloEOoOoAND .IN VS T. NE .111 AVRCGilll=O. 
IF IASETU.EO.O. AND.INVS T .NE.l11 AVRIR21111=0. 
IF I A SET11oEOo Oo AND.! NVS T • NE .111 AVRCG21lll= O. 
IFIASET12.EQ.O.ANDolNVST.NE.121 AVRIRilZI=O. 
IFIASET12.EO.O.ANO.INVST.NE.12l AVRCGI1ZI=O. 
If (A SET12.EQ. OeANO.I NVS T ,NE el2) AVR I R2 ( 12 I :Q, 
IFIASET1Z.Eo.O.AND.!NVST.NE.121AVRCG211Zl=O. 
C STORE SUMMARY INFORMATION PRIOR TO REPLICATION 
STREPI!REPo11= AVR!R1151 
STREPIIREP,21= SOIR 
STREPIIREPo31= AYRCGI15 I 
STB.fHliU:.Poltl= SDCG 
) ' STREPI!REPo51= SUCES 
STREPIIREP, 61• TUGAP 







STRFPZIIREP ,61= TUGAP2 






1220 FORM .eT UHl/1//,/ /Ill I, lHO, 130( • *'l t ////////, T5l, 'THE FOLLOW I to.G 1 , 
111, 1 PAG'=S REPORT',////,T51., 1 THE OUTCOME GF REPLICA.TION',l'tt 
2/l/////l,lHO,l30( '*')) 
IF !OUTPUT 11 I .EQ.ll G.\LL TABLZS 
IFIOUTPLJTilJ.~Q.l.l CALL TABL3S 
IF(OUTPUT(2).EW.lJ CALL TABLZL 
!FIOUTPUTI2l.EQ.l.l CALL TABL3L 
CALL TABL4S 
CALL T ABL4l 
REPLICATE 
IFIIREP.GE,P.EPL!Cl GO TO 1300 


















ARCGI I,J J:Q, 
ARCG21l,Jl•O. 
RETI(l,J).O. 
1245 RETI21 J,JI=O. 
1250 CONTINUE 
DO 1255 J•l,50 
PRCGIJJaO. 




SRPLS2 I Jl =0. 
UFGAPI Jl=O. 
UFGAP21 Jl=O. 
12 55 CONTINUE 
DO 1265 1=1,12 
00 1260 J=l,l2 
1260 011 J,JJ=O• 
DO 1265 J•1,100 
XII,Jl=O. 
AK(I ,J}=O• 
1265 VI I.JI=O. 
1300 
!X= 999997 -IIREP*22222l 
TR EP=IREP+l 
GC TO 99g7 
AVERAGE THE SUM~ARY l NFORMATI ON 
DO 1301 J=1,8 
AS1RPIJI•O. 
13Cl ASTRP21JJ•O. 
DO 1450 !=1,8 
DO 1400 J=l I !REP 
A STRP2 I II =ASTR P211 J+S TRE'P2 I J, II 
1400 ASTRPI II=ASTRPI ll + STREPIJ,ll 
ASTRPI ll=ASfRPCI l I !REP 
1450 ASTRP?.IIJ=ASTRP21 II I !REP 
kRITEI6,12211 
1221 FOR~HUH11//IIII/11,1H0,1301'*'1.11//////,T5l,'THE FOLLOWING 4 PA 
lGES SUMMAR! ZE • II II, T.Sl, 'THE OUTCOMES OF ALL RE PLICATIONS'//1/1//1, 
21HO, 130 ( t *' ) ) 
CAll TABL5S 
CALL TABL6S 
CALL T ABL5L 
CAll TA&l6L 
WR ITE16,100l 
100 FORMAT 11 Hl I 
REA0(5 ,90)N 
90 FORHATII31 
IFIN.FQ.999 JGO TO 9999 
STOP 
END 
**** ********** **** ****** *** **** ** ** ** ****** *** **** ****••= "'***** **** ****** * 
SUS!I~UTINE I "JP,JT 
REAL INF, Mll 0 
( 
c 
////ll/111 CJMP40!x STAT::~C:NTS 111/111111 
R~AOC5,lO)NAMEl.NA~E2,NAME3 
c 
10 FORHAT(3t.4, AXr5A4, 3A4) 
FlEt:fJf5rU) NPIG 
11 FO~M.tiTISA4J 
C RHO CATA FOR PROJECT lNG INCOME NEF.DS 
c 
RE ADI 5 ,z Ol BGTI1 I, PNSN 11,11 ,PNS ~ 12, tl, DPNSN 11 J,OPNSNI21, S1SECI1.11 








READ INSTULMENT LANO CONTRACT DATA 
READ ( 5 ,50 t·PLANf DOWN, C. NT CT, BLN ,RATE, YEARS, IONL Y 
50 FORMAT(6FlO.O,Il0) 




READ AVERAGE- RETURNS 
Rf:AD (5, 65 J (AM fAN (I), I=l,g, 2 J ,CUPNLi ,CUPNST, SAY RAT 
READ C5 ""70) ( AMEAN( I), 1=2 ,1.0, 2! ,AMEAN ( llJ tAMEANf lZI 
<5 FDRMATIBHO. 01 
70 FORM~TI7Fl0 .OJ 
C READ INITIAL INVESTMENT L~VELS 
READC5.65J ASETl,ASET3,ASET~,ASET7,ASET9,ASETll,ASET12tASET13 
c 
C READ llQUlDATIGN DATA 
c 
.READ (5,65) ( Ml [Q( I J, ]sl, llt 21 ,ML IO« 1.2) ,HLI Q( l3J 
READ ( 5.,65) (RANK (I) ,_I=l, 11,2), RANK( 12t ,RANK( 13J 
RfAD15, 65!1 AML 1~1 II ,r =1,11,21 ,AHLIOU21 ,AML IQI13l 
C RE•D REINVESTMENT DATA 
c 
READ(5,75JAMPI,SAVMAX,MDRAW,INVST,FLOSS 
75 FOilMAT I3FlO.O,IlO, FlO.O I 
C READ THE CHCHALL VECTOR 
C ilfAO JOB CClNrROL 
c 
RfAO (5, 80) ( CTHERl I) ,1 =-1,48 I 
80 FORH~TIBFlO. 01 




c **** ****** ** ****** * ********** ** **** *********** ***************"'***** * ****** ( 
SL'eRCUTINE TPAG!: 
c 
C TPAGE WRlTES TtiE OUTPUT TITLE ~~G~ 
c 
REAl INF, fi1LIC 
C 1/111/111/ cO'<MON STATEMENTS 11/1/111/l 
liR ITECG ,lui 
10 FDRMAT(lt-i1//////////.T5l ,•RETIREMENT INI/ESTME~JT SIMULATOR' J 
WR ITEI 6, 20, 
2J FCRMAT(lHO,l301'*'H 
P.RITE(c,30l 
30 FC:Q:~AT ( 1////11/lHO, T50t 'A RET lR.EMENT I NV!: STMENT PLA.J\1 FOR•) 
w;JTE(b,40)~lA~El.NAHE!,NAM~Z 





WRITEI6 o45lN' ID 
45 FORM/IT(I/1 HC,T48 1 8A41 
WRITE( o, 5UI 
50 FORM~TI/I////fflHOol301'*'11 
hRlTEI6,b0) 
60 FORMATC//1H-,T':1'), 1 PREPARE0 BY 1 ) 
WRITEf6,70) 
70 FORM.AT(lHO,T47, 1 THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTUi=-,~l ECONOMICS' I 
w.~ ITEC6, so J 
80 FORMAT(lHO,T'::4, 1 0KLAHOP4A STATE UNIVERSIT\1 1 ) 
RETURN 
END 
c **** ****** ******** *** ******** ** ** ** ** *** ****** *******"'***** **** **** * ****** 
SUBROUTINE INR !TE 
c 
C !NR!TE "EPROOUCES THE USERS INPUT ~OR VE~!FICJTIJN c . 
REAL INFo MLIO 
C 111/l/11// COMMON STATEMENTS 1111/1//11 
wR!TEI6o1000l 
1000 FORMHilHloTIOo •ON THIS PAGE, THE COMPUTER HAS REPRODUCED THE INFO 
JRMATICN•ITlO,'WHICH YOU HAVE PROVI9ED ON THE DECISION FORM. CHECK 
2CLOSELY 1 /Tl0, 1 TO ENSURE THAT TYEP.E HAVE BEEN f\.0: ERRCRS IN PRIJCESSI 
3~G THE OATA. 1 ) 
wRITEI6olOIOJ 
1010 FORM~TilH-,T20, 0 PART l: INCOME NEEOS'l 
WRITE(6,1020J 
1020 FORMAT(lHO,T20, 1 QUESTtON NUMBER 1 ,T40, 1 YGUR INPUT') 
WR ITEI6,1 03 0 l BG Till 
1030 FORMATllH .,T27,•tt ,T4-0,F10.0) 
WR ITEI6 ,1040 l PNSN!lolloP"'SNI2oll 
1040 FORMATilH ,T27,'2'tT40,2FtO.OJ 
WRITE li> ,1050J.IlPNSN lli,DPNSN 121 
1050 FORMATC·tH ,T27, 1 3 1 ,T40,2FlO.Ot 
WRITE 16,106 0 l SO SEC 11, ll ,SOS EC 12,11 
1060 FORMAT(lH ,T27,'4 1 ,T40,2FlO.OJ 
WRITEI6,107010EATHill 
1070 FORMATllH ,T27,• 5 1 ,TitO,FlO.Ol 
WR!TEI6 o106 01 DEATHIZI oD.fATHI31 
lOBO FORMATClH ,T21t 1 6 1 ,T40,2Fl0.0) 
WRITEI6ol090IOEATHI4I,DEATHI51 
10q0 FORHAT(lH tT27, 1 7 1 tT~0,2Fl0.0) 
WR ITEI6,1100 ILEill, LEI21 
1100 FORMATilH ,T27o'8'oT40,2!101 
WRI TEI6oll10 JLE 13), LE 1~1 
1110 FORMATllH ,T21t 1 9 1 ,T40,2110) 
WR!TEI6o112010EATHI61 
1120 FORMAT( lH ,TZ7t 1 10 1 ,T40,FlO.Ol 
WRIT EI6,U30 II I NFI I lol= 1, 6) ,I NF I 111 .INF I 161. INFI2llo1NF126J 
1130 FORMATU"H ,TZ7, 1 11 1 ,T40,10f5.0) 
WRITEI6,ll40l 
1140 FORMATI1H-,T20, 0 PART 2: ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS') 
kRITEI6,1150l 
1150 FOR.MATllHO,T20, 1 QUESTION NUMSFR 1 ,T40, 1 YOUR lNPUT'l 
WRITEI6.1160lPLAN,OOWNoCNTCToBLN,RATE,YEARS,!DNLY 
1160 FORMATllH ,T27,'1' ,T4Q,6flO.O,IlOI 
WRITEI6o1170lANN80ToANNCST,ANSTOP 
1170 FORHATllH ,T27,'2' ,T40,3FlO.OI 
WRITEI6o120CliAMEANIIlol=1o9o2loCUPNLT,CUPNST,SAVRAT 
1200 FORMAT(lH ,T27,•3•,T40,.BF10.2) 
WRITEI6ol210 l ( AMEANII ), 1=2,10 o2loAMEANilli,A.-EANI12l 
1210 FORMATilH ,T40,7FI0o2l 
WRITEI6,1220JASETl,ASET3,ASET5,ASET7,ASET9,ASET11,ASETl2oASET13 
1220 FORMATilH ,T40,BFlO.OI 
































FOFIMATUH tT4U, BFlO.O) 
WRITE I 6.12401 (RANK ( t J , [ =1 t11,2J t ( RAIIiK (I J, 1=12, 13) 
FORMATtlH ,T4J,8FlO.O) 
wRIT f(6,1250 J ( 0.1'1l I Q( I ),1=1, llt2J, (A.HllQl I), 1=12, 13) 
FORMAT( lH , T4Q, 8Fl O.OJ 
wP IT E ( 6,1260 lAMP! , SAVMAX, WORAWt INVS T 
FORMAT llH , T40 t3FlO.O,I10) 
WRITEI6,12701FLDS$ 
FORMtT(\H ,T4Q,Fl0.0) 
i'IP!T~(6,12i30) ( IJTHt;P( I ),1-=1,50) 
F!JRMAT(lrl .T27, 1 4 ',b(T40,8Fl.O.O,/) ,T40,2FlO.OJ 
wRITE (f., 1290 }REPL I C 
FORMAT(lH ,T26, 1 5 ',T40,Fl0a0J 
>IR IT El ool300 IOUTP UT Ill 
FORM,!T llH .T26, 1 6 I ,T40,FlO.OJ 
WR ITEI6 ol3l 01 OUTPUTI21 
FORM~TilH ,T26, 1 7 •,T4Q,Fl0a0l 
RETURN 
END 
:.:< * ******"********** (~: ... **. ******* **** ,;-* ********* *********** ** **** ******* ** C< * 
SUBROUTINE CNTRAC 
CNTRAC CALCULATES INSTALLMENT L~NO CONTRACT PAYMENT SCHEDULES 
REAL INF, HLIO 









CALCULATE THE ANNUAL PAYMENT COEFFICIENT 
COEF•II1,+RATEI**YEARSI*RATE /llll.+RATEI**YEARSI-1.1 
PYMT• CNTCT * COEF 
ISOLATE EACH YEAR'S INTEREST AND PRINCIPAL 
00 10 1=1, I YEARS 
CINTIIl= BALOUEHI* .• RAT.E 
CPRINIIJ= PYMT- CINTI II 
BALDUEI1+11= BILOUEIII- CPRINII) 
GO TO 400 
PAYMENT PLAN TwO 
DO 11 l=loiYEARS 
CPRINIIJ• CNTCT I YEARS 
BALDUo I l+ll =BAlDUE I ll-GPRIN I I l 
CINTIIJ=BALDUEIII* RATE 
GO TO 400 
PAYMENT PLAN Trl~EE 




IC I-A NG= l ~; G T H .2 +I ']Nl Y 
tUM=O.O 
I ONL 'l'l =I C:Nl Y+ l 
on 21 l=IONLYI. ICHANG 





21 SUM:SUf\+CPR IN Ill 
RC NTC T:CNTCT ·SUM 
ICP!:ICHANG+1 
DO 31 I:ICP1oiYEARS 
31 CPRINCIJ:RCNTCT/ALNGT3 
DO 41 1=1,1YEARS 
BALDUEC 1+11:BALDUEI 11-tPRINIII 




400 TPRI ~:OOWN+BLN 
TOT! NT=O. 
TPAY=OOWN+BLNT 
DO 55 1•1o1YEARS 
TPRIN=TPRIN+CPRINIII 
TINT !II= BINT+ CINTIII 
TOTINT =TOTINT+TINTIIl 
TOT All T ):CPR INI I I+TlNH II 
TPAY=TPAY+TOTALI I I 
RBALIII =BALDUE I !I +BLN 
55 CONTINUE 
R BZERO=CNT CT +BLN 
RBALI11=CNTCT+BLN·CPRINI11 
DO 56 1=2, I YEARS 
56 RB•LIII=RBALII·li·CPRINIII 
CAll I NCON 
RE~URN 
END 
c •••• ************** *************** ************* ***************** ••••••••••• c 
SUeROUTINE INCON 
~ INC(JN WRITES THE REPORT FOR THE iNSTALLMENT LAND, CONTRACT SUBROUTINE 
t 
REAL INFo MLIQ 
t 11/11111/1 CO~MON STATEMENTS 1!1/1/1111 
WRITEI6,101 
10 FORMATI1Hl 0 ////////oT50o'RETIREMENT INVESTMENT SIMULATOR' I 
WR ITEI bo 201 
2D FORMAT!lHOoT5Q,•!NSHLLMENT LAND CONTRACT OPTION' I 
IF I PLAN. EQ,1 ~OIWRITE I bo 301 
IFI PLAN.EQ.2,01WRITEI6o311 
IF I PLAN. EO. 3.0 I WRIT El 6, 32 I 
30 FORMATilHO, T56 0 'LEVEL PAYMENT PLAN' I 
31 FORMAT 11HO,T53o'DECREASING PAYMENT PLAN') 
32 FCRMATC1HQ.,T55,•0ELAVED PAYMENT PLAN') 
WRITE I 6,401 
40 fORM .AT (lH•, T35, 'TOTAL 1 , T50r 1 PRI NC IPAl 1 t T65r 1 INTEREST' t 178, 'REMA 1 Nl 
1NG 1 L 
WR !TEl c, 50) 
50 FORM~TClH 1 Tl8 1 1 YEAR 1 ,T31, 1 ANNUAL PAYMENT 1 ,T5l,'PAYMENT 1 ,T65r'PAYM 
lEN·fl .T78., 1 BALANCE 1 ) 
WR ITEI6,60 I 
60 FORMATUH ,T18,4(•-•J,T34,7( 1 _ 1 ),T50,9( 1 _ 1 l,T65,8( 1 _ 1 l,T77 1 9( 1 _ 1 )) 
WRITE( 6.,70JOmm,DO.INt RBZERO 
70 FORM,Al(1HO,Tl4, 'DOWN PAYMENT' ,T3CtFlO.O,T46rFlO.O,T75,FlO.Ol 
IYR=HARS 
DO 1 [:1,IYR 
80 FORMAT(lH ,T19,12,T30,FlO.O,T46.,FlO.O,T60rflO.OtT75,FlO.OJ 
WRITE I 6 oBOI I, TOTAL Ill ,CPR INI I), TINT I IJ, RBAL Ill 
CONTINUE 
WRITE( 6 .,90) SlNT ,BLN, BlNT 
90 FORMATllHO,Tl2, 1 BALLOON PAYMENT 1 tT30,FlO.O,T46,FlO.O,T60,Fl0.0) 
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CORL AT GENERATES CORREL A TEO RATES 0 F RETURN FOR THE INVESTMENTS 
REAL INFo MLI Q 
/1/fl/1111 COMMON STATEMENTS 
GENERATE RM~OJM. NORMAL DEVIATES 
DO 6 J=l, too 
DO 6 I=l.l2 
1111111111 
CALl GAUSS (I Xrl.O,O.O.XI I ,.J)) 
6 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE CORRELATED CUTCOMES 
DO 7 K~l,100 
DC 7 1=1.12 
00 7 J=l.l2 
CUI ,J )•AC [,Jl*X(J ,KJ 
AK( 1 ,K,,zAK( I ,K)+Ol (It JJ 
7 CONTINI:IE 
DO 9 K•l, 100 




DO JQo. -J=l, 100 
DO 100 l=lol2 




SUBROUTINE GAUSS! l~oSoA~oVI 
GAUSS GENERATES RANOOM NORMAL- OfiHATES 
A=O.O 
A: A+ RANFI IX I 
IX=O 






* *** ************** *** ** ******* ***** ****** ***** ************* ••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE LICKA 
LICK A LIQUI OATES ASSETS ON A ROTATIONAL BASIS TO MAINTAIN PORTFOLIO 
BALANCE. FARM REAL ESTATE IS LIOUIOATEO ONLY AFTER ALL OTHER ASSETS 
REAl lNF, Mll•.J 
1!11111111 COMMON STATEM•NTS 
COMMON H~lN 





SUCE S;.SUCES +1 
JSTAIIT = KK + 1 
DO 10 KK=ISTART ,12 
IFCASETCKK,JYRI,LEoOol GO TOg 
IFCASETCKKoiYRI.LE.~LIQCKKII GO TO g 
JFC CASETCKK.IYRI-HLIQCKKJI,LE.AMLIQCKKI I GO TO 5 
AS ETC KK ol YR I =AS ETC KK,IYRI-AML I Q CKKI 
ASETC13,IYRI=ASETC13oiYRI+AMLIQCKKI 
GO TO 6 
ASET C l3,IYR I =ASETC 13oiYRI+ I AS ETC KK, IYRI-IILI Ql KKII 
ASo;T CKKoiYRI=ASETCKK,IYRI-IASETCKKo IYRI-MLIIIIKKJI 
g BROK E=l. . 
IF I ASETI 3 o1 YR lo LEO. ~LI Ql3lo ANO. ASETC5, IY 
1RI oLE .HLI Ql51. AND. AS ETC 7 o IYR l.LE .ML IQI71.ANO.A SETC 9, IYRI, LE .MLI Q I g 
ZI.AN 0. ASETC lloiYR 1. LE .MLI 111111. AND. AS ETC 12, lYR I.L E oML IQ 11211 BROKE= 
4 o. 
IFCBPOKE.GT.o.l GO TO 6 
IFCASETil,I.YRI.LEoMLIQilll RETURN 
IFICASETlloiYRI- MLIQilii.LE.AMLIIIIlll GO TO 7 
ASET(l,IYRI =ASETC1olYRI -AML!Qlll 
ASETl13,1YRI =ASETI13,1YRI +I AMLIQ.Jll *ll\lO.-FLOSSI/100.·1 
GO TO 8 . 
7 ASET 113 ,I YRl =ASET 113 ,IYRI +II AS ET II olYR 1- MLIQ 1111*1100,- FLOSSl/10 
10.1 
ASETil,JYRI =ASETll,IYRI -IASETCl,IYRI -MLIOilll 
·8 CONTINUE . 
6 IFICASETC13oiYRI+SRPLSCIYRiloGE,MLIOil311 RETURN 
10 CONTINUE 
I START=3 
GO TO 1 
C LONGER PLANNING HORIZotl 
c 
100 SUCES2=SUCE 52+1 
I START=KK+1 
101 00 20 KK=ISTARTo12 . _ 
IFIASET2C KK,IYRI.LE.OI GO TO 19 
IFCASET2C KKolYRioLE,MLIIIIKKIIGO TO 19 
IF C IASET21 KK,IYR 1-MLIQIKKil.LE.AMLIQIKKIIGO TO 15 
ASET21KKolYRI=ASET21KKoiYRI-AMLIQIKKI. 
ASET 21l3olYR I=ASET2113oiYRl+AHLI Q(KKI 
GO TO 16 
15 ASET 211.3,1YR l=ASET2 113, IYRI +I AS ET21 KK ,IYR 1-MLI Ql KKII 
ASET 21 KK, I YRJ=ASET21KKoiYRI-IASET21 KK,IYRI-MLI QCKKll 
19 BRCKE.01, . 
IF( ASET2·13 ,I YR lo LE oMLI Ql3lo ANQ, AS ET215 
. 1, IYR ).LEoMLIQI51.AND.ASET217, IYR I.LE .MLI Ill 7),ANO. ASET219o !YRI.LE ,M 
2LI QI.91.ANO. ASET2 111ol YR 1. LE. MLI 01111. AND. AS ET2112, IYR I oLE oMLI Ql121 
31BROKE=O, 
IFIBROKE.GT,O.I GO TO 16 
IFCASET211 oiYRI.LEoMLIQill I. RETURN 
lFIIASETZilolYRI -MLIIIIlii.LEoAMLIQilll GO TJ 107 
ASETlll;JYRI =ASET21l,IYRI -AHLIQill 
ASET2113,!YRI =ASET2113,!YRI + IAML!Oill *1100.-FlOSSI/100.1 
GO TO 108 . 
107 ASET 2113ol Y~ I =ASE T2 113 ,IYR I+ II ASET211, IYR 1-MLIQI 111*11 00.-FLOSSI/ 
1100 •• 
ASET21l,!YRI =ASET211oiYRI -IASET211.IYRI-ML!Qilll 
108 CONTINUE 
16 1FII ASET2113,1 YR I+ SRPLS211 YRII. GE. MLI 111131 I RET URN 
20 CONTINUE 
ISTART=3 






C LICKB L!OU1DATES ASSETS SEwUENT1ALLY ACCORDING TO THE USERS SPECIFICATIONS 
c 
REAL ti\IF, MLIQ 




IF IHRZN.EQ,2.1 SUCES2=SUCES2+1 .• 
tRANI<=l 
1= !RANK 
IFIRANKI1J.EII.IIGO TO 15 
IFIRANKI.3J.EQ,11NLIK•3 
I Fl RANKI5J,EQ,JINLIK=5 
IFIRANKI71.E11.11NLIK=7 
IFIRANKI91.Ew.!INLIK=q 
IF I RANK Ill I. EQ,[INL!K=ll 
IF I RANK 1121. EQ.IINLIK=l2 
R::D•l. 
GO TO 2 
15 ~LIK=1 
RED= 1100.-FLOSSI/100. 
IFIHRZ>:.EII.?.I GO TO 100 
DO lC J=1o1000 
IF{4S~T(NLlK,[YRJ.LEeOel GO TO 9 
IFIASETINLIK,IYRI.LE.MLIQINLIKIIGO TO 9 
1 F II ASETI NLI K, !YRI-HL IQ I NLI Kll. LE .A~L!Q I NLIK II GO TO 
ASoTINLIKoiYRI=ASETINLIK,IYRI- AHL1QINLIKI 
ASETll3oiYRI =ASETil3,1YRI + AMLIQINL!KI *RED 
IF II ASETI13 ,IYR I +SRPL SIIYRIIo GE oM L! Ill 1311 RETUR h 
GO TO 10 
ASET U3,1YRI =ASETI13olYRI + IASETINL!KoiYRI - MLIQINLIKII*REO 
ASETINLIKo1YRI=ASETINLIKoiYRI - IASETCNliK,IYRI - MLIQINLIKII 
9 IF II AS ET 113, IYRHSRPLSIIYR II.GE .MLI Qll311RETURN 
IFIASETil., I.YRI.LE.Ml!QJ llo4ND.ASETI3oiYRI.~II.LIQI31.ANPoASETI5oiY 
1R I.LE, ML I Ql 51, AllOoASETI 7 ,IYR I oLEo ML IQI71o AFfllo ASET I q ol YRio LEoMLI Ql9 
21.ANC.ASET111,1YRI,LE.MLIQI11l.ANO.ASETI12,IYRl.LE.MLIQI1211RETURN 
1 RANK• I RANK+l 
IFIIRANKoGT, 71 !RANK=1 
GO TO 1 
10 CQNTINUE 
GO TO 3 
100 00 110 J=1,1000 
IFIASET21.NLIKoiYRioLEoOol GQ TO. 109 
IFIASETZINLIKo!YRioLEoML!QINLIKIIGO TO 10q 
IFIIASETZINLIK,IYRI-MLIQINL!KII.LE.AHliQiNliKIIGO TO 105 
ASET21Nl!Ko!YRI=ASET21NLIK,IYRI- AMLIQCNLIKI 
ASET21!3,1YRI =ASET2113oiYRI + A~LIQINL!Kl *REO 
l F II AS ET2113, IYRI+SRPLS2 IIYRII. GE .MLIQI1311 RETURN 
GO TO 110 
105 ASET2113,1YRI =ASET2113,IYRI +IASETZINLIK,IYRI-MLIQINLIKli*REO 
ASET21NL!K,IYRI•ASET21NLIKolYRl-IASET21NLIK,IYRI-MLIQINLIKII 
109 l Fll AS fT2113, I"YR I+ SRPLS2ll YRIIo GE, MLIQI1311 RETURN 
!FIASETZiloiYRJ.LE.MLIQI11.AND.ASET213,IYRioLEoMLIQI31.ANO.ASET215 
1 ,! YR I.LE, ML I UC 51, AND. ASET217, !YRI oLE. ML!QI71.,ANO.ASET 219, IY.R I oLE .M 




GO TO 1 
110 CONTINUE 
GO TC 100 
END 







C TABUS WRITES THE DERIVATION OF RETIREMENT !~COM= NEEDS, SHORT HORIZON 
c 
INTEGER CROAK!31 ,ALIVE! 31 
REAL INFo MLIQ 
C 1111111111 COMMON STATEMENTS 1111111111 
IFILEl.EQ.LESIGO TO 11 
c 
DO 14 1=1,3 
CROAKIII=NAME3111 
14 CJNT INUE 
GO TO 2 
11 0016 l=lo3 




DO 22 1=1,3 
ALIVEIII=NAMEIIII 
· 22 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 
DO 23 I=l ,3 




10 FORMATI1HloT50, 0 RETIREMENT INVESTHEoNT SIMULATOR') 
WRITEI6o201 
20 FORMATI1H-,//,T45o'PROJECTING THE NEED FOR INVESTMENT INCOME') 
WRJTE(6,30l 
30 FORMATI1H-,T47, 0 ASSUMING THE SHCP.TER PLAN~I~G hCRIZON'l 
WRIT El6,40l 
40 FORM ATClH-, II tT31, 1 CONSUMPTI ON' ,T 56, 1 SOC l.CL SECURITY' , T8l, 1 PRIVATE 
I PENSIDN°oTI05, 0 RETIREMENT INCOHE'l 
WRITEI6o50l 
50 FORMAT(lH ,Tl19'YEAR 1 ,T31, 1 EXPENOITURES 1 ,TSB, 1 BENEFITS' ,TB3, 1 8ENEF 
l!TS 1 ,Tlll, 1 GAP 1 1 
WRITEI6o60l 
60 FORMAT(lH+ 1Tll ,4( '-') ,T3lrl2 ( 1 _1} 1 T5o rl5C 1 _ 1 ), TB1,15( '- 1 ) t TlOS, 18( 
1'_1)/ I 
00 1 1•1, LEL 
kRITEI 6 o 7011 oBGH-11, SCSEC 13 oil oPNSN 13 o IloRGAPI II 
70 FORM AT UH , T 12, I z, T 32 ,F 10.0, T57 ,FlO. 0, TB 3 ,F 10. Q, Tl 07, FlO. 0) 
IFII.EQ.LESIWRITEI6,80ILES,CROAK,LES 
80 FORMAT(lH-,lOX,IJN YEAR 1 ti2,2X,3A4,1Xt 1 DIES. EXPENDITURES IN YEAR 
l'olXol2olXo'INCLUDE THE ESTIMATED COST OF THE ESTATE SETTLEMENT.'/ 
2 I 
IFILES.EQoLELIGO TO 1 
If I I .EQ.L ES IWR IT El6 ,81JLESP lo REDUCE 
e1 FORHATilH olOXo'BEGINNING IN YEAR 0 ,12o' CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES 
!ARE REDUCED BY ',F5.0o 0 ~ AND SOC.SECo AND PRIVATE PENSIONS ARE ALS 
20 RE OUCED' I 
1 CONTINUE 
WRIT El 6,90 I LEL oALIVE olE L 
90 FOftMATUH-,//,lOX, 1 1N YEAR 1 ti2,1X,3A4, 1 DIES. EXPENDITURES IN YEA 
lR 'ol2o' INCLUDE THE ESTIMAT-ED COST OF ESTATE SETTLEMENT.' I 
RETURN 
END 
c * * ** ***** ********* ••• ** •••• ··~· **** ••.•• ** .. **** ** *** ** •••• ** **** * ***. ** ••• * 
c 
SLBROUTI~E TABLI L 
c 
C TABllL WRITES THE DERIVATION OF "ETIREMENT INCOME NEEDS, LONGER HORIZON 
c 
INTEGER CROAK( 31 ,A LIVE I 31 
REAL INFo ML 10 
C 1111111111 COMMON STATEMENTS 1111111111 
IFILE3.EO.LES21GO TO 11 
DO 14 1=1,3 
CROAK I ll=N•MC3 I II 
14 CONTINUE 
GO T C 2 
11 D'J 1 6 t =1 , 3 
CROAK I ll=NAMEl I II 
16 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
lFILE4.E~oLEL21GO TO 3 
DO 22 1=1 ,3 
AL !VEl Il~NAMEl I II 
22 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 
DO 23 1•1,3 




10 FORMAT llHlo T50,' RETIREMENT INVESTMENT S IMULATOR'I 
WRITEI6,201 
20 FORMATilH-,//oT45o 'PROJECTING THE NEED FOR INVESTMENT INCOME' I 
WPITEt6,30) 
30 FORMAT!lH-oT47o'ASSUMING THE LONGER PLANNI~G HCR!ZON' I 
WRITEI6,40l 
40 FORMATI1H-,//,T31, 1 CO~SlJMPTION 1 ,T56, 1 SOCIAL SECURITY' ,T8lt 1 PRIVATE 
1 PENSION 1 ,Tl05, 1 RETIREMENT INCOME'» 
WRITE (6,501 
50 FI')RHATClH , Tll ,•YEAR 1 ,T31, 1 EXPENDITURES 1 ,T58 1 1 BENEfITS', T83 1 1 8ENEF 
1ITS 1 ,Tlll, 1 GAP 1 J 
WRITEI6o601 
&0 FORMAT(Ht+ ,Tll,41 '-') ,T3lrl2( 1 _ 1 ) ,T56,15( '-' ),T81,15( '-') ,Tl05r 18( 
1'_'1/ I 
DC 1 I~l,LEL2 
oR IT El 6, 7011 oBGT211lo SOSEC2 13 olloPNSN21 3olloRGAP21ll· 
70 FO ~MAT tlH , T 12, 12, T32,Fl0 .o, T57 ,FlO. 0, TB3tflO.O, Tl07,Fl O. 0) 
IF I I .EQ.L ES 21 WRITE I 6, 80 ILES2oCROAK, LES2 
80 FORMATClH-,lOX, 1 IN YEAR 1 1 12,2X,3A4,1X, 1 0IES. EXPENDITURES IN YEAR 
l'o1X,I2,1Xo 0 1NCLUDE THE ESTIMATED COST OF THE ESTATE SETTLEMENT.'/ 
2 I 
IFIL ES2.EO.LEL21GO TO 1 
IF( !.EO .L ES.2 I WRITE 16, 811LES2Plo REDUCE 
81 FQfUUTilH ,lOXr 1 BEGI~NlNG IN YEAH 1 ,12, 1 CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES 
!ARE REDUCED BY 'oFS.Oo 0 ~ AND SOC. SEC, AND PRIVATE PENSIONS ARE ALS 
2C RE[UCE0° I 
I CONTINUE 
WR ITEI6,901LEL2oAL!VE olEl2 
90 FORMAT(lH-,//,lOX, 1 IN YEAR 1 rl2tlX,3A4t 1 DIES. EXPENDITURES IN YEA 






C TABL2S WRITES JNO!VIUUAL ASSET PERFORMANCE, SHORT HORIZON, PART 1 
c 
REAl INF, Mll Q 
C 1111111111 COMMON STATEMENTS 1111111111 
WRITEI6ol01 
10 FORMAT(lfi\,1:,3, 1 lNOIVIDlJAL ASSET PERFORMANCE') 
l'lRITEC6,20J 
20 FORM~Tt///,T5~, 1 SHORTER PLANNING HORIZON'l 
WRITE(6,'30) 




1 STOCKS 1 ,T84, 1 INCOME MUTUAL FU\IDS 1 ,TJ08, 1 GR.OWTY MUTUAL FUNOS 1 l 
WR.ITE{6.,40J 
40 FORM AT' lHO' Tll' I lNCOMP I T36, t INCO"'E I' T6l, I INC.Ofi'E' 'T85' I I hCC~E I' TlO 
19., 1 INCOME' I 
WRITE( o, 501 
50 FORHATHH, 1X, 1 YEAR 1 ,4XI 1 PRODUCED',5XI 1 VALUC 1 17X,•PRODUCED',5X,'V 
lALUE. '7X' I PRODUCED' ,s X' I VAlUE I' 7X'. PROOUCEC I I 5 X' I vALUE f t 7 x, I PR()OUC 
2Eo•, 5X, •vAL ue • 1 
WRITEI6,601 
60 FORMATUH+r1Xt4t•_• ),4X,8('-' lt5Xr5l'_ 1 1 r7X,BC '-' J,5X,5('_ 1 ),7)(.,3( 
1 1-. I' sx I 5( I- I.' 7X,,8( • -I I '5X I 5 ( I-' I. 7X' 8( '-I 1 I 5 x, 5' '-' J l 
WR!TE(6,701 
70 FORMATI//1 
DO 200 I~l,LEL 
WRITE( 6,80 I I, RET I U, I I, AS ET ( 1, I I, RET I ( 31 I ), ASE H 3, I I , RET 1 ( 5, I), 
USET(5,II ,RET I( 7, I l,A SETC7 1 11 ,RE·TI(9,I) ,ASET(9 ,I J 




SO fORMAT(lH+,BXtl0( 1 _'1 ,lX,l0( 1 _ 1 1t4X,lO('_•),lX,l0( 1 _ 1 J,4X,10( '-' l1 
llX:rlO( '-' ).4Xrl0( 1 _ 1 ) .lX,\0( 1 _ 1 lt4X,l0( 1 _ 1 ) tlX,l0( 1 _ 1 t• 
WR!TE(6,100I 
lCO FORMAT(//, 1 AVERAGE RATE 1 ,/, 1 OF INCGME 1 ,/t 1 RETURN') 
WR ITE(6,110 IAVRIRI 1 I. AVR IRI 3I,AVRIR ( 51,AVRI Rl 71 ,AVR IR 191 
110 FORM·AT (I /,8X,Fl0.3 t 15Xr FlO. 3115X,F10.3•15X, F 10 .3, 15X, FlO. 3! 
WRITE I 6,1201 
120 FORHAT(//, 1 AVERAGE RATE 1 ,/, 1 Of CAPlT.AL 1 ,/, 1 GROWTH'l 
WR!TEI6,130IAVRCGI11,AVRCG(31,AVRCG15I,AVRCGI71,AVRCGI91 







C TABLZL WRITES INDIVIDUAL ASSET PERFORMANCE, LO~G HORIZON, PART l 
c 
REAL INF, Ml!O 
C 1111/11111 COMMON STATEMENTS 111111/111 
oRITE(6,10I 
10 FORMATilH1,T53,'lNOIV!DUAL ASSET PERFORMANCE' I 
WR ITEI 6, 201 
20 FORMATC///,T54,'LONGER PLANNING HORIZON'I 
WRITEI6,301 
30 FORMAT(////,Tl2,'FARM REAL ESTATE',T38, 1 INCOME STOCKS 1 ,T63,'GROWTH 
1 STOCKS•,TB4,'lNCOME I!JTUAL FUNDS',T108,'GROWTH MUTUAL FUNDS' I 
WRITE( 6, 401 
40 FORM AT (lHO, Tllt 1 1NCOME 1 , T36t' INCO.ME 1 t T6l 1 'INCOME', T 85 ,• INCOME' t TlO 
19, 'INCOME t J 
WRITE I e; 501 
50 FORMAT c 1H , tx. •YEAR • ,4X, • PRODUCED •, sx, • VALUE • , 7X, • PR oouc EO • , sx., • v 
lALUE. '7X' I PRODUCED' .5x .. I VALUE I '7X 'I PRODUCED I I sx, 'VALUE I' 7X,. PRODUC 
ZfD 1 , SX1 1 VALUE'l 
WRITE16,60l 
60 FORMATllH+ 1 1X ,4( '- 1 1.,4X,81'_1 ), 5X ,5 (I_• I ,?X,S( '-' ), 5X, 5( '- 1 1,7X, 6( 
1 1-' I 'sx, 5( • -I) I 7X, 8( • -. J '5X, 5( • -I) '7X '8 ( t-.) ,5 x.s (. _. j, 
WRITE16,701 
70 FORMATI//1 
DO 200 != 1,LEL2 
WRITE (6 ,80 II ,RETI2 (! ,11, ASfT2( 1, II, RETI2( 3,!), ASET21 3,! I,RET 121 5,1 
11 • AS ET 2( 5, I ) ,RET12( 7, J J , A SE 12 ( 7 1 I t, RETI2 ( 9 t I ) , ASET 2 ( 9 t I) 
80 FORM JT (lH , 2X, 12 ,4X, FlO.,!,), 1 X, F 1 O. Q, 4X ,F 10.0, lX ,F 10. O, 4X,flO. O, 1 X, F 
110.0 ,4X,FlO.O ,lX tfl0.0.,4X ,F lO.J r lX, FlO.O) 
200 CONT INUF. 
WRIT E(6,90 l 
c 
go FOR"' ATUH+, sx, 1 O( 1 _ • J ,1x , 10' • _ • 1 , 4X, 10 t • _ • 1 ,tx, 10 c • _ • J ,4x, toe • _ • , , 
llX' 1 Q( • -. II 4X,l 0( '- .. '1 X' 10 c I-I) • 4X '!. 0( • -.) t! X ,101'- t • I 
WRITE(6,10JJ 
lCO FQRM/JH//,• AVERAGE RATE• 1 / ,• Of INCOME',/,' RETURN' I 
WP. IT f ( 6,113 1~\VR IR 2( 1) ,AVR If<. 2( 31 ,AVR IR 2151 ,AV~ I R2 (71 ,AVRI R2 ( 91 
110 FORMAT(/ I ,ax ,ft0.3 rl5X, FlO. 3,15X., FlO. 3, l5X ,fl0.3,15X 1 FlO. 3) 
1<~ !HI b,1ZOI 
120 FORMAT(//,' AVERAGE RATE• 1 / 1 1 3f CAPITAL•,/, 1 GROWTH') 
WRITEI6,l30ltVRCG2111,AVRCG2131,AVRCG215I,~VRCG2171,AVRCG2191 
130 FORMAT ( //, l gX1 F 10.3 tl5X.eF10.3 rlSX1F 10.3 tlSX tfl0.3 tlSX, Fl 0.3) 
RETU~N 
:No 
* ••• **** ** * **:t * * ** ***** ******** ** ** ** *** * .............. * * * ****** ...... **** * * 
S~BRDUTINE TABL3S 
C TABUS WRITFS INDIVIDUAL ASSET PERFGRMANCE.SHORT HORIZON, PART2 
c 
REAL I NF, Mll C 
11///1/111 S~MMON STATEMENTS ////////// 
KW ~ 6 
WRITE( KWrl J 
1 FORM~TilH1, T52,'1ND!Vl0UAL ASSET PERFORMANCE' II T54, 0 SHORTER PLA 
*NNING HORIZGN' I T6l, 'ICONT!NUEDl'l 
>R !TE( KW,ZI 
2 FORMATl/// 119, 'LONG TERM 1 1 T48t •SHORT TERM' ,T83r 1 SANK SAVINGS', 
* TlO 5, 1 PURCHASED• 1 Tl2lt I OTH!:R 1 , /T2lr 1 BONOS• 1 T51, 1 OONOS' t T86, 
* 1 ACCOUNT•,TlOb, 1 ANNUITY 1 .,Tl20,'1NCOHEl+) 1 , I Tl2, 1 INtOME•,T42, 
* 1 INCOME•,T78, 1 INCOM.E 1 ,T106,'JNCOME',Tl2Zr 1 DR 1 ,/ T5, 1 'YEA~ 1 ,Tllt 
* • PRODUCE 0 1 ., T28, • VALUE 1 1 T 41 , 1 PR OOUC EO 1 , T58 • 'VALUE' , T77 t 1 PRODUCED' , 
*T93, 'VALUE 1 9 T 105, 'PRODUCED', Tl20, 1 EXPENSE( -J' ,/lH+, T5, '--1 , Tll, 
• ·-----' ,rzs, ·---' ,T4t.• ____ •.rsa.• __ , ,r11, ·----', * T93t'--' ,Tlo5,• _____ • ,Tl20t'---'l 
oo ·.J:o J .... l .. LfL 
WRITHKW,3Il, R=T !Ill, II,ASETIU,!I,RETII12,!1,ASETI12,!1,RE Tl ( l3ol 
*I ,ASET(l3 ,II ,AN INCIII,QTHERI!I 




4 FORMAT(!/ T5•'--' ,Tll,• ___ •,Tzs,• __ •,T4lt'--·--'•T58, * • __ ..; 1 tT77,• ____ , 1 T93,• ___ •1 
WRITEIKW,.5llAVRIRIU.l=ll,121 .. • .. 
5 FO~MAT(/1 • AVERAGE RATE 1 ',/ ' Of INCOME',/ 1 RETURN- 1 , Tl3.Fl0.3t 
* T40,F10. 3) , 
WRIT El KW ,61 IAVRCG( II, 1•11,121 




c ************************************************************************** c 
!LBROUT!NE TA"L3L 
c 
C TABL3L wRITES INDIVIDUAL ASSET PERFORMANCE, LONG HORIZON, PART 2 
c 
RE Al I NF , '"'L I Q 
C 1/111111// COMMON STATEMENTS 1/1/111/11 
KW ~ 6 
WR !TEl KW,ll 
1 FORMJITC!Hl, T52, 1 INDIVIDUAL l..SSET PREFORMANCE 1 ,// T54t 'LONGER PLA 
*"'N lNG HORI l(,~~· ·' T61' I (CONTINUED) I I 
WR ITEI KW, 21 
2 fOPMJ~;T(/// T19, 1 LUNG TERM 1 ,T48, •SHORT TCRt•P,T8!.t 1 BANK SAVINGS', 
* T105, •PURCHASED' , Tl21,' 'JTHER' ,/T21, 1 BCNOS 1 , TSlt 'BONDS 1 , T86, 










• • INCOME • , T7a·;·. INCOME •, Tl06, • INCOME •, 1122, •oR • ,1 rs, • YEAR •, T 11, 
* 1 PRODUCED' , T 28, 1 VALUE 1 , T41 1 t PROOUC ED 1 t T58, 1 VALUE' 1 T77, 1 PROOUCE0 1 , 
*T93t 'VALUE I 'T 105, I PRODUCED' t T 120t I EXPENSE(-) I '/lH+' T5' ·--I I Ttl. * '----' ,rza,• __ , ,T4t,• ____ •,rsa,• __ •.T77,• _____ ,, * T9'3, 1 ___ •,Tl05, 1 ____ ,,Tl20, 1 ___ ,1 
DO 10 1=1oLEL2 
W~ I TE I KWo31 I, RET 12 C 11, II ,ASET21llo II oRETI 2112, !I,ASETZ C 12, II , 
* ~ ET I 2113, 11,4SET 2113,1 I oANINC2111 , OTHER Ill 
3 ~ORMAT( T5tl2t2X,FlO.Ot5XtflO.Q,5X,FlO.O,SX,FlO.Ot11Xtfl0.0,5X,FlO 
*• 0,5 X,FlO. 0, 5X ,FlO.OI 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITEIKWo4l 
4 FORMATf// T5 •'-' ,TU •'---' eT28, 1 __ , ,T"tlt'-----' ,T58, * , __ •,T77, 1 ___ 1 ,T93t'--'1 
WR !TEl KW,51 I AVRIR2111, 1=11, 121 
5 FOR~ATI// ' AVERAGE RATE',/' OF INCOHE'o/ ' RETU.RN', T13,F10o3o 
* T40,Fl0.31 
WRITE I KW ,bll AVRCG211), 1=11 ,12 I 
6 FORMATC// 1 AVERAGE R!t.TE 1 e/ 1 CF CAPITAL 1 ,/ 1 GROWTH' t T25,Fl0e3t 





TABLitS WRITES PORTFOLIO PERFO~HANCEo SHORT HORIZON 
INTEGER CROAK13l,ALIVE13l 
REAL INFo HLIQ 
IIIII/III/ COHHON STATEMENTS 
IFILEI.EQ,LESIGO TO 11 
DO 14 1-=1,3 
CROAKIII=NAME3111 
14 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 




IF IL E2 ,aJ,L Ell GO TO 3 
DO 22 1=1,3 
ALIVEili•NAHEllll 
22 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 






10 FORPIATI"1H1 oil/// ,T 55,' PCRTFDLID PERFOAAANCE'I 
WR ITEI6o151 . 
15 FO~HATilH-oT53o'SHORTER PLANNING HORIZDN'I 
WRITE I &,201 
20 FOI(MAT ClH-. T6,2b( I* I) t 1 PORTFOLI 0 TOJALS I ,27( '*I J t T81, I RETIREMENT I. 
1T100, 1 SURPLUS 1 ,Tll4t 1 INCOME OEFICIT'I 
WR!TE(6, 251 
25 FORM.ATUH ,T!l,·'RATE OF 1 ,T29, 1 RATE OF•,T48, 1 INCOME 1 ,T6b,'TOTAL 1 ,T8 
11,• INCOME GAP' ,T98i 1 0R .DEFICIT' ,Tl18, 1 NOT MET BY I) 
WRIT El6o 30 I 
30 FO~M,TllH t1Xt 1 YEAR 1 ,T8, 1 1NCOHE RETURN"1 tl26,•tAPITAL GROWTH 1 ,T47, 1 
l PRODUCED• , T66 1 1 VALUE' ,T 101 , 1 1 NCOHE', T 116, 'L IQU IOAT tON 1 J . 
WRIIE16,351 
35 FORM.8TUH+,T2,4( ._.),T8, 13( ._.) 'T26, 14( ·-I J ,T-47,8( '-' ltT66,5( ·-· J. 
1TB1,10( 1 _1) ,T98,10('-') ,Tll6,J2C 1 _ 1 U 







... ... . . ._ ~- ....... -~·----··-..-. ---·- . --·. 
WRITE 16,40 II; PR IR Ill, PRCGI!I,RET 1115, II, ASET 115,ll oRGAP Ill, 5111'1. S II 
11 oUFGAPIII 
40 FORMATllH ,TJ,I2,TS,Fl0.3,T30,fl0.3,T46,flO.O,T64tflO.O,T8l,FlO.O, 
1T98o Fl o.o, T118, FlO.OI 
1000 CONTINUE 
WRIT Elb,551 
55 FORHHI1H ,130.1 ° _,II 
WRITEI6,bOIAVRIRI151oAVRCGI151 
60 FO~H AT llHO ,1X, 'AVERAGES' ,lX ,FlO. 3, T30,F10o 31 
WRITEibob5JTRETloTRGAPoTSPLS,TUGAP 
65 FORH lT 11H0,1X, 'TOTALS', T46oF 10o O, T81, FlOo 0, T98 ,F10,0, Tl18 ,FlO.OI 
WRITEI6,70IASETI15oLEL+11 




TABL4L WRITES PORTFOLIO PERFOP.M4NCEo LONG HORIZON 
lfolTEGER CROAKI31 0 ALIVEI31 
REAL INFo ML HI 
/111111111 COMMON STATEMENTS 
IFILE3.EQ.LESIGO TO 11 
DO 14 1=1,3 
CROAKI!I=NAME3111 
14 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 





00 22 1•1.3 
ALIVEIII=NAHE1111 
22 CONT·INUE 
GO TO 4 





WR ITEI6,10t ... _ ......... -· •.. _ .. • . . ... . 
10 FORH ATI1H1 o1 1/1/, T55, 'PORTFOLIO PERFDRHAIICE'I 
WRITEI6,151 
15 FORHAT11H-,T54,'LDNGER PLANNING HORIZON'I 
WRIT Elb,201 
20 FORH~TtlH- 1 T6 126I'*'It 1 PORTFOLl0 TOTALS 1 ,27( 1 * 1 1,T8l,•RETIREHENT 1 , 
1 T 100,. SU~PL us I' Tll4, I INCOME DEF ICI T•. 
~R!TEC6o251 
25 FORMAT(lH ,T11, 1 RATE Of' tT29t 1 RATE OF 1 ,·T48, 1 1NCOME·•,T60, 'TOTAL 1 ,T8 
l\, 1 INCOHE GAP',T'98, 1 0R OEFJCIT 1 ,Tll8, 1 NOT MET BY 1 1 
WR!TEC6o301 
30 FORHAT(lH ,1Xt 1 YEAR 1 ,TS, 1 1NC0fo'E RETURN' ,T20t 1 CI\PITAL GROWTH 1 ,T47, 1 
1 PROOUC.F.0 1 , T 6b, 1 VALUE 1 , T 101, 1 1NCOME 1 t T llb t 1 LI QU IDATI ON 1 1 
hRJTEibo351 
35 FORMATC1H+,T2,'t( •_•),T8,13t 1 _ 1 1 ,T2b,l4C'_ 1 ) ,T47,8l'_1 I,T66t5l'_ 1 1, 
1 TB 1 .tO( I- I ) 'rqa ,10 ( ·-I ... Tl16' 12 ( • -. J J 
DO 1000 1=1 oLEL2 
WR ITEC o, 4011 oPR IR211 I.PRCG2111 ,RET I 2115 ,II ,A SE T2115, II o RGAP2111 ,SR 
1PLS2CIIoUFGAP21ll . 








WRIT EI6,60IAVRJ R21151,AYRCG)!Il51 
60 FORMAT(lHO,tX, 1 AVERAGES 1 ,1Xefl0.3,T30,Fl0.3J 
WRITEI6,651TRETI2oTRGAP2oTSPLS2,TUGAP2 
65 FORMAT(lHO,\X, 1 TOTALS 1 ,T46,FlO.O,T81,FlO.O,T98,FlO.O,T11B,flO.O, 
WRITEI6,701ASET21l5oLEL2+ll 
70 FORMATilHO,lX,'ENDJNG ESTATE 0 oT64oFlO.Ol 
~ru~ . 
END 




C TABL5S WRITES SUMMARY OF PERFCRHANCEo SHORT HORIZON, PART l 
c 
REAL INFo MLI Q 
C 1111111111 COMMON STATEMENTS 1111111111 
WRITEI6ol001 
100 FORMATI'l'o55X, 0 SUMMARY OE PERFORMANCE'o//o54Xo'ANO AIDS TO INTERP 
ARETATJON'o//,55Xo 0 SHORTER PLANNING HORJZON°,//,55Xo'VARJABILITY'o 
A48Xt •VARlABILITY 1 ,/,2bX, 1 AVERAGE RATE' tl4X, 1 0F INCO~E RETURN 1 ,15X, 
A' AVERAGE RATE 1 1 16X,' 1 0F CAPITAL GROWTH 1 ,/,24Xt 1 Df INCOME RETURN', 
AllXo'ISTANDARO OEVIATIONI'ollXo 0 0F CAPITAL GqQ•TH 0 0 llX,•ISTANOARD 
AOEV IAT lON I' l 
WRJTEI6o250l 
00 1 I•loiREP 
l WR ITEI6, 200 llol STR EPIIo Kl oK=1, 41 
200 FORMAT I' ORE PLICATION 'ol3, T28o FlO. 3, T57, Fl0.3, T85 0 F10. 3, Tll5, 
AF10o3l 
WR ITEI6o2501 
250 FORMATI24X ol61 '_, lollXo 201 '_, l ollX,171•_' lollX ,zo·l '-• II 
WRITEI6o300IIASTRPINioN=lo41 
300 FO PM AT IT3o' ·AvERAGE', T2BoFlO. 3o T57, FlO. 3, TB5oF 10. 3, Tll5oFl 0.3 l 
RETURN 




C TABL5L WRITES SUMMARY Of PERFCRMANCE, LONG HORIZON, PART 
c 
REAL INF, MLIQ 
C 1111111111 COMMON STATEMENTS 11/1/1/1// 
WR!TEI6olOOI 
100 FORHATI'l'o55Xo 0 SUHHA.RY OF PERFORHANCE•ollo54Xo'ANO AIDS TO INTERP 
ARETATION' ,//, 55Xo' LONGER PLANNING HORIZON' ollo55X, 0 VARIABIL ITY', 
A48Xo 'VARIABILITY' ,/,26X, 'AVERAGE RATE' o14Xo 'OF INCOME RETURN' o15X, 
A•AVERAGE RATE'ol6Xo'OF CAPITAL GROWTH 0 o/o24Xo'OF INCOME RETURN'• 
AUXo'ISTANOARD OEVJATIONl'ollXo•OF CAPITAL GROWTH'ollXo'l STANDARD 
ADEVIATJONl 'I 
WRITEI6,2501 
00 1 l=lo!REP 
1 loRITEI6o200lloiSTREP211oKioK=lo4l 
200 FOJUI AT I' OREPl !CAT JON ' ol3o T2 8, Fl 0.3, T5 7 oHO. 3, TB5, FlO. 3, T 115, 
AF10.31 
.WRITE I 6, 2501 
250 FORMJTC24X,l6C•_ 1 J 1 11X,20(~-•J,tlX1 17( 1_ 1 J,llX,201'-'IJ 
WR ITEibo300) IASTRP2 1Nioli=lo41 
3CO FOP:M AT c T3, 1 AVERAGE • • rz a,Fl o.3, rs1 ,Ft o. 3, rss .Fto. 3, rtts, Ft o.31 
RETURN ~. 
~ -




C TABL6S WRITES SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE, SHORT HORIZON, PART2 
c 
REAL INF, ML JQ 
C 1/lllll/1/ COMMON STATEMENTS IIIII/III/ 
WRJTEHoll . 
l FORHATI1Hl,T54, 0 SUHMARY ·OF P~RFORMANCE 0 1/T32o 0 AND AIDS TO INTERP~E 
lTATION'//T54, 0 SHORTER PLANNING HORJZON°//T60o'ICONTINUEDl'l 
WRITEI6ol0l 
10 FORMATIT115o'ESTIHATE Of',/T8i,•StZE ijjto,T'uz,iREMAINING INCOME'/ 
1T26o 0 SUCCESS IN MEETING RETIREMENT INCOME NEEDS••,TB4o 'ENDING ESTA 
2TE I' TllS, I POTENT! AL**') 
WRITEI6o201 
20 FORMAT CT2b, 42 c •-••, TS4, t3c • _,, ,Ttt.:: ,161 •-• J/'O •, T36, • A' ,T65, •a• 1 
DO 9 1=1, !REP 
WRITEI6o!OIJ,ISTREPIJ,KI,K=5oBI 
30 FORM ATI'0 1 , 1 P EPLJCAT I ON' ,13, T 2 9, FlO.O, T57, FlOe O, T85 ,FlO.O, TllS,flO 
t.o,• YEARS 1 J 
9 CONTINUE 
~RJTEI6,2ll 
21 FORM ATIT26 o421 '-''• TB4ol31 '_'I, Tll2 ol61 '_,II 
WRITEI6,501ASTRP15IoASTRPI61,ASTRPI71,ASTRPIBI 
50 FORMAT( 1 0 AVERAGE 1 tT28,flO.o,T57,FlO.O,T85,ftO.O,Tlt5,Fl0.0, 1 YEA 
lRS' I 
WRITEI6 0 5l 
5 FORMATI•o• A= NUMBER OF OCCASIONS ON WHICH ASSETS WERE LIQUIDATE 
>C TO MEET CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES. '.I•' B =TOTAL INCOME DEFIC 
>IT WHICH COULD NOT BE MET BY LIQUJOATION•,/, 0 0** IF THE • ENDING E 
>STATE • WERE PLACED lN YOUR BANK SAVINGS ACCOU~T..IT WOUlD PRODUCE' 
),/,• ADEQUATE INCOME FOR THE SURVIVING SPOUSE FOR THE NUMBER OF 
>YEARS SHOWN.' l 
JFIASTRPIBJ.E0.50l WRITEI6o60) 
60 FORHATIT90o'ACTUALLY THE REMAINING INCOME POTENTIAL'/ 
1T90, 'IS GREATER THAN 50 YEARS. THE EXACT'/ 
2T90o'VALUE IS IRRElEVANT, BUT THE POINT HAS'/ 
3T90o'BEEN HADE THAT THERE IS LITTLE CHANCE'/ 
4T90, 'OF OUTLIVING YOUR ASSETS.• l 
RETURN 
END 
c •••• ••*•··················*··················· ........................... . c 
SUBROUTINE TABL6L 
c 
C TABL6L WRITES SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE, LONG HORIZON, PART2 .c . . . 
REAL INF, Mll Q 
C 1/1111//11 COMMON STATEMENTS ////////// 
WRlTEI6oll 
l FORMATUHloT54o 0 SUMHARY OF PERFORMANCE'//T52,•AND AIDS TO JNTERPRE 
lTATHlN 'IIT54, 'LONGER PLANNJ NG HORI ZON'IIT6Q,' I CONTINUED I' I 
WRITEI6o101 
10 FORHATIT115 0 °ESTIHATE OF 0 ,/TB7o•SIZE 0F',TU2 0 'REHAINI~G INCOME'/ 
1T26o'SUCCESS IN MEETING RETIREMENT INCOME NEEDS••,TB4o'ENDING ESTA 
2TE', T115,• POTENTIAL**'! 
WRITEI6o201 
20 FORM AT CT26,42( '- 1 t, T84, 13( 1 _'I, Tl12, l6l'- 'l/ 1 0 1 ,T36, 1 A1 , T65, 1 8 1 J 
DO 9 J~1,IREP 
WRITE I 6, 301 I, I STREP2 II ,K) , K=5, Bl 
30 FORM AT c •o •, • "EPL J cAr ION • , J3, rza, Fl o.o, T57 ,Fto. o, Tss,Fto.o, Ttts,Fto 
1.0, 1 YEARS' J . 
9 CONTINUE 
WRITE 16 0 211 
21 FOP.M AT( T26,42{ I-·. ,T84tl3 (I-·)' Tll2 tl6( I- I) J 
WRJTEI0,50JASTRP2151,ASTRP216IoASTRP2171,ASTRP21BI 
50 FORHATI'O AVoqAGE 0 oT28,FlO.O,T57,FlO.O,TB5,FlO.O,TU5,FlO.O,• YEA 
lRS'l 
WRITEI6,51 
5 FORMAT 1'0* A = NUMBER OF OCCASIONS ON WHICH ASSETS WERE LIQUIDATE 
>D TO MEET CONSUMPTION EXPENDJTJR~S. ',/•' B • TOTAL INCOME DEFIC 
>IT WHICH COULD NOT BE MET BY LIQUIDATION•,/,'0** IF THE" ENDING E 
>STATE • WERE PLACED IN YOUR BANK SAVINGS ACCOUNToiT WOULD PROOUCE' 
),/,' ADEQUATE INCOME FOR THE SURVIVING SPOUSE FOR THE NUMBER OF 
>YEARS SHOWN.• I 
IFIASTRP218l.EQ.50l WRITEI6o601 
60 FORMATIT90,•ACTUALLY THE REMAINING JNCOI'E PCTENTIAL'/ 
1T90r 1 1S GPE:AT:::I{ THAN 50 YEARS. THE EXACT•/ 
2T9C, 0 VALUE IS IRRELEVANT, BUT THE POINT HAS'/ 
3T90, •BEEN MAO!" THAT THERE IS LITTLE CHANCE'/ 
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